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ABSTRACT 

Discrete event systems (DESs) are event-driven systems, which change their discrete states 

upon asynchronous occurrence of certain events. Examples of DESs include telecommunication 

networks, robotic and manufacturing systems, computer networks, reactive programs, etc.. 

This dissertation addresses decentralized/distributed failure diagnosis and supervisory control 

of DESs. 

In a decentralized diagnosis architecture, a local diagnoser performs failure diagnosis com

pletely based on its own observations without communicating with others. A notion of codi

agnosability is introduced to capture the property that a system should satisfy such that its 

failure behaviors are diagnosable by one of the local diagnosers within a bounded delay of their 

occurrences. Algorithms with polynomial complexity in the size of system/specification models 

are presented for verifying codiagnosability, computing diagnosis delay bound, synthesizing lo

cal diagnosers, and online diagnosis using them. Further diagnosis properties are investigated 

through the introduction of strong-(co)diagnosability and safe-codiagnosability. 

In a distributed diagnosis architecture, local diagnosers exchange their individual obser

vation with each other to perform failure diagnosis collaboratively. The communication can 

introduce bounded or unbounded delay. Finite automata models are constructed to capture 

communication delays, and the system/specification/sensing models are augmented with re

spect to the communication delay models. Via those augmented models, a distributed diagno

sis problem (with communication) is converted to a decentralized diagnosis problem (without 

communication). This allows distributed diagnosis analysis to be performed in same as decen

tralized diagnosis analysis. Also, in the unbounded delay case decidability of the problem is 

established, in contrast to a prior work which conjectured it to be an undecidable problem. 
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For the decentralized supervisory control of DESs, prioritized synchronous composition 

(PSC) based decentralized control and nondeterministic decentralized control are introduced. 

A PSC based decision fusion rule is more general than the conventional conjunctive/disjunctive 

decision fusion rule since it has control-authority besides control-capability. Algorithms are 

presented for existence and synthesis of PSC based supervisors. Computational complexity of 

the former is polynomial in the size of both system and specification models, while complexity 

of the latter is polynomial in the size of systems model, and exponential in the size of specifi

cation model. By using nondeterministic supervisors, a weaker condition than the condition of 

controllability together with co-observability, which serves as a necessary and sufficient condi

tion for the existence of deterministic decentralized supervisors, is obtained for decentralized 

control. Algorithms of polynomial complexity are presented for both existence and synthesis 

of nondeterministic supervisors in target control and range control problems. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Discrete Event Systems 

Discrete event systems (DESs) are event-driven systems, which change their discrete states 

upon asynchronous occurrence of certain events. States in DESs are represented by some sym

bolic variables. For example, a machine in a manufacturing system may have three discrete 

states: idle, working, and broken states. Events in DESs are some discrete qualitative changes. 

Examples of events include the arrival of a message in a communication channel, completion 

of operations in manufacturing systems, failure of sensors/actuators in control systems, ter

mination of computer programs, etc.. Thus, many man-made systems are examples of DESs 

such as telecommunication networks, robotic and manufacturing systems, computer networks, 

and reactive programs. Also, continuous behaviors in a system can be modeled at a certain 

level of abstraction in the framework of DESs. 

In general, there are two types of DESs: untimed DESs and timed DESs. Untimed DESs 

focus on logic behaviors of a system without considering timing properties of the system. Thus 

dynamics of untimed DESs are determined by the order/sequence of states or events, not by 

their timing properties. In timed DESs, system behaviors are affected by timing properties, 

which are captured by extra "timing" events or states with clock ticks. In this dissertation, 

we are focused on untimed DESs based on Ramadge-Wonham's modeling framework [53]. 

Since state transitions in a DES are generally irregular with respect to real time, we cannot 

use differential or difference equations to describe behaviors of DESs. Instead, formal languages 

and finite automata or state machines are used as fundamental models for analyzing logic 

behaviors of DESs. Due to its interdisciplinary nature, research on DESs brings together 

ideas and techniques from computer science, control theory, and operations research. In this 
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dissertation, we study two important problems of DESs in decentralized or distributed settings, 

the failure diagnosis and supervisory control problems. 

1.2 Failure Diagnosis of DESs 

Failure diagnosis is critical to achieve fault-tolerance and high-performance of large com

plex systems. Due to its importance, the problem of failure diagnosis has received considerable 

attention in the literature. Various approaches have been proposed including fault-trees, ex

pert systems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, Bayesian networks, and analytical redundancy [50]. 

These are broadly categorized into non-model based (where observed behavior is matched to 

known failures), and model based (where observed behavior is compared against model pre

dictions for any abnormality). For discrete event systems a certain model based approach for 

failure diagnosis is proposed in [60], and extended in [59, 22, 25, 24, 13, 77]. The application of 

DESs failure diagnosis includes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems [61], trans

portation systems [41, 15], communication networks [3, 1, 42], manufacturing systems [10, 45], 

digital circuits [37, 70], and power systems [16]. 

Failure diagnosis in DESs requires that once a failure occurred, it be detected and diagnosed 

within bounded "delay" (bounded number of transitions). This is captured by the notion 

of failure diagnosability introduced in [60]. Polynomial tests for diagnosability are given in 

[21, 76]. In [59], the notion of active failure diagnosis was introduced where control is exercised 

to meet given specifications while satisfying diagnosability. In [10, 45], a template based 

approach was developed for failure diagnosis in timed discrete event system. [58] also studied 

failure diagnosis in timed DESs. 

The above approaches can be thought to be "event-based" as failure is modeled as execution 

of certain "faulty events". An equivalent "state-based" approach was considered in [37, 77], 

where the occurrence of a failure is modeled as reaching of certain "faulty states". A theory 

for failure diagnosis of repeatedly-occurring/intermittent failures was introduced in [25]. The 

notion of diagnosability was extended to [1, oo]-diagnosability to allow diagnosis of a failure 

each time it occurred. Polynomial complexity algorithms for testing [1, oo]-diagnosability as 
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well as for off-line diagnoser synthesis were presented in [25]. Algorithms of complexity that are 

an order lower have been reported in [74]. To facilitate generalization of failure specifications, 

linear-time temporal logic (LTL) based specification and diagnosis of its failure was proposed 

in [22]. LTL can be used to specify violations of safety as well as liveness properties, allowing 

diagnosis of failures that have already occurred (safety violations) as well as prognosis of 

failures that are inevitable in future (liveness failures). [24] extended the use of LTL based 

specifications for representing and diagnosing repeatedly-occurring/intermittent failures. 

The above mentioned work dealt with centralized failure diagnosis, where a central diag

noser is responsible for failure detection and diagnosis in the system. Many large complex 

systems, however, are physically distributed which introduces variable communication delays 

and communication errors when diagnosis information collected at physically distributed sites 

are sent to a centralized site for analysis. Consequently, although all diagnosis information can 

be gathered centrally, owing to the delayed/corrupted nature of the data, a centralized failure 

diagnosis approach may not always be appropriate for physically distributed systems, and in

stead diagnosis may need to be performed decentrally at sites where diagnosis information is 

collected. 

[13, 55, 62, 2, 65] studied distributed diagnosis in which diagnosis is performed by either di

agnosers communicating with each other directly or through a coordinator and thereby pooling 

together the observations. [13] addressed the problem of distributed failure diagnosis based on a 

"coordinated decentralized architecture", where local diagnosers do not communicate with each 

other directly, but send local information to a coordinator. Then the coordinator makes the 

final diagnosis decision. Later, they extended their work by considering one-step out-of-order 

transmission caused by communication delays [12]. [62] discussed the distributed diagnosis 

problem, where communication directly exists between local diagnosers, and is assumed to be 

lossless, and in order. Notion of "decentralized diagnosis" was formulated, which was proved 

to be undecidable. We will show in this dissertation that decentralized diagnosis is not an ad

equate property to capture distributed diagnosability under unbounded delay communication, 

and a stronger notion is required, which is further shown to be decidable. [55] studied the 
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diagnosis problem of a timed discrete event system based on the asynchronous communication 

between diagnosers. The decentralized diagnosis problem with asymmetric communication was 

discussed in [2], where communication is one-way and without delays. Aiming to increase the 

scalability and robustness of diagnosers, an automaton-based architecture was proposed for 

distributed diagnosis in [65]. 

The problem of decentralized diagnosis was first considered as one special case of distributed 

diagnosis in [13]. In that paper, "lack of fully ambiguous traces" was stated as a sufficient con

dition for decentralized diagnosis to be equivalent to that of centralized one, and an algorithm 

was presented for verifying the "lack of fully ambiguous traces". The algorithm was based 

upon structural properties of global (centralized) and local (decentralized) diagnosers, which 

has an exponential complexity in the size of the system owing to the exponential size of the 

diagnosers. 

1.2.1 Our Study on Decentralized/Distributed Failure Diagnosis 

For decentralized diagnosis, instead of capturing a condition under which decentralized di

agnosis is equivalent to centralized diagnosis as in [13], this dissertation studies the condition a 

system should satisfy such that its failure behaviors can be diagnosed in a decentralized setting. 

We make the notion of decentralized diagnosis involving no communication among diagnosers 

precise by introducing the notion of codiagnosability that requires that the occurrence of any 

failure be diagnosed within bounded delay by at least one local diagnoser using its own ob

servations of the system execution. The property of codiagnosability is stronger than that of 

diagnosability (under the aggregated observations). In other words, it is possible that a system 

is centrally diagnosable under the aggregated observations, but not decentrally diagnosable. 

However, when a centralized diagnosis is not possible (due to the physically distributed nature 

of the underlying system), the system must satisfy the stronger property of codiagnosability 

to allow for the detection/diagnosis of each failure by some local diagnosers. 

In this dissertation we represent a failure as violation of a specification represented as a 

language, and also as the execution of certain failure events. We study codiagnosability first 
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in specification language framework and later specialize it to the failure event framework. The 

specification language framework can be viewed as a generalized state/event-based framework 

(in those frameworks the model generating the specification language is a subautomaton of the 

system model). We present algorithms of complexity polynomial in the size of the system and 

the non-fault specification for (i) testing codiagnosability, (ii) computing the delay bound of 

diagnosis, (iii) off-line synthesis of diagnosers, and (iv) on-line diagnosis using them. 

The computation of the delay bound is important for the following reason. After a fail

ure is detected/diagnosed, a failure recovery procedure ought to be initiated. There may be 

requirements on how late such recovery procedures may be initiated from the time the failure 

occurred. If delay of diagnosis is longer than the delay by which the recovery procedures are 

to be initiated, satisfaction of diagnosability is of little use. For centralized diagnosis, [60] 

presented a method to compute the delay bound. The method is based on the construction 

of a diagnoser and has exponential complexity. In [76], the authors presented a method of 

polynomial complexity for determining the delay bound for centralized diagnosis. In this pa

per, a notion of delay associated with decentralized diagnosis is introduced, and a polynomial 

algorithm for computing it is provided. 

The notion of codiagnosability guarantees that occurrence of any failure is detected within 

finite delay by one of the diagnosers, but there is no guarantee that the non-occurrence of 

failure is unambiguously known. To capture the capability of being certain about the failure 

as well as non-failure conditions in a system within bounded delay, we introduce the notion of 

strong-codiagnosability. The corresponding notion of strong-diagnosability can also be defined 

for the centralized setting. We illustrate that a diagnosable (resp., codiagnosable) system need 

not be strongly-diagnosable (resp., strongly-codiagnosable). 

In order to react to a failure in a timely fashion, while it is necessary that the failure be 

detected within a bounded delay, such a property alone is not sufficient. It is also needed 

that the detection occur before the system behavior becomes "unsafe". To capture this ad

ditional requirement for failure detection, the notion of safe-diagnosability was introduced in 

[46]. We extend this notion to the decentralized setting by formulating the notion of safe-
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codiagnosability. The safe behavior includes all of non-faulty behavior and some of post-fault 

behavior where system performance may be degraded but still tolerable. Safe-codiagnosability 

requires that when the system executes a trace that is faulty, then exists at least one diagnoser 

that can detect this within bounded delay and also before the safety specification is violated. 

We give an algorithms of polynomial complexity for verifying safe-codiagnosability. (The veri

fication algorithm presented in [46] was based upon the structural property of a deterministic 

diagnoser, and had an exponential complexity owing to the exponential size of the diagnoser.) 

To capture the effect of communication delays in distributed diagnosis, a notion of jointk-

diagnosability is introduced so that any failure can be diagnosed within a bounded delay of its 

occurrence by one of the local sites using its own observations and the information received 

from other local sites. Then we discuss the distributed diagnosis problem under an immediate 

observation passing protocol, and convert it to a decentralized diagnosis problem. Results for 

analyzing codiagnosability are applied for verifying joint&-diagnosability under that protocol, 

and synthesizing local diagnosers. 

For distributed diagnosis under unbounded communication delay, we show that it is a 

decidable problem by converting it to an instance of decentralized diagnosis problem. This is 

in contrast to the result in [62], where the authors claimed that the problem is undecidable. 

Our study shows that the decentralized diagnosability property introduced in [62] is not an 

adequate to analyze this problem. Instead, we capture the essence of the problem by joint^-

diagnosability, and show that this property is equivalent to codiagnosability, which is known 

to be decidable. We also demonstrate that joint^-diagnosability is strictly stronger than 

decentralized-diagnosability. 

1.3 Supervisory Control of DESs 

Supervisory control of DES is a model-based control problem. The feasible behaviors of 

system to be controlled, called plant, are captured by plant models, which usually are finite 

automata or formal languages. The desired behaviors of the controlled system are captured 

by specification models. Specification models can also be in the format of finite automata or 
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formal languages. To facilitate the modeling of system requirements, some other formats of 

models are used as well, such as rule-based models [7, 8] and temporal logics [66, 36, 43, 39, 40]. 

In this dissertation, finite automata and formal language are used for modeling DESs. 

The problem of supervisory control is to design a controller such that the controlled system 

does not violate the specification. In the setting of formal language, that means that the 

generated language of the controlled system is a subset of the specification language. The 

controller designed is maximal permissive. I.e., it only disables certain transitions/events, 

which otherwise would lead the system to states violating the specification, and does not 

determine specific events to be executed at a certain state. Thus, this control problem is called 

supervisory control, and the controller designed is called a supervisor. The goal of supervisory 

control is to allow plant behaviors the maximum freedom without violating the specification, 

and disable as least events as possible. 

Supervisory control of DESs under complete observation was first proposed by Ramadge 

and Wonham [54]. Later Cieslak et al. [9] and Lin and Wonham [38] studied supervisory 

control under partial observation and introduced the notion of observability. When the plant 

is physically distributed, multiple supervisors are used for control, called decentralized control. 

In this setting the condition of coobservability was formalized by Cieslak et al. [9] and Rudie 

and Wonham [57]. 

1.3.1 Decentralized Decision Fusion Architecture 

An important issue in decentralized control is how to fuse together control decisions from 

local supervisors. Conventionally, the conjunctive fusion rule is used, where an event is glob

ally enabled if and only if it is enabled by all local supervisors. A non-conjunctive fusion rule 

based decentralized control was first considered by Prosser et al. [51]. Yoo and Lafortune 

[75] developed a more comprehensive theory for decentralized control based on the conjunc

tive-^-disjunctive fusion rules. In this generalized architecture, controllable events are parti

tioned into two disjoint sets: one where fusion occurs using conjunctive fusion rule, and another 

where fusion occurs using the disjunctive fusion rule. 
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Control of DESs and interaction among local supervisors can be achieved through compo

sition operations taken over their automata representations [19, 47]. The most common mode 

of composition is taken to be strict synchronous composition (SSC) [54, 26, 9, 71, 28]. Since 

feasible uncontrollable events cannot be disabled by a supervisor, the supervisor is required to 

synchronously execute all the uncontrollable events that the plant can execute. 

To relax such a synchronization requirement on interacting systems (such as plant and 

supervisor), Heymann [17, 18] introduced the notion of prioritized synchronous composition 

(PSC). In PSC, a priority set is associated with each system. For an event to be enabled 

in the interconnected system, it must be enabled in all systems whose priority sets contain 

that event. In the setting of supervisory control, the priority set of a supervisor is chosen 

to be the set of controllable events, thereby a supervisor is not required to participate in the 

occurrence of uncontrollable events. Supervisory control of DESs via PSC has been studied in 

[63, 32, 33, 30, 23]. 

Decentralized control of discrete event systems via PSC was first studied in [33], where it 

was required that the priority sets of the supervisors exhaust the entire controllable event set. 

In another words, each controllable event needs the participation of the supervisors having the 

priority over it. However, as is shown in this dissertation, such a requirement is restrictive, and 

also may not even be necessary. For example, in a manufacturing system, a machine under 

control of several supervisors may start to work on command from any supervisor. In that 

case, the control action of that machine is outside the priority sets of all supervisors. 

In this dissertation, we study PSC-based decentralized control without the restriction im

posed in [33]. As shown in Chapter 5, without that restriction the controller can achieve a 

strictly larger class of behavior. We introduce the notion of PSC-coobservability, which to

gether with controllability captures the property of specifications achievable using PSC-based 

decentralized control. A polynomial algorithm is presented for verifying PSC-coobservability. 

Under certain restrictions on the priority sets, PSC-coobservability is reduced to C&P V 

D&A-coobservability [75], and when there is flexibility in choosing the priority and conjunc

tion/disjunction sets, the class of PSC-coobservable and C&P V D&A-coobservable languages 
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coincide. Otherwise, PSC-based decentralized control should be considered a generalization 

of conjunction-l-disjunction-based decentralized control since it has the mechanism to support 

control-authority besides control-capability. 

We also present an algorithm to construct automata realizations of local PSC-based super

visors. It is well known that there exist such realizations of supervisors for centralized control, 

and for conjunction-based decentralized control when plant and specification both have finite 

automata representations [34]. For example, supervisors can be chosen to be generators of 

infimal prefix-closed controllable and observable superlanguages with respect to local control

lable events and local observation masks. This ceases to work in the non-conjunctive case as 

we illustrate through an example in Chapter 5. In [75], authors constructed the supervisors 

based on the construction of observers, and the control action at each observer state is com

puted manually. Further the state-space of the observer is exponential in both the plant and 

specification states, whereas the complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in plant states and 

exponential only in specification states. (A lower complexity algorithm is unlikely owing to the 

NP-completeness result of supervisor synthesis under partial observation [69].) A nice property 

of our synthesis method is that it is also applicable to centralized control, conjunction-based 

decentralized control, and non-conjunction-based decentralized control. 

1.3.2 Supervisory Control Using Nondeterministic Supervisors 

Most prior work on control of qualitative/logical behavior of DESs is based on deterministic 

controllers/supervisors. Inan [20] first advocated the use of nondeterministic supervisors for 

control under partial observation. Recently, Kumar et al. [31] proposed the notion of achiev

ability to capture properties of more general nondeterministic supervisors, where "change in 

control action without any new observation", and non-projection type observation masks are 

allowed. Further, the form in which the condition of achievability was defined, it allowed the 

separation of limitations caused by "partial-control" and partial-observation. This paper ex

tends the work in [31] from the centralized setting to the decentralized setting with the rule for 

decision fusion being based on conjunction (an event is enabled if and only if all supervisors 
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having control over the event enable it). 

A deterministic (resp., nondeterministic) control policy can be represented a (Eu, in

compatible deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) state machine (DSM (reps., NSM)), where 

E„ is the uncontrollable event set and M is the observation mask. (E„, M)-compatibility is 

equivalent to the E„-compatibility and M-compatibility combined. E„-compatibility requires 

that no uncontrollable event can be disabled at any state of the supervisor, and M-compatbility 

requires that any pair of indistinguishable events defined at a certain state must have the the 

same set of successor states. The notion of (E„, M)-achievability was introduced in [31] to 

character ize  the  c lass  of  languages  tha t  can be  enforced as  the  control led  behavior  by (E u ,  M)-

compatibile nondeterministic supervisors. It was shown that achievability is a weaker condition 

than controllability and observability combined, which serves as a necessary and sufficient 

condition for the existence of deterministic control [38, 9]. 

Allowing supervisors to be nondeterministic offers several advantages. For example, al

though the property of controllability and observability can be tested polynomially [53, 73, 28, 

69], an off-line computation of a deterministic supervisor for control under partial observation 

has an exponential complexity [69]. In contrast, in the nondeterministic setting, both the 

existence test and synthesis of nondeterministic supervisors can be performed polynomially. 

Further, achievability is preserved under union and intersection over prefix-closed languages, 

implying the existence of the supremal achievable sublanguages and the infimal prefix-closed 

and achievable superlanguages, respectively. In contrast, observability is only preserved under 

set intersection over prefix-closed languages [38]. 

In decentralized control, when the local supervisors are required to be deterministic, the 

condition of co-observability together with controllability serves as a necessary and sufficient 

condition for the existence of decentralized supervisors. A weaker condition of existence, which 

we introduce as co-achievability, is needed when supervisors are allowed to be nondeterministic. 

Alike co-observability, co-achievability is also preserved under intersection over prefix-closed 

languages implying the the existence of infimal co-achievable superlanguages. On the other 

hand, co-achievability is not preserved under union. This is in contrast to achievability (which 
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has been shown to be preserved under union in [31]), implying that the decentralized control 

problems are inherently more difficult than the centralized ones. This difficulty is also witnessed 

in the papers reporting undecidability of the decentralized estimation and control problems 

[35, 67]. 

Based on the algorithms for centralized nondeterministic control, we develop algorithms 

for testing co-achievability and synthesis of decentralized supervisors for the "target control", 

and show they can be polynomially performed. Similarly, the existence test and synthesis of 

decentralized nondeterministic supervisors for the "range control" (specified as a lower bound 

and upper bound languages) is of polynomial complexity. This is in contrast to decentralized 

deterministic control, where both the existence and synthesis is of exponential complexity. 

Thus there are three main advantages to allowing nondeterministic supervisors for decentral

ized control: (i) weaker condition for existence, (ii) For target control problem synthesis is 

polynomial, (hi) For range control problem both existence and synthesis are polynomial. 

1.4 Organization of Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we present necessary notation and preliminaries for this dissertation. First, 

basic DES theories based on finite automata and formal languages are introduced. Then pre

vious results on failure diagnosis and supervisory control of DESs relevant to the development 

of our work will be presented. Various notions, such as diagnosability, controllability, observ

ability, and coobservability, will be introduced. 

In Chapter 3, we study decentralized failure diagnosis problem, where no communication is 

involved among local diagnosers and each diagnoser performs diagnosis completely based on its 

own observation. We first formalize this problem by introducing a notion of codiagnosability. 

Then algorithms with polynomial complexity in the size of system and specification models 

are presented for verifying codiagnosability, synthesizing local diagnosers, and online diagnosis 

using them. Also, properties of strong-diagnosability and strong-codiagnosability are intro

duced to capture the capability of a diagnosis system being certain about its fault/non-fault 
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status. For safety-critical systems, an additional property of safe-codiagnosability is presented 

to guarantee that safety specification is not violated when reacting to system failures, though 

tolerable performance degradation may be expected. 

In Chapter 4, we study distributed failure diagnosis under bounded/unbounded commu

nication delay, where multiple diagnosers communicate with each other by sharing their local 

observations or other diagnosis information to achieve diagnosis purpose collaboratively. We 

define a notion of jointfc-diagnosability so that any failure can be diagnosed within a bounded 

delay of its occurrence by one of the local sites using its own observations and the commu

nicated information from other local sites. For an immediate observation passing protocol, 

models are constructed to capture communication delays, and to extend system/specification 

models. Then distributed diagnosis problem based on such protocol is converted to a decen

tralized diagnosis problem, and is solved by extending algorithms introduced for decentralized 

diagnosis in Chapter 3. Also, we show the decidability of distributed failure diagnosis under 

unbounded communication delay. 

In Chapter 5, we discuss decentralized supervisory control using prioritized synchronization 

based decision fusion rules. A necessary and sufficient condition is introduced for the existence 

of decentralized supervisors in this fusion architecture. Properties of the novel decision fusion 

architecture and comparison with conjunction/disjunction decision fusion architecture are pre

sented. And an algorithm for synthesizing supervisors is presented with complexity polynomial 

in plant and exponential in specification size. 

In Chapter 6, we extend nondeterministic supervisory control to the decentralized setting. 

We first introduce a weaker condition, termed as co-achievability, for the existence of nondeter

ministic supervisors. Then polynomial algorithms are presented for verifying such condition, 

and synthesize local supervisors for target and range control problems. 

In Chapter 7, we summarize this dissertation, and discuss directions of future research. 
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CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 

In this chapter, we first present some notation and preliminaries in formal languages and 

finite automata/finite state machine theories, which will be used in modelinng DESs. Then 

we introduce some preliminary theories on failure diagnosis and supervisory control of DESs. 

For more details on DESs theories, readers are referred to [54, 26, 5], 

2.1 Formal Languages, and Finite Automata /Finite State Machines 

Given an event set E, E* is used to denote the set of all finite length event sequences over 

E, including the zero length event sequence e. A member of E* is a trace and a subset of E* 

is a language. Given a language K Ç E*, the complement of K. denoted Kc Ç E*, is defined 

as Kc := E* — K. The supremal prefix-closed sublanguage of K, denoted supP(K) Ç K, is 

defined as, supP(K) := {s G K\pr(s) Ç K}. The quotient of K\ with respect to K2 is defined 

as K1/K2 := {s G E*|31 G K% s.t. st G K{\. 

A DES is modeled as a, finite automaton (FA)/finite state machine (FSM) G and is denoted 

by G := (X, E, a, XQ, Xm), where X is the set of states, E is the finite set of events, XQ G X 

is the initial state, Xm is the marked state, and a : X x E —> 2X is the transition function, 

where E := E U {e}. G is said to be deterministic if |a(-, -)| < 1 and |a(-, e)| = 0; otherwise, it 

is called nondeterministic. (x, a, x') GlxExIisa transition of G ii x' E a(x, cr); it is an 

e/silent-transition if a = e. Throughout this dissertation, it is assumed that a silent transition 

(x, e, x) is defined at each state x of a nondeterministic state machine. Letting e*(x) denote 

the set of states reachable from x in zero or more e-transitions, the transition function a can 
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be extended from domain X x E to domain IxE* recursively as follows: 

Vx G X, s G S*, a G S : a(z, e) = e*(x), and a(x, sa) — e*(a(a(x, s), a))). 

The generated language and the marked language of G can respectively be defined as follows: 

L(G) := {s G E*|a(xo,s) is defined}, and Lm(G) := {s G L{G)\a{xQ, s) G Xm}. (In this 

dissertation, if we are only concerned with generated behavior, we omit the marked states 

from the tupe-notation.) G is said to be accessible if all states in G are reachable from the 

initial state. G is said to be co-accessible if at least one marked state is reachable from each 

state of G. G is said to be trim if it is accessible and co-accessible. The prefix-closure of a 

language K Ç E*, denoted pr(K), is the set of all prefixes of traces in K. K is said to be 

prefix-closed if pr(K) = K. A language K is said to be relative-closed (with respect to Lm(G)) 

if pr(K) fl Lm{G) = K. The set of deadlocking traces of G are those traces from which no 

further extensions exist in G, i.e., s G L(G) is deadlocking trace if {s}E* fl L(g) = {s}. States 

reached by execution of deadlocking traces in L(G) are called deadlocking states. A path in G 

is a sequence of transitions (xi, a\, x%, • • •, crn_i, xn), where G E and xi+i G a(a%,cr*) for all 

i G {1, • • •, n — 1}. The path is called a cycle if x\ = xn. 

Given an automaton G = {X, E, a, zq}, the complete model of G is defined as G = 

{X, E,S, %o}, where X := X U {F}, and a is defined as follows. Vx G X, a G E,cx(x, a) := 

a(x, a), if [x G X] A [a(x, a) ^ 0] 

F, if [x = F] V [a(x, a) = 0] 

Since all events are defined at each state, the complete model G generates the language E*, 

i.e., L{G) = E*. 

Given two automata G  =  ( X ,  E, a, X Q )  and R = (Y, E, 3. yo). the synchronous composition 

of G and R is defined as, G\\R =(1x7, E, 7, (zo,yo)) such that 

(a(x, e )  x { y } )  U ({%} x (3(y, e)), otherwise. 
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It is easy to see that L(Gi\\G2) = L(G\) A //(G^). 

If the system execution is observed through a single global observer, we can define a global 

observation mask as M : E U {e} —> A U {e} satisfying M(e) = e, where e ^ A and A is the set 

of observed symbols. An event mapped to e is an unobservable event. The definition of M can 

be extended from events to event sequences inductively as follows: 

M(e) = e; Vs G E*, cr G S, M (sa) = M (s) M (cr). 

M"1 M (s) := {t G E*|M(s) = M(t)} denotes the set of traces which are indistinguishable 

from s. Given an automaton G and mask M, M(G) is the masked automaton of G with each 

transition (x,a,x') of G replaced by (x, M (a), x'). The local observation masks associated 

with different local observers are defined as Mi : E —> Aj (i G I = {1, • • •, m}), where m is the 

number of local observers, Aj := A » U {e} and A » is the set of locally observed symbols. 

2.2 Failure Diagnosis of DESs 

Let G — (X, E, a, xq) and R = (Y, E, [3, yo) represent the plant and the specification models, 

respectively. Then the generated language of the plant, L = L(G), represents the feasible 

behavior of the system, whereas the specification language, K = L(R), represents the fault-

free behavior of the system. The completed specification model R is constructed from R by 

adding an additional failure state "F", which when reached due to the execution of a trace 

feasible in the system indicates the occurrence of a failure. Formally, R := (Y, E, /?, yo), where 

Y Y U {F}, and (3 is defined as: Vy G Y, a G E, 

P ( y , v ) ,  if [y G Y] A [f3(y,a) ^ 0], 

F, if [y = F] V [(3(y,a) = 0]. 

The failure diagnosis problem is to detect and diagnose any failure behavior in L — K within 

a bounded delay of its execution. Execution of any such behavior is viewed as the occurrence 

of a fault. When there does not exist any communication among the local diagnoser sites, it 
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is called a decentralized failure diagnosis problem; otherwise, it is called a distributed failure 

diagnosis problem. 

2.3 Supervisory Control of DESs 

For the purpose of control, the event set £ is partitioned into two disjoint subsets: £ = 

£c U £„, where £c is the set of controllable events and £„ is the set of uncontrollable events. 

Let T Ç 2s denote the set of control actions (set of enabled events) with Ç 7 for each 

7 E F. A supervisor S : L(G) —> T is a function from the generated language L(G) to 

the set  of  control  act ions.  The system under the control  of  S is  denoted by S/G. L(S/G) 

denotes the controlled generated language, whereas the controlled marked language is defined 

88 := n 

Let a nonempty language K Ç L(G) represent the desired behavior. A basic control 

problem is to design a supervisor S such that L(S/G) = K, and the nonblocking control 

problem is  to design a  supervisor S such that  Lm(S/G) — K and L(S/G) = pr(Lm(S/G)) .  

A supervisor S satisfying L(S/G) = pr(Lm(S/G)) is called a nonblocking supervisor. K is 

said to be (L(G) ,  £„)-controllable i f  pr(K)Hur\  L(G) Ç pr(K),  and i t  is  said to be (L(G),  M)-

observable if 

Vs,t G pr(K),a G E : M(s) = M(t) ,  sa G pr(K), tcr  G L(G) => ta G pr(K).  

There exists a supervisor S such that L(S/G) = K (resp., Lm(S/G) = K and S is nonblocking) 

if  and only if K is prefix-closed (resp., relative-closed), (L(G), E„)-controllable, and (L(G), in

observable [38]. 

In the decentralized setting, the control decision is generated from several local supervisors. 

Assume there are n local supervisors, and let I  := {1, • • -,«} denote the index set of all local 

supervisors. Each local supervisor has its own controllable event set £cj and observation mask 

Mi : E U {e} —> A, U {e}. Collectively, the overall controllable event set is £c = U Ecl, and the 
ie/ 

uncontrollable event set is E„ = E — Ec. For each s G L(G),  the decision made by the local 
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supervisor i  is Si (M i(s)) .  The global control decisions are obtained by fusing decisions of local 

supervisors according to some fusion rules. 

Conventional decentralized control is based on the conjunctive fusion rule, where a control

lable event to be enabled needs to be enabled by all supervisors which can control that event 

[54,  9 ,  57].  Given a  plant  G,  a nonempty language K is  said to be (L(G') ,  SC Î ,  Mi)-coobservable 

if the following condition holds: 

Vcr 6Ec , i e  I c(a) ,Si , t  G  pr(K) :  Mi(si)  =  Mi( t) ,Si<j G  pr(K), ta G  L(G)  ta £ pr(K),  

where /C(cr) := {i  G I \a G £ei} is the index set of all local supervisors which can control 

the event a. Coobservability together with controllability is a necessary and sufficient condi

tion for the conjunctive decentralized control. Let infPC^ui 0% (K) (i G I) be the infimal 

prefix-closed, (L(G), £u)-controllable, and (L(G), M,)-observable superlanguage of K (such 

superlanguages are known to exist [57]). Local supervisors for the conjunctive decentralized 

control can be chosen to be generators of infPC-£u iOMi{K),  and K = fl inf  PC^Om^K) 
iel  

whenever K is (L (G) ,  E„)-controllable and (L(G), £c.;, Afj)-coobservable [34]. 

Presser et  al .  first investigated a non-conjunctive fusion rule based decentralized control 

[51]. Later a general conjunctive+ciisj unctive fusion architecture for decentralized control 

was studied comprehensively in [75], where the controllable event set £c is partitioned into two 

disjoint sets: £c = £Cj(/ÙSC)e. The conjunctive rule is applied for decision fusion in £c/i, and the 

disjunctive rule is applied for decision fusion in ECje. In that architecture, the following notion 

of C&P V D&A-coobservability was introduced for the existence of conjunction+disjunction-

based decentralized control. 

Definition 1 [75] Given a prefix-closed language L, the controllable event sets £c;, the obser

vation masks Mi (i G I), and the decision fusion partition sets TJccI and T>c>e of £c, K is said 

to be (L, £cj, Mi, ECi^/SC)e)-C&:P V DSzA-coobservable if 

1. Ck,P-coobservabil i ty .  Vs G pr(K),a G T,C td,sa G L—pr(K ) : 3i  G /c(<7) s.t. [Mi
-1Mj(s)n 

pr(K)\a n pr(K) = 0, 
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2. D&zA-coobservabil i ty : Vs G pr(K),a G EC|6, su G pr(K) : 3i G I c{v)  s.t. [M; 
1Mj(s) fl 

pr(K)]cr  f l  L C pr(K).  

This dissertation uses PSC for decentralized control. In PSC, a priority set is associated 

with each interacting system, and for an event to be enabled in the interconnected system, it 

must be enabled in all systems whose priority sets contain that event. For a system with two 

components, PSC is defined as follows [17]. 

Definition 2 Given two systems Gi = (X,-, Z, ai: let Aj Ç I] denote the priority 

event sets of Q ( i  G I ) .  The PSC of G\  and G% is defined as G i Ai ||A2 ^2 := (X ,  £, a,  XQ, Xm), 

where X := li x X2, XQ := (3=1,0,^2,0), Xm := Xi>m x X<i.„i and the transition function 

a : X x E —> X is defined as follows. Vx = (x%, xg) G X, <r G E : 

a(x, a) := < 

(«1 (xi, a), Q2(X2, cr)) if ai(xi, CT) defined, «2(^2, c) defined 

(«i(xi, cr), X2) if ai(xi,<j) defined, «2(^2, c) undefined, a Ai 

(xi,a2(x2,o-)) if ai(xi,cr) undefined, 02(x2, cr) defined, a £ A\  

undefined otherwise 
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CHAPTER 3. DECENTRALIZED FAILURE DIAGNOSIS 

In this chapter, we study the decentralized diagnosis problem. We first introduce a defini

tion of codiagnosability and provide an algorithm of complexity polynomial in the size of the 

system and the non-fault specification for testing codiagnosability, computing the bound in 

delay of diagnosis, off-line synthesis of individual diagnosers, and on-line diagnosis using them. 

Then extensions are made for the case of multiple specification languages and specifications of 

failure events. Next, a notion of strong-codiagnosability is introduced to capture the ability 

of being certain about the failure or non-failure conditions in a system within bounded delay. 

Finally, we study the property of being able to react safely to failures in a decentralized set

ting. For this purpose a notion of safe-codiagnosability is introduced by extending the notion 

of safe-diagnosability [46] to the decentralized setting. 

3.1 Codiagnosability 

In a decentralized diagnosis system, there are multiple local diagnosers, and each of them 

performs diagnosis based on its own set of sensors without communicating to each other. For 

a decentralized system with two local diagnosers, Figure 3.1 shows the system architecture. 

Diagnoser 2 Diagnoser 1 

Mask M, Mask M2 

Plant G 

Figure 3.1 Architecture of a decentralized failure diagnosis system 

In the definition below L represents the generated language of a system and is prefix-closed, 
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and K Ç. L represents a specification language. Since K can capture safety as well as progress 

properties, it need not be prefix-closed. A failure is said to have occurred if the system executes 

a trace in L — pr(K) violating the specification. Thus although the "system specification" is 

K, the "specification for non-failures" is pr(K) — a prefix-closed language. 

Definition 3 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a system and K be the spec

ification language contained in L {K Ç L). Assume there are m local sites with observation 

masks M» : E —> A, (i G I = {1, • • •, m}). (L, K) is said to be codiagnosable with respect to 

{MJif 

(3n € A/")(Vs G L — pr(K))( \ /s t  G L — pr(K),  \ t \  > n or st  deadlocks) => 

(3i  G 7)(Vu G M^ xMi{st)  n L,u G L -  pr(K)) .  

The above definition of codiagnosability has the following meaning. Let s be a trace in the 

"faulty language" L — pr(K), and t be either a sufficiently long extension in L — pr(K) after 

s (with at least n transitions), or st be a deadlocking trace. There exists at least one local 

site i such that any trace in L indistinguishable to st for site i belongs to the faulty language 

L — pr(K). A local site is ambiguous if its past observations indicate the possible occurrence of 

a failure but not with complete certainty; otherwise, it is unambiguous. Informally, Definition 

3 means that for any faulty trace, there exists at least one local site that can unambiguously 

detect the occurrence of the failure within finite transitions. It follows from this definition that 

(.L,K) is codiagnosable if and only if (L,pr(K)) is codiagnosable. 

3.1.1 Verification of Codiagnosability 

To facilitate the development of an algorithm for testing codiagnosability, we first present 

a lemma for the condition of non codiagnosability, which is derived by negating the codiagnos

ability condition of Definition 3. (The basic idea of our algorithm is to check if there exists a 

situation that violates the definition of codiagnosability.) 
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Lemma 1 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a system and K be the specifica

tion language contained in L (K Ç L). Assume there are m local sites with observation masks 

Mi : S —> Ai (i G I = {1, • • •, m}). (L, K) is not codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} if and 

only if 

(Vra G f t f )(3s G L — pr(K))(3st  G L — pr(K),  |t| > n or st  deadlocks) =>• 

(Vz G 7)(3% G M~1MI(st)  NL,UI G pr(K)) .  

Lemma 1 states that (L,K) is not codiagnosable if and only if there exist a faulty trace 

s G L — pr(K) possessing an arbitrarily long extended (or deadlocking) trace st, and for each 

local  s i te  a  si- indist inguishable non-faulty t race Ui G pr(K).  

Remark 1 Note that if there exist deadlocks in the system, we can add a self-loop at each 

deadlocking state on e. In this way, the deadlocking system is converted into a deadlock 

free system in such a way that the observation generated by any deadlocking trace t does 

not change: Mi(t) = Mi(te*). With this observation in mind, in the following discussion the 

system to be diagnosed is assumed to be deadlock free. 

The following algorithm checks whether codiagnosability is violated. Without loss of gen

erality, assume there are two local sites (i.e., I = {1,2}), and as mentioned in Remark 1 the 

system is deadlock-free. The idea behind the algorithm is to construct a testing automaton 

that tracks a faulty trace, and for each local site a corresponding indistinguishable non-faulty 

trace. Presence of a cycle involving such a tuple of traces in the testing automaton is equivalent 

to the violation of codiagnosability. For simplicity of presentation, we assume the generators 

G and R of L and pr(K), respectively, are both deterministic. However, the algorithm of the 

paper continues to hold even when G is nondeterministic and either R is a subautomaton of 

G or R is deterministic. 

Algorithm 1 Let G = (X,  S, a,  XQ) be a deterministic finite state machine (DFSM) system 

model and L — L(G) be its generated language. For the specification language K Ç L, let 

R = (Y ,  S ,  (3,  yo)  be the DFSM model  with L(R) = pr(K).  
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Step 1:  Construct  augmented specif icat ion automaton R 

We first augment the state set of R by adding a new state F, which indicates occurrence of 

a failure. For each y G y, we add a new transition to the failure state F on each event a G E 

if f3(y, a) is undefined. At the failure state F, we introduce a self-loop transition for any event 

a G E. The result ing automaton is  denoted by R — {Y,  E, [3,  yo},  where Y = Y U {F} and [3 

is defined as: 

Vy G y,cr G E, P(y ,a )  :=  
p ( y ,  c), if [y e Y ]  A \(3(y , a) ± 0] 

F, if [y = F] V [/?(y, a) = 0] 

It follows from the above construction procedure that all events in E are defined at each state 

in R. Therefore, R generates the language E*, i.e., L(R) = E*. Also, execution of any trace 

outside pr(K) reaches the fai lure s tate F. 

Step 2:  Construct  codiagnosabil i ty  test ing automaton T 

The codiagnosability testing automaton T — (Z,  Er, 7, Z Q )  is defined as follows: 

.  z  =  % x F x y x y .  

.  z 0  = (x 0 , yo ,yo ,yo ) -

. T ,t = £3, where E = E U {e}. 

. 7 : Z x £3 —> Z is defined as: 

Vz = (z,y,y\y^) G Z,  a T  = (a ,  a 1 ,  a 2 )  G ET - {(e,e, e)}, 

7 ( z , ( T ^ )  ( a ( z , a ) , 0 - ^ , ^ ( 3 / , ^ ) )  

if and only if 

[Mi(cr) = Mi((T1),M2(a) = M2(cr2)] A [a(x, a), ̂ (y1, a1), /3(y2, a2) f 0]. 

The state space of T is X x y x Y x Y, and T tracks a triplet of traces s G L(G) fl L(R) = 

L{G),u\ G L(R), U2 G L(R) with the property, M%(a) = Mi(ui), M2(s) — M2{u2). The 
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first component of T tracks trace s in G, the second component the trace s in R, the third 

component the trace u\ in R, and the last component the trace 112 in R. Purpose of tracking s 

in G and R is  to determine whether s  is  a  faulty t race belonging to Lfl  (pr(K)) c  = L — pr(K).  

Step 3:  Check violat ion of  codiagnosabil i ty  

We first define a cycle clT  in the testing automaton T as follows: 

cF := (z&, Z&+1, -  -  ,  z;, o f ,  % ) , ( ( > & >  0 )  

where % = {xi ,yu  y},yf)  G Z and of = (cr;, of, of ) G ST( i  = k,  k + 1,  • •  • ,  I) .  

Then, we check if there exists a cycle clT  in T satisfying 

G [k,  I] such that (y {  = F) A (o\ ^ e). 

If the answer is yes, then (L, K) is not codiagnosable with respect to the observation masks 

{Mi}. Otherwise, (L,K) is codiagnosable. The condition (yt = F) indicates that a failure has 

occurred. Since is a transition in the system G, the condition (CT, / e) requires that the 

system execute at least one event in the cycle clT. This requirement originates from the fact 

G must execute an extension after a failure has occurred in order to allow for its diagnosis. 

Remark 2 If there are no unobservable-event cycles in the system, then the second condi

tion (<7; 7^ e) is redundant since in absence of unobservable cycles, this condition automat

ically holds. But the test needs to be strengthened with this condition in the presence of 

unobservable-event cycles. 

The following example illustrates the construction used in the algorithm for testing codi

agnosability. 

Example 1 A system model G and a specification model R are given in Figure 3.2 with 

L(G) — L and L(R) = pr(K). Assume there are two local diagnosers, i.e., I = {1,2}. 

The set of events is S = {a, b, e, au; 07}, where au and 07 are two unobservable events, i.e., 

Vi G I,Mi(au) = Mi{(Jf) = e. The event a can be observed by both diagnosers (Mi(a) = 
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= a ) ,  the event b  can be observed by only the first diagnoser, whereas the event c can 

be observed by only the second diagnoser (Mi (6) = b, M\ (c) = e, M%(6) = e, Mg(c) = c). 

The augmented specification automaton R is constructed according to Algorithm 1 and is 

shown in Figure 3.2. Only a part of the testing automaton T is shown in Figure 3.2 to track a 

specific transition sequence. The transition sequence "aoa, <7/d>" causes T to reach the state 

"5F12".  This  implies the trace s  = aoj € L — pr(K) is  a  fai lure t race.  In Figure 3.2,  T 

eventually reaches the state "4F44" possessing a self-loop, that violates the codiagnosability 

condition mentioned in Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Therefore, (L,K) is not codiagnosable with 

respect  to the observation masks {M i } .  

( 0000 ) 

QHT) 

R  
( 5F13 ) 

( 6F14 ) 

bbe 
( 4F24 ) 

( 4F34 ) 

D\{a) 
( 4F44 B 

Figure 3.2 Algorithm 1 illustrated (G: plant model; R: specification 
model; R: augmented automaton R; T: testing automaton) 

The following theorem proves the correctness of Algorithm 1. 

Theorem 1 Given a prefix-closed system language L and a specification language K ç L, 

let  G = (X,  S, a,  X Q )  and R — (y ,E, /3,yo) be automata with L(G) = L and L(R) = pr(K).  

Assume there are m local sites with observation masks Mi (i £ I). (L, K) is not codiagnosable 

with respect to {Mi} if and only if there exists a cycle clT = (z&, of, z&+i, • • •, zi, erf, Zk) in the 
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testing automaton T =  (Z .  ET, 7, ZQ) such that: 

G [M] s.t. (y {  = F) A (ai f e), (3.1) 

where is the second coordinate of state z.t, and is the first coordinate of erf G £T. 

Proof: (4=) Suppose there exists a cycle = (z k .  of, Zk+1, • • • ,z i ,  erf ,  Zk) satisfying condition 

(3.1) .  Let  path be a  path in T ending with the cycle clT:  

path — (zq,  <Tq ,  • •  • ,  Zk—1, Zk,  ,  • •  • ,  Z[,  &1 ,  Zk)-

Therefore, for any n G N there exist the following event traces: 

st = cr0 • • • ((7fc • • • ai)n  G L(G) = L,  

af)n  G L(R) = pr(K),  

«2 = <7q • • • (<7fc • • • of)™ G L(E) = pr(K), 

where M\(st ) = M\(ui)  and M-iist)  = A'hiu'i)-

Since there exists z G (k,  - •  •  ,1)  such that y i  = F, from the definition of R, there exists a 

transi t ion f3(yp ,  crp)  (0 < p < i)  which is  not  defined in R. Therefore,  st  £  L(R) = pr(K).  

Further  once R reaches the fai lure s tate F, i t  remains there,  and so y i  — F for  each i  G [k,  I} .  

We can choose s = ctq - • • cr^-1 and t — (<Jk • • • °7)"- Then since G is deadlock free and <x,; / e, 

i t  fol lows that  \ t \  > n.  From Lemma 1,  (L,K)  is  not  codiagnosable with respect  to  {M i } .  

(=>) Suppose (L,K) is not codiagnosable with respect to {Mi}. Then from Lemma 1, 

there exists a faulty trace s G L — pr(K) and its extended trace st G L — pr(K) such that the 

following holds: 3u\,u2, 

mi G M1  
1Mi(st)  Dpr(K ) , U 2  G M2  ^Mg(si) n pr(K).  
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Since s G L — pr(K), according to the definition of R, /3(yo,  s)  = F and R remains at the 

fai lure s tate F on any further  t ransi t ion.  Let  us execute the trace tr  in T: 

tr = qf • • • of,  where of = (cri; aj,  of) ( i  G 0, • • •, I)  

such that st  = ao &i,  u i  = (TQ  •  a] ,  and '«2 = Oq • • • of. Let \Z\  be the number of states in 

the testing automaton T. If \st\ > \Z\, then since T is a finite state machine (FSM), there will 

be a cycle clT = (z&, af, %+i, • • • ,zi, erf, along the trace tr, where I > k > 0, such that for 

some i G [k, I], yi = F and o~i ^ e. Therefore, the sufficiency holds. • 

The computation complexity of Algorithm 1 is analyzed as follows. 

Remark 3 Let |X| and |Y| be the number of states of G and R, and |E| be the number of 

events of G and R. Assume there are m local sites in the system. Table 3.1 lists the maximum 

number of states and transitions of various automata in Algorithm 1. Since R and R have 

same order of states and transitions, i.e., (9(|Y|) and C(|y| x |£|) respectively, we do not 

differentiate the number of states and transitions of R and R for complexity analysis. Since 

there are m + 1 coordinates in a  transi t ion of T, the number of t ransi t ions at  each state of  T 

is at most (|£| + l)m+1. 

The complexity of Step 1 and Step 2 is linear in the number of states and transitions 

of R and T respectively. The complexity of Step 3, which is to detect the presence of a 

certain "offending" cycle in the testing automaton T, is also linear in the number of states and 

transitions of T. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is 0{\X\ x |y|m+1 x |E|m+1). 

Table 3.1 Computational complexity of Algorithm 1 

number of states number of transitions 
G \x\ |X| x |S| 
R \Y\ |y| X |E| 

T |%| x |y|™+i |X| x |y|™+i X (|2| + 1)™+1 

complexity o(|%| x |y|™+i x |Er+i) 
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Remark 4 For the special case when the specification model R — (Y , S, (3,  yo)  is a subautoma-

ton of the system model G = (X, 2, a, XQ), the operation of testing codiagnosability can be 

performed with less complexity.  Since R is  a  subautomaton of G, we have Y Ç X,  L(R) C L(G) 

and for all s € L(R), f3(yo,s) — O(XQ, S). Then for each trace in the testing automaton T, if 

the system model G reaches a state x G X, then the augmented automaton R can only reach 

either the same state y = x or the failure state y = F. Then the first two components of T, 

namely G||iZ, has state size at most 2\X\ and transition size at most 2\X\ x |E|. Thus number 

of states and transitions in T is at most 2\X\m+1 and 2\X\m+l x |E|m+1, respectively. The 

complexity of Algorithm 1 for the special case is 0(\X\m+1 x |E|m+1), which is one order less 

than the general case. 

Remark 5 For the centralized case, diagnosability can be defined similarly in the specifica

tion language setting by letting m = 1 in Definition 3. It follows that diagnosability requires a 

weaker condition than codiagnosability, i.e., some diagnosable systems may not be codiagnos

able. For example, in Example 1, if we set the central observation mask as the "union" of the 

local observation masks, i.e., M (a) = a,M(b) = b,M(c) = c, and M(cru) = M (erf) = e, then 

we can verify that (L, K) is diagnosable with respect to M. See the automaton T for testing 

diagnosability shown in Figure 3.3, which does not contain any offending cycle. 

aa 

Figure 3.3 Testing of diagnosability under a global/central observer 

3.1.2 Delay of Codiagnosability 

In the above section, we discussed codiagnosability and its verification methods. Codiag

nosability guarantees that once a failure occurs, there exists at least one local diagnoser that 
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can unambiguously detect and diagnose the failure within bounded delay. In this section we 

compute the value of delay and also compute the maximum delay possible. This information 

is very important because one purpose of failure diagnosis is to detect and isolate failures so as 

to activate some failure recovery procedures. Even for a codiagnosable system, if the diagnosis 

result of a failure arrives late, some recovery deadlines may be missed and the failure may 

cause catastrophic results. Since the case of failure events can be transformed to the case of 

specification language, we only consider the case of specification language. 

The computation of delay of codiagnosability is based on the testing automaton T = 

(Z,  E3,7, ZQ) constructed in Algorithm 1. Once a failure occurs in the system model G, the 

second coordinate of T reaches the failure state UF" and stays there forever. Define a set of 

states containing all the "failure" states as: 

ZF  = {{x,y,y l ,y2)  G Z\y = F}.  

From analysis in Section 3.1, we know that if a system (L, K) is codiagnosable, there does 

not exist any cycle among states in Zp. Since T is a finite automaton, some deadlocking states 

will be reached eventually in Zp- Then we can define the delay of codiagnosability as follows. 

Definition 4 The delay of codiagnosability for z G Zp is defined by 

d(z)  = _amax (EC(s))  +1,  
{(S,«I,U2)€(E3)*: 7(Z,(S,UI,M2))=0} 

where for s G S*, EC(s) is the event  count  of s, i.e., the number of elements in s that are not 

e.  

d(z)  is the number of non-silent transitions in the system that must be executed to lead 

failure state z to a deadlocking state. Since it is not possible to sustain the ambiguity of failure 

beyond deadlocking states (as no further execution possible), an extra transition will resolve 

ambiguity of failure, and so an extra one is added to EC(s) above. Based on Definition 4, we 

can define the delay of codiagnosability of a system as follows. 
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Definition 5 Let L be the system language and K (K Ç L) be the specification language. 

The delay of codiagnosability of (L,K) with respect to {Mi} is defined as: 

d(L,  K) = max d(z) .  

The above definition states that the delay of codiagnosability of (L,  K) is the maximum 

value of all delays of codiagnosability for any state in Zp. To compute the delay of codiagnos

ability of (L,K), we present the following algorithm that computes the length of the longest 

path over Zp and adds an extra one to it. 

Algorithm 2 Given a system language L and a specification language K (K Ç L),  let G be 

the system model  with L(G) = L and R be the specif icat ion model  with L(R) = pr(K).  

1. Construct a testing automaton T = (Z,  E3,7, ZQ) as in Algorithm 1. 

2. Initialize the delay of codiagnosability for all states z 6 Zp: d°(z) = 1, and a counter 

k = 0. 

3. Execute one-step forward search and update the delay of codiagnosability for each state 

z G Zp as follows: 

max[dfc(z),dfe(z') + 1], if 3(cr, a1 ,  a2)  e E x (E)2 s.t. z' G 7(z, (a,  a1 ,  a2))  

dk(z), otherwise. 

4. Repeat Step 3 until Vz G Zp, d k + 1(z)  = d k(z) ,  each time incrementing k by 1. 

5. Compute the maximum delay of codiagnosability : 

d(L,K) = max d k(z) .  

The following example illustrates this algorithm. 
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Example 2 Figure 3.4 shows a system model G and a specification model R.  The system 

has two local  diagnosers with observation masks defined as:  Mi (a)  = a,  M \ (b)  = b,  M\(c )  =  

Mi (a f) = €, M\(d) = d, and M2(A) = a, M2(c) = c, M2(6) = M2(d) = M2(CT/) = e. 

From the testing automaton T of Figure 3.4, it is easy to verify that the system (L, K)  

is  codiagnosable with respect  to the observation masks {M i } .  The set  of  fai lure s tates Zp 

includes two states, (5F11) and (5F12). We first assign an initial value "1" to these two states. 

Then we perform the one-step forward search recursively until the termination condition is 

satisfied. Though (5F12) is a successor state of 

(5F11), the first component of the transition between them is e. Therefore, state (5F11) 

remains labeled by "1" and the maximum delay of codiagnosability equals 1. This means that 

if a failure occurs in the system, the failure will be detected after the system executes at most 

one more transition. 

Remark 6 The complexity of Step 3 of Algorithm 2 is linear in the number of states of 

Zp and transitions among them, which in worst case is of order the number of states and 

transitions in T. Since there are no cycles among states in Zp for a codiagnosable system, 

Step 3 may be repeated at most \Zp\ times. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is 

aaa 

aaa 

Figure 3.4 Delay of codiagnosability (G:  system model; R:  specification 
model; T: Testing automaton) 

C(|X|2 x |y|2m+2 y |2|™+i). 
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Remark 7 Failure diagnosis can be viewed as a type of convergence or stabil i ty  [4, 44, 29, 72] 

problem. Informally, the convergence or stability specifies the eventual behavior of a system, 

i.e., a system is said to be convergent or stable if the system state can eventually converge to 

a legal set of states regardless of the current state of the system. Codiagnosability of a system 

requires that once a failure occurs, the testing system state (extended appropriately to evolve 

over X x y3 as opposed to X x Y x y2) eventually converges to a "diagnosis region" where the 

failure can be unambiguously diagnosed by at least one local diagnoser. This diagnosis region 

can be defined over X x Y3 as: 

Zd = {{x,y, ï f~ ,y2) \y  = y1  = Fory — y2  = F}.  

Then, the maximum delay of codiagnosability equals one plus the event count associated with 

the first component of the longest path from Zp to Zp>, where Zp is the set of failure states, 

and Zj) is the set of diagnosis states. 

3.1.3 Diagnoser Synthesis and On-Line Diagnosis 

In the previous sections, we discussed verification of codiagnosability and computation of 

maximum delay of codiagnosability. In this section, we discuss how to construct local di

agnosers that can diagnose the system failures. Since the setting of failure events can be 

transformed to the setting of a specification language by constructing the equivalent specifica

tion model R as introduced in Section 3.1.5, we only discuss diagnoser synthesis and on-line 

diagnosis in the setting of specification language. 

The local diagnoser at site i  is the state machine G\\R masked by observation mask Mi, 

which is defined as 

D, = M((G||Ê) = (X x T, (%o,i/o)). 

Note that Di is in general nondeterministic. We use Dt to perform on-line failure diagnosis as 

follows. At each local site i, we maintain a set of possible current states of Di reached by the 

observation sequence executed so far, denoted Reachi(-). Reachi(-) is computed recursively 
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upon each observation as follows. 

Reachi(e)  = e * D . ( ( x 0 , y o ) ) ;  Reach^Trj) = e*D i(5i(Reachi ( T ) ,r j ) ) , T  G A- ,77  G Aj .  

After each update of Reachi(-) ,  we check all states in Reachi(-) .  If all states have second 

coordinate as "F", then a failure is detected at site i, i.e., 

Failure detected by Di <=> Reachi(-)  Ç X x {F}. 

If some but not all the states in Reachi(-)  have 2nd coordinate as F, then Di is said to be 

ambiguous. For a codiagnosable system, there exists at least one local diagnoser which can 

detect/diagnose a failure within a bounded delay. 

Remark 8 The complexity for local diagnoser construction and on-line failures detection is 

analyzed as follows. The number of states and transitions of G||i? is of order |X| x |Y| and 

|X| x\Y\x |E| respectively. The complexity of off-line construction of Di is linear in the number 

of transitions of G||i2, i.e., for m local diagnosers, the complexity is 0(m x |X| x |Y| x |E|). 

During on-line failure diagnosis, update of Reachi(-) is required following each new observation 

at site i. The complexity of such an update operation is linear in the number of states and 

transitions of Di since it involves a certain reachability computation. Therefore, for a system 

with m local diagnosers, the complexity of performing each step of on-line failure diagnosis is 

0(m x \X\ x |Y| x |E|), the same as the complexity of constructing local diagnosers. 

If the specification model R is a subautomaton of the system model G, then as analyzed 

before the number of states and transitions in G\\R is of order 2\X\ and 2\X\ x |E| respectively. 

So the complexity of off-line diagnoser construction and of each step of on-line failure diagnosis 

is 0(m x |X| x |E|). 

Example 3 Consider the codiagnosable system introduced in Example 2. Figure 3.5 shows 

the two local diagnosers Di = Mi(G\\R) (i G {1,2}), where G is the system model and R is 

the specification model. 
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Assume that the system G executes the event trace s = a<jfcban  (n G Af ) .  Due to the 

presence of partial observation, the traces observed in local diagnosers are Mi(s) — aban and 

Mg(s) = acan respectively. Figure 3.5 shows all Reachi(-) computations during the on-line 

diagnosis procedure. Notice that following the observation of the trace ac by diagnoser D^, 

all states in Reach,2(ac) have second coordinate F. So detects and reports a failure at this 

point. On the other hand, all along the observation trace aban, D\ remains ambiguous about 

the occurrence of a fault since in each Reachi(-) set containing a state with second coordinate 

F, exists another state with second coordinate different from F. Therefore, the execution of 

the failure trace s — aafcban can only be diagnosed by the second diagnoser Dg. Similarly, it 

can be verified that the execution of failure trace s = acjfdaca" in the system can be diagnosed 

by Di, but not by Dg. 

vD— 

G i l  R  

—>(°°) a K^ ) — a  

A 

A 

44 

( 00 ) Reach ,(c) ( 00 ) Reaches) 

(ii.5P.6f) Reach^a) (11, 2 2,5?) Reac^a) 

( 22,4F ~) Reach^ (ah) ( GF, 4F ) Reachi (ac) 

C33,44,40 Reach ̂ aba) ( 4F ) Rwch^acaa') 

( 44,4F )  ReachAabaaa') 

Figure 3.5 Off-line diagnoser synthesis and on-line diagnosis 

Remark 9 Failure diagnosis introduced in [60] and [13] is based on the construction of central

ized/local diagnosers, which are DFSMs (as opposed to NFSMs in our setting). As analyzed 

in [21], having DFSMs for diagnosers results in an exponential complexity. In contrast, our 

methods for diagnoser synthesis and on-line failure diagnosis have linear complexity. 
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3.1.4 Multiple Sub-Specification Languages 

In some applications, it is more convenient to capture the desired behavior of a system 

by a set of sub-specification languages than by one single specification language. The system 

behavior is said to be faulty if it violates one of the sub-specification languages. In addi

tion to detecting a failure, i.e., detecting the violation of the overall specification, we further 

need to detect which sub-specification has been violated. Such diagnosis result is helpful to 

isolate/locate failures and perform appropriate failure recovery operations. 

Let L be a language generated by a system. Assume there are I  sub-specification languages 

Kj (j G Ir = {1, • • •, I}), where Kj Ç L. The nominal behavior K is a conjunct of all prefix 

closures of sub-specification languages, i.e., K = f | pr(Kj). It follows that K is prefix-closed. 
jÇlK 

Then, the faulty behavior of the system can be captured by the language 

In other words, a system behavior is faulty if it is faulty with respect to any of the sub-

specification language Kj. Therefore, instead of detecting the system failures with respect 

to K,  we can detect  the system fai lures with respect  to  each sub-specif icat ion language Kj  

individually. 

Definition 6 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a system, and 1C be the set of 

a l l  s u b - s p e c i f i c a t i o n  l a n g u a g e s  K j ,  i . e . ,  K .  =  { K j \ j  G  I k  =  { 1 ,  -  -  • ,  I } } .  A s s u m e  t h e r e  a r e  m ,  

local sites with observation masks Mi (i G I = {!,•••, m}). (L, /C) is said to be codiagnosable 

with respect to {Mi} if 

Vj G IK ,  (L,  Kj )  is codiagnosable with respect to {M i } .  

Let K — p| pr (K j ) .  (L ,  K , )  is said to be codetectable if (L,K) is codiagnosable. 
j £ I K  

The above definition requires that a system with a set of sub-specification languages (L, tC) 

is codiagnosable if the system with each individual sub-specification language (L,Kj) is codi-
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agnosable. Since codiagnosability of (L, K)  allows detection of a failure unambiguously but 

it may not allow isolation of the failure, we refer to it as codetectability of (L ,  /C). For the 

desired system behavior K =  f ]  p r (K j ) ,  we have the following property about the relation-
je^K 

ship between the codiagnosability of (L,KL) and (L,K). The proof can be easily derived from 

Definitions 3 and 6, and Lemma 1. 

Property 1 (L, K)  codiagnosable => (L, K)  codiagnosable 44- (L ,  K . )  codetectable. 

Given a system language L with a set of multiple sub-specification languages K = {K j  \ j  6 

IK}, Algorithm 1 can be used to check the codiagnosability of (L,K). To test the codiag

nosabil i ty of  (L, /C),  we apply Algori thm 1 to each sub-specif icat ion language Kj  ( j  G IK )  

individually. Similarly, diagnoser synthesis and failure diagnosis can be performed for each 

sub-specif icat ion language individually.  When the system is  in operat ion,  if  a  local  diagnoser i  

( i  E I)  unambiguously detects  a  fai lure that  violates a  sub-specif icat ion language Kj  ( j  G IK ) ,  

then the diagnoser i  reports  that  fai lure,  i .e . ,  the violated sub-specif icat ion language Kj .  

For the case of multiple sub-specification languages, the complexities of codiagnosability 

testing, diagnoser synthesis and on-line failure diagnosis are linear in the number of sub-

specification languages. That is, for I sub-specification languages, these complexities are 0(1 x 

|X| x |Yr+i x |2r+i), C(Z x m x |X| x |Y| x |Z|) and 0(Z x m x |X| x |y| x |2|) respectively. 

Here |X| is the number of states in the system model and |Y| = maxje/K |lj|, where \Yj\ is the 

number of states in the sub-specification model for Kj. For the special case where all automata 

models of sub-specification languages are subautomata of the system model, these complexity 

are 0(1 x |X|m+1 x |£|m+1), 0(1 x m x |X| x |£|) and 0(1 x m x |X| x |£|) respectively. 

To compute the delay of codiagnosability in a system with multiple sub-specification lan

guages, we can apply Algorithm 2 for each sub-specification language. After computing each 

delay bound d(L,Kj) (j G IK), the maximum value over all sub-specifications is taken as the 

maximum delay of codiagnosability, i.e., 

d(LJC) = mjxd(L,  Kj ) .  
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3.1.5 Failure As Occurrence of Failure Events 

In this subsection, we study codiagnosability in the failure event framework. Let £/ Ç £ be 

the set o f all failure events, T = {/i, • • •, fj} be the set of all failure types, and 1/-' : £ —> TU {0} 

be the failure assignment function. Then the set £/ is partitioned into several disjoint sets 

corresponding to different  fai lure types:  £ /  = £/ 1 U---U£/ j ,  where for  al l  a G £yv ( j  G Ip = 

{1, • • •,?}), = fj- Since occurrence of any observable failure event can be immediately 

diagnosed, we only consider unobservable failure events, i.e., 

Ver G £, ip(cr)  7^ 0 =£> Vî G I ,  Mi(a)  = e. 

We first discuss a system with a single failure type /, i.e., T = {/}. The following definition 

defines codiagnosability in the failure event setting. 

Definition 7 Given a system model G =  (X , £, a,  XQ) with a singleton failure types set T = 

{/}, let L = L(G) be the generated language of G and ^ : £ —> !FU {0} be a failure assignment 

function. Assume there are m local sites with observation masks Mi (i G I). (L, !F) is said to 

be codiagnosable with respect to {M,} if 

(3n G A/")(Vs G L , i l>(s f )  = f)(Vst  G L,  |t| > n or st  deadlocks) =4-

(3% G /)(VU G M~ l Mi(st)  n L) (3v  G pr (u) , ip ( v f )  =  / ) ,  

where s/ and v j denote the last events in traces s  and v  respectively. The system G is said to 

be codiagnosable if (L(G),!F) is codiagnosable. 

The verification of codiagnosability of (L,.F) is performed as follows. Given a failure 

assignment function tp : E —> TU {0}, we define a failure event set as £/ = {<7 G T,\ib(a) = /}. 

Next, we construct a single state automaton RQ with a self-loop labeled by all non-faulty events 

£ — £/. Generated language of RQ is (£ — £/)*, i.e., all traces containing no failure events. 

We define an equivalent  specif icat ion model  R as the synchronous composit ion of  G and RQ .  

R := G\\R0, which generates all traces of G that contain no failure events. Clearly, (L, T) is 
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codiagnosable if and only if (L,L(R)) is codiagnosable. As in Algorithm 1, we build a testing 

automata T and check the presence of "offending" cycles. 

Since RQ  has a single state, R = G\\RQ  is a subautomaton of G. So for a deterministic model 

G, the complexity of testing codiagnosability of (L, J7) is same as the subautomaton case ana

lyzed in Remark 3, i.e., the complexity is 0(\X\m+1 x |E|m+1), where m is the number of local 

diagnosers. If G is nondeterministic, one transition may lead to different states. The number 

of transitions of G and T is at most |X|2 x |E| and 4|X|2(m+1) x |£|m+1 respectively. Therefore, 

the complexity of testing codiagnosability for a nondeterministic G is 0(\X\2^m+1^ x |E|m+1). 

I t  should be noted that  even when G is  nondeterminist ic ,  R = G\\RQ  is  a  subautomaton of G 

and R = G||i?o. 

The following example illustrates the testing approach for the failure event case. 

Example 4 Consider the system model G introduced in Example 1. The system only has one 

failure event cry, which belongs to the failure type /, i.e., £/ = {cry} and ^(07) = /. Also, there 

are two diagnosers in the system with observation masks defined as before:  Mi (a)  = a, M\(b) = 

b,  M\(c)  = M\(cju)  = Mi (cry) =  e,  and M^(cz) =  o,  Mg(c) = c, Ma (6) =  M^(cr^)  =  Mg(cry) =  e.  

The single state automaton Ro is shown in Figure 3.6. Then we construct the equivalent 

specification model R = G11 RQ and build the augmented automaton R by adding a failure 

state F. Figure 3.6 shows a branch of transitions in T, where a "bad" state "4F44" possessing 

a  self- loop is  reached.  Therefore,  (L,^7)  is  not  codiagnosable with respect  to  {M i } .  •  

When a system has events of multiple failure types, the definition of codiagnosability is 

given as follows. 

Definition 8 Given a system model G — (X,  £,  a,  X Q )  with a set of failure types JF = 

{fi, - • •, fi}, let L = L(G) be the generated language of G and ip : E —> T U {0} be a 

failure assignment function. Assume there are m local diagnosers with observation masks M* 

( i  G I  = {1,  • •  • ,  m}).  (L,  !F) is  said to be codiagnosable with respect  to  {Mi} if  for  al l  j  G Ip,  

(L, {fj}) is codiagnosable with respect to {Mi}. 
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R  
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Figure 3.6 Automata in Example 4 (G: plant model; %: single state au
tomaton; R: specification model; R: augmented specification 
model; T: testing automaton) 

To test the codiagnosability of (L,F) as well as for the synthesis of the local diagnosers, 

we can apply the method developed for each single failure type individually. When we check 

the codiagnosability of (L, {fj}), failure events of other failure types are treated as normal 

unobservable events. To construct local diagnosers for each failure of type j, we first define 

an equivalent sub-specification model Rj for each failure type fj (j G Ip), and then apply 

the approach introduced in Section 3.1.3 to (L,Rj). When a system is in operation, all such 

diagnosers are running concurrently. Each diagnoser is responsible for detecting one type of 

failure. A fj-type failure is reported if there exists a diagnoser at a certain local site that is 

responsible for detecting /j-type failures and reaches an unambiguous set of states. 

The complexities of codiagnosability testing, off-line diagnoser synthesis and on-line failure 

diagnosis are linear in the number of failure types. That is, for a set T with I failure types, 

if the system model G is given as a DFSM, then the complexities of these operations are 

C(Z x x |2r+i), x m x |X| x |2|) and 0(Z x m x |X| x |2|) respectively. If G is 

given as a NFSM, the complexities are 0(1  x |X|2(m+1) x |E|m+1), 0(1  x m x \X \ 2  x |£|) and 

0(1 x m x \X\2 x |£|) respectively. 

Also, after defining the equivalent sub-specification model Rj  for failure type f j ,  the delay 
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of codiagnosability in a system with multiple failure types can be computed as follows. We 

first apply Algorithm 2 to compute the delay for each (L,Rj). The delay of codiagnosability 

with respect to multiple failure types is the maximum value of all these delays, i.e., 

d(L,T) =m&xd (L ,R j ) .  

3.2 Strong-(Co) diagnosability 

The notion of codiagnosability guarantees that occurrence of any failure is detected within 

finite delay, but there is no guarantee that non-occurrence of failure is unambiguously known 

within bounded delay. The following example illustrates the situation. 

Example 5 Consider the system introduced in Example 2, Table 3.2 shows three traces st  

executed in the system model G and their local observations M\(st) and M^st). From 

the analysis in Example 3, we know that when the system executes either the failure trace 

acTfdaca" G L(G) — pr(K) or a<jfcban+1 G L(G) — pr(K) (n G A/"), there exists one local 

diagnoser that can unambiguously detect that failure. However, when the system executes the 

non-faulty trace abacan G pr(K), both local diagnosers cannot unambiguously detect that no 

failure has happened. This is because regardless of what n is, abacan G pr(K) has the same ob

servation as aofcban + 1  G L(G) —pr(K)  at  the first  local  s i te ,  and as a<jfdacan  G L(G)—pr(K) 

at the second local site. 

Table 3.2 Possible system executions and their local observations 

st  Mi(st)  M2{st)  

abacan  aacan  

aafdacan  aacan  

aafcban + l  aban + 1  acan J r l  

To capture the additional property of being able to be unambiguous about non-faulty exe

cutions, we introduce the notion of strong-codiagnosability. The purpose of this notion is that 

if a system executes an infinitely long non-faulty trace, then there must exist infinitely many 
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instances when it is known without ambiguity that no failure has occurred. Strong codiag

nosability captures the ability of being certain about failure as well as non-failure conditions 

within bounded delay. 

Definition 9 Let L be a system language and K be a specification language (K CI). Assume 

there are m local diagnosers with observation masks Mi (i £ I — {1, • • • ,m}). (L, K) is said 

to be strongly-codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} if it is codiagnosable and 

(3n G J\f)(Vs E pr(K)){Vst  G pr(K),  |t| > n or st  deadlocks) => 

(3% 6 T)(Vw € n € pr(K)). (3 2) 

Note that if an offending trace s G pr(K) exists, then non-faulty condition of s is not known 

for ever for some non-faulty extension beyond s. I.e., non-faulty condition for this extension 

is known at only finitely many instances, namely for some prefixes of s. In addition to the 

codiagnosability condition, the strong-codiagnosability requires that if s is a non-faulty trace 

in L and st is a non-faulty trace extended by sufficient number of transitions (or st deadlocks), 

then at least at one local site all ^-indistinguishable traces are non-faulty as well. 

To verify the strong-codiagnosability of (L,K), we need to check condition (3.2) as well 

as the codiagnosability of (L,K). Let L(G) = L and L(R) = pr(K). To check condition 

(3.2), we can construct a testing automaton to track traces s G L(R), u\ G L(G) — L(R) and 

U2 G L(G) — L(R) in the space Y x (X x Y) x (X x Y) with the propert ies  Mi(s)  = M\{u{)  

and M2 (s) = Mg^g). Then following the similar approach as in Algorithm 1 condition (3.2) 

can be verified by checking the absence of any "offending" cycles. Also, the computational 

complexity of this verification procedure is polynomial in the number of states and transitions 

of its testing automaton. 

Remark 10 The notion of strong-diagnosability for centralized case can be defined as in 

Definition 9 with the local observation mask Mi replaced by the central observation mask 

M. We provide an example to illustrate that a diagnosable system may not be strongly-

diagnosable even in the centralized case. Let L = {e,ab*,adfC*} and K = {e,ab*}, where 
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M  ( a )  =  a ,  M  (c) = c and M ( b )  = M (cry) — e. It follows that (L,K) is diagnosable owing to 

the observability of event c. However, since M(ab*) = M(aaf ) = a, (L,K) is not strongly-

diagnosable. 

3.3 Safe-Codiagnosability 

In this section, we introduce the notion of safe-codiagnosabil i ty ,  extending the notion of 

safe-diagnosability [46] to the decentralized setting. For a system, a certain sub-behavior is 

deemed safe (captured via a safety specification), and a further sub-behavior is deemed non-

faulty (captured via a non-fault specification). Safe-codiagnosability requires that when the 

system executes a trace that is faulty, there exists at least one diagnoser that can detect this 

within bounded delay and also before the safety specification is violated. The above notion 

of safe-codiagnosability may also be viewed as an extension of the notion of codiagnosability. 

We show that safe-codiagnosability is equivalent to codiagnosability together with "zero-delay 

codiagnosability" of "boundary safe traces". (A safe trace is a boundary safe trace, if exists 

a single-event extension that is unsafe.) We give an algorithm of polynomial complexity for 

verifying safe-codiagnosability. For a safe-codiagnosable system, the same methods discussed 

for codiagnosable systems can be applied for off-line synthesis of individual diagnosers, as well 

as for on-line diagnosis using them. 

3.3.1 Definition of Safe-Codiagnosability 

Before introducing the definition of safe-codiagnosability, we first provide an alternative 

definition of codiagnosability in the following lemma. Without loss of generality, we assume a 

system to be diagnosed , a "plant", to be deadlock free. 

Lemma 2 Let L and K be prefix-closed plant and non-fault specification languages respec

tively, and for i £ I, M; be observation mask of site i. Then (L,K) is codiagnosable with 

respect to {Mi} if and only if 

e Af : [(& - #)lf" n n = 0. 
ie/ 
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Proof: The condition 

(3i G 7)(Vu G M{ 
1Mi( s t )  n L,u  G L - K)  

in the definition of codiagnosability requires that there exists a local site i  such that any si-

indistinguishable u at site i is faulty (u G L — K). This can be rephrased as saying that it is 

not the case that for each site i exists a st-indistinguishable non-faulty trace Ui G K, i.e., 

The set of traces, 

{w  | Vï G 7,3ti i  G M^ l Mi{w)  C \L ,U i  G K}  

is same as the set of traces n M~ 1 Mi(K) .  Thus the condition (3.3) can be equivalently written 
i € l  

as, st  ^ n M~ l Mi(K) .  
i € l  

Further since st  G L is a feasible extension of a faulty trace s G L — K with length of t  at 

least the delay bound n, st G Lfl (L — 7T)£-n. It follows that the definition of codiagnosability 

of (L, K) may be rephrased as, 

Remark 11 We can introduce the notion of "zero delay codiagnosability" by setting n = 0 in 

the defini t ion of  codiagnosabil i ty provided by Lemma 2.  Then (L,K) is  said to be zero-delay 

codiagnosable with respect to {Mi] if 

(Vî G I ) {3u i  G M i  
1 Mi{st)  n L,U i  G K)  (3.3) 

3m E W : [(6 - K)Z^" H 6] n = 0. 
i € l  

• 

(7,-Tf) .n MriMj(TQ = 0. 
iÇil 

(3.4) 

We say a faulty sublanguage H Ç L — K is zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to {M(} if 
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H fi M i  
1 Mi(K)  — 0. Note that (3.4) is equivalent to, 

içj 

n MriM<(#) n I, ç 
ie/ 

i.e., (L, K) is zero-delay codiagnosable if and only if the non-faulty behavior K is decomposable 

[57] with respect to the non-faulty+faulty (plant) behavior L. 

Codiagnosability captures the system property that a failure event can be diagnosed within 

bounded delay after its occurrence by at least one of the local sites. In order to react to a 

failure in a timely fashion, it is also needed that a failure be detected before system behavior 

becomes "unsafe". Safe behavior includes all of non-faulty behavior and some of post-fault be

havior where system performance may be degraded but still tolerable. The safety specification, 

denoted Ks, is another prefix-closed sublanguage of plant language, containing the non-fault 

specification, i.e., K Ç Ks Ç L. Then the notion of safe-codiagnosability can be formalized as 

follows. 

Definition 10 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a plant, and K and Kg be 

prefix-closed non-fault and safety specification languages contained in L, respectively (K Ç 

Ks Ç L). Assume there are m local sites with observation masks Mi : E —> Ai (i G I = 

m}). (L, K, Ks) is said to be safe-codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} if 

(3n g af)(vs g i - #)(vst e 6 - |t| > n) 

(3i G /)(3v G pr(st) n Ks)(Vu G M^xMi{v) n L,u G L — K) (3.5) 

Definition 10 has the following meaning. A system is safe-codiagnosable if there exists a 

delay bound n such that for all faulty trace s G L — K and all extension t of s with length 

longer than delay bound (\t\ > n), there exists a site i and a safe prefix v of st such that for 

all v-indistinguishable u at site i, u is a faulty trace in L — K. Informally, Definition 10 means 

that for any faulty trace, there exists at least one local site that can unambiguously detect 

that failure within bounded delay and before safety is violated. 
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Just as we provided an alternative definition of codiagnosability in Lemma 2, we provide 

an alternative definition of safe-codiagnosability in the following lemma. 

Lemma 3 Let L,K, and K$ be prefix-closed plant, non-fault specification, and safety specifi

cation languages respectively, and for i G I, Mi be observation mask of site i. Then (L, K. Ks) 

is safe-codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} if and only if 

3 n e J \ f : [ ( L -  K ) Y Ï n  n L] n supP[.n M^MiiK) U Kc
s] = 0. 

Proof: The condition (3.5) in definition of safe-codiagnosability requires that exists a local 

s i t e  i  a n d  a  s a f e  p r e f i x  v  <  s t  s u c h  t h a t  a n y  ̂ - i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  u  a t  s i t e  i  i s  f a u l t y  ( u  G  L  —  K ) .  

This can be rephrased as saying that it is not the case that for each site i for each safe prefix 

v < st exists a ^-indistinguishable non-faulty trace u, € K, i.e., 

->(Vi G 7)(Vv G pr(st) n Ks)(3ui G M^ lMi{v) n L,Ui G K) (3.6) 

The set of traces, 

{w | Vi G 7, VU G pr(w) n Ks, 3TT» G M~ x Mi{ v )  n L ,U i  G K }  

is same as the set of traces, 

{tu |  pr(w) n Ks ç n M~ x Mi( K ) } ,  
i£l  

which is the same set of traces, 

{W I pr(w) C n Mf1  Mi{ K )  U K g } ,  

which is the set 

mr^(7r)u7t§], 
l(zl 
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where supP(- )  denotes the supremal prefix-closed language. Note that a trace w belongs to 

this last set if and only if pr (w)  Ç [ n M~ 1 Mi (K)  U Kg] ,  i.e., each prefix of w has the property 
i€l 

that it is either unsafe (belongs to Kg) or for each i exists Mi-indistinguishable trace Ui G K. 

Thus the condition (3.5) can be equivalently written as, st £ supP[ n M~ l  Mi(K)  U Kg] ,  
i€l 

On the other hand, based on the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2, we know that 

st G Lfl (L — K)T,-n. It follows that the definition of safe-codiagnosability of (L, K) may be 

rephrased as, 

3n G N : [(L - K)YÏn  n L] n suPP[ n M^M^K) U Kc
s\ = 0. 

i€/ 

• 

3.3.2 Separatability of Safe-Codiagnosability 

To facilitate the development of a test for safe-codiagnosability, we show that the prop

erty of safe-codiagnosability can be separated into codiagnosability together with zero-delay 

codiagnosability of set of boundary safe traces, where a boundary safe trace is a safe trace for 

which exists a single-event extension that is unsafe. 

Definition 11 Given prefix-closed plant language L and safety specification language Kg, a 

safe trace s G Ks is called a boundary safe trace if exists a G S such that sa G L — Ks, i.e., 

s G [{L — ifs)/E] DKs- The set of all boundary safe traces is called the boundary safe language, 

denoted Kg, and is given by Kg = [(L — Ks)/E] fl Kg• 

We need the result of the following lemma before establishing the main "separation" result. 

Lemma 4 Consider the prefix-closed non-fault specification language K and the observation 

masks {Mi} (i G I). Then M~lMi{K) is prefix-closed. 

Proof: Prefix-closure of K implies prefix-closure of M" 1  Mi(K)  for each i G I. So the result 

follows since prefix-closure is preserved under intersection. • 

The following theorem presents the "separation property" of safe-codiagnosability, based 

on which we develop the test for safe-codiagnosability. 
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Theorem 2 Let L,  K  and K,s  be plant language, non-fault specification language, and safety 

specification language, respectively. (L,K,Ks) is safe-codiagnosable with respect to {M,;} if 

and only if 

1. (L,K) codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } :  3n G J\f : \(L — PI L] A M^ l Mi(K) = 0; 
i&I 

2. Kg zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } :  Kg A M^ 1  Mi(K)  = 0. 
i£l  

Proof: (if) From the property of codiagnosability exists a delay bound n such that condition 

of codiagnosability is satisfied. We claim that the same delay bound works for the definition 

of safe-codiagnosability. To see this, pick s G L — K and £ G E* such that \t\ > n and st G L. 

Then st G [(L —K)T,-nDL]. We need to show that st <£ supP[ r\ Mf1  Mi(K )U Kg], i.e., exists 
i£l  

a prefix v  < st such that v  A M~ x Mi(K)  U Kg.  Since L — K  =  (Ks — K)  U (L  — Ks) ,  
i£l 

st G L — K implies either st G Ks — K or st G L — Ks-

For the first case (st G Ks — K), we can set v = st. Then v is a prefix of st, and 

also since v = st G Ks, it holds that v £ Kg. It remains to be shown that v = st $ 

fl M^ l Mi(K) ,  which holds from the property of codiagnosability since st G { (L  — K)T , - n  D L]  
ie/ 
and [ (L  -  K)T , - n  A L]  A Mr x Mi(K)  = 0. 

i€l  

For the second case (st G L — Ks), suppose for contradiction that for every prefix v < st, 

it holds that y G A M~ 1 Mi(K) U Kg. Since st G L — Kg, exists a prefix w < st that is a 
i€.I 

boundary safe trace, i.e., w G Kg.  From our supposition, w G A M~ l  Mj{K)  U Kg.  So, 
i€l  

w G [ (L  — Kg) /T ,  A Kg]  A [ A M~ x Mi(K)  U Kg]  
i£l 

= [(1 - #g)/2 a a [ a mri%(k)]. 
i£l 

Then we arrive at a contradiction to the condition: Ko A M~ 1 M l (K)  =  0. 
* ief 

(only if) From Lemma 3 we have, 

3n e .v : [(.l - #)lf" a i] a a u = 0. 
ie/ 
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This implies, 

3m g W : [(I - #)E^" n I,] n sttpf [ n M^M^A")] = 0. 
i£l 

Further from Lemma 4, supP[ n M~ lM^K)} = n M~ lM. t(K). So we also have 
iÇ i l  i £ l  

3neX:[{L- K)^n  n L] n M^M^K) = 0, 
i € l  

establishing the codiagnosability. • 

Next to show the zero-delay codiagnosability of boundary safe traces, pick a boundary 

safe trace w G Kg.  Then exists a G E such that wo G L — Ks ,  and we need to show 

that w fl M^ x Mi(K) .  Set s  =  wa G L — Ks  Ç L — K ,  and pick t  such that |i| > 
i € l  

n and st G L (which is possible from our underlying assumption of plant being deadlock 

free). Then st G [(L — K)E-" fl L\. From the assumption of safe-codiagnosability, st 

supP[ fl Mf 1 Mi(K)UKg] ,  which implies every prefix of st, including w C\ M^ 1  Mi(K)L)Kg.  
i£l i£l 

From this it follows that w $ fl M^xMi(K), as desired. • 
i& I  

3.3.3 Verification of Safe-Codiagnosability 

The algorithm for verifying safe-codiagnosability is based upon checking whether there 

exists a situation that violates the conditions of safe-codiagnosability. From Theorem 2, we 

know that safe-codiagnosability can be verified by checking codiagnosability of (L, K) together 

with zero-delay codiagnosability of Kg, the set of boundary safe traces. 

Algorithm 3 Consider the finite state machine models, G = (X, E, a,  xq), R — (Y ,  E, f3 ,  yo) ,  

and Rs = (Is, E, fig, ?/o), respectively, of the plant, the non-fault specification, and the safety 

specification. The corresponding plant, non-fault specification, and safety specification lan

guages are L = L(G),K = L(R), and Kg = L(Rg), respectively, where K C Ks Ç L. Let 

Mi be the observation mask of site i (i G /). To check the safe-codiagnosability of (L, K,  Ks) ,  

perform the following steps: 

Step 1: Check the codiagnosability of (L,K) 
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Construct a testing automaton T = (G||.R) x R x R for verifying the codiagnosability of 

(L,K). This automaton is defined as T = (Z, Ex, 7, ZQ), where 

.  z  =  ( % x t ) x y x y .  

. Ey = S3, where S = SU {e}. 

• zo = {(xo,yo),yo,yo). 

.  7  :  Z x E3 —>• Z is defined as: Vz = {{x,y),yi,y2) e Z,aT = (a,ai,o2) G Ey - {(e,e,e)}, 

l(z,aT) := ((a(^,<7),^(y,cr)), /%i, cti), fi(y2, cr2)) if and only if 

Mi(tr) = Mi(o-i)] A [M2(cr) = M2(<72)] 

A[(a(s, a) ± 0) V (/3(y, a) ± 0) V (/3(yi, cti) + 0) V (/3(y2, cr2) f 0)] 

Note that the silent-transition e is defined at each state of any automaton as a self loop by 

default. The testing automaton T is used to track if exists a triplet of traces s, ui and u2 such 

that Ui is a ^-indistinguishable non-fault trace under mask Mi (i G {1,2}). 

Then check if exists an "offending cycle" CIT = {zk ,  Oj., zk+1 ,  • • • ,  z l ,  a l
T ,  zk) such that 

3i  G [ k ,  1 ]  s.t. (y*  = F)  A (c r %  ^ e), (3.7) 

where z% = {(x1  ,y l),y\,y l
2) G Z, and a l

T  = (a l ,a\,a%
2) G Et. If the answer is yes, then (L,K) 

is not codiagnosable, and (L, K, Ks) is not safe-codiagnosable as well. Otherwise, go to the 

next step. 

Step 2: Compute the set of "boundary safe states" B in G\\Rs 

Construct the composition G||i?s, and define the set of boundary safe states as, B 

{{x,Us) G X x Ys13(7 G E : a(x,a) ^ ®,/3s(ys,v) = 0}. Note that if s G Z,(G||iîs) = 

L(G)oL(Rs) = L n K s — Ks is such that execution of s results in reaching a state (x,ys)  G B, 

then exists a G E such that S<J G L — Ks, i.e., s G (L — Ks)/T,. It follows that s G Kg. 

Step 3: Check the zero-delay codiagnosability of Kg with respect to {Mi} 

Construct a testing automaton Ts = (G||i?s) x R x R for verifying the zero-delay codi

agnosability of Kg,  where Ts is obtained by replacing R by Rs in the testing automaton T 
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constructed above. Let T$ = (Zs, Et,7s, Zq ), where Zs, 7S, and Zq of Ts are defined similarly 

as Z, 7, and ZQ of T, respectively (with R replaced by R,s)- Then check if exists an "offending 

state" ((z,ys), yi,t/2) in Ts with (x, ys) G B. Kg is zero-delay codiagnosable if and only if 

the answer is no. If Kg is zero-delay codiagnosable, then (L, K, Ks) is safe-codiagnosable as 

well (since (L,K) was determined to be codiagnosable above). Otherwise, (L,K,Ks) is not 

safe-codiagnosable. 

Since the correctness of the test for checking codiagnosability was established in Theo

rem 1, in the following theorem we show the correctness of the test for checking zero-delay 

codiagnosability of Kg.  

Theorem 3 K g  is not zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to { M i }  if and only if there 

exis ts  a  s ta te  z s  = { {x ,y s ) ,y i ,y2)  in  the  tes t ing  automaton Ts with  (x ,y s )  G B.  

Proof: (<=) If there is a state { (x ,y s ) ,y i ,y2)  in Ts such that (x ,y s )  G B,  then exist traces 

s G L(G||JRS), Ui G L(R) = K such that (i) s G Kg = (L — Ks)/H, n Ks, and (ii) M;(s) = 

Mi(u i ) .  This implies that s  G Kg fl M~ x Mi(K), i.e., Kg n M~ l Mi(K) / 0. Thus, Kg is 
i£l  i(=.I 

not zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } .  

(=>) If Kg is not zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } ,  then exists a boundary 

safe trace s G Kg such that s G H M^1 Mi(K), which implies that for i = 1,2, there exist 

Ui G K such that Mi(ui) = Mi(s). Then execution of the trace triple (s, u\, u2) in Ts results 

in a state ((x,ys),y\,y2). Since s G Kg, (x,ys) G B, proving the assertion. • 

From Theorem 3 and Theorem 1, we get the following corollary showing the correctness of 

Algorithm 3. 

Corollary 1 Let G — (X,E,a,xo), R = (Y,E,(3,yo) and Rs = {Ys, S, (3s, Uo ) be the plant, 

non-fault specification and safety specification models, respectively, with [K = L(R)} Ç [Ks = 

L(Rs)} Q [L = L(G)]. Let Mi be the observation mask of site i (i G I). (L,K,Ks) is not 

safe-codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 

1. There exists an "offending" cycle CIT = (zfc, Uj,, z k + 1 ,  •  •  • ,  z l ,a l
T ,  z k )  as defined in (3.7) in 

the testing automaton T; 
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2. There exists a "offending" state z s  = ((x,y s), y\, y%) in the testing automaton Ts with 

(z,!/s) g b. 

Remark 12 Let |X|, |Y | and |Yg| be the number of states in plant G, non-fault specification 

R, and safety specification Rs respectively, and |E| be the number of events. L = L(G),K — 

L(R),Ks = L(Rs)- Assume there are m local sites. It was shown in [52] that the complexity 

for constructing the testing automaton T and checking codiagnosability of (L,K) is C(|X| x 

|Y|m+1 x |E|m+1). Using a similar analysis, we can verify that the complexity for constructing 

the testing automaton Ts and checking the zero-delay codiagnosability of Kg is 0(\X\ x 

\YS\ x \Y\m x |E]m+1). It follows that overall complexity of checking safe-codiagnosability of 

(4#, Kg) is, <D(|X| x (|y| +1^1) X |yr x |%M). 

Remark 13 In Algorithm 3, we use two testing automata T and Ts to verify the safe-

codiagnosability of (L, K, Ks)- These two testing automata can be combined into a testing 

automaton T" = (G'||i?.s'|j_R) x R x R by replacing R by Rs\\R in T. Then, (L,K,Ks) is not 

safe-codiagnosable if and only if there exists an "offending cycle" containing a state with the 

third coordinate labeled by "F", or exists an "offending state" with its first pair of coordinates 

contained in B. However, in this case, the complexity is C(|X| x |Y"s| x |Y|m+1 x |E|m+1), 

which is an order higher. Thus the "separation" result obtained in Theorem 2 provides an 

order reduction in the complexity of testing safe-codiagnosability. 

Once a system is deemed safe-codiagnosable, the same methods for codiagnosable systems 

can be applied for the synthesis of local diagnosers as well as for on-line diagnosis using them. 

This is because a diagnoser simply observes the plant behavior and reports a fault when it 

becomes certain about it. The property of safe-codiagnosability guarantees that at least one 

diagnoser become certain within bounded delay of the occurrence of a fault and prior to the 

system behavior becoming unsafe. The following example illustrates how to verify the safe-

codiagnosability using Algorithm 3. 

Example 6 Figure 3.7 (a), (b) and (c) show a plant model G, a non-fault specification model 

R, and a safety specification model Rs- The set of events is given by E — {a, b, /}. There are 
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two local sites, with their observation masks given as follows: 

Mi (a) = a, Mi (b) = Mi(/) = e; Mi(b) = b,M2(a) = M2{f) = e. 

It can be verified that (L(G),L(R)) is codiagnosable with respect to {Mi }  by constructing a 

testing automaton T = (G'||i?.) x R x R, which is omitted here. 

Since L = L(G) = pr(ab* + faab*) and Ks1  = pr(ab* + /a), the boundary safe language 

Kgi = [(L — Ks1 )/E] fl Ksl = {fa}- Following the trace fa, state "3" in G and state "3" in 

Rs1 are reached. Thus, the set of boundary safe states is given by, B\ = {(3,3)}. Figure 3.7 

(d) shows a part of the testing automaton Ts1 = (G||J?s1) x R x R, where an offending state 

((3,3), 1,1) is reached. Therefore, Kg is not zero-delay codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } ,  

and thus (L, K, Ksj) is not safe-codiagnosable with respect to {Mj} as well. 

Now, if we relax the safety requirement by considering a new enlarged safety specification 

model RS2 as shown in Figure 3.8 (a), the system becomes safe-codiagnosable. To see this, since 

KS2 = pr(ab* + faa), the boundary safe language is given by, K%2 = {(L — Ks2)/E] fl Ks2 = 

{faa}. Thus, the set of boundary safe states is given by, B2 = {(4,4)}. The new testing 

automaton Ts2 = (G\\RS2) x R x R is shown in Figure 3.8 (b), where no offending states 

(states with first pair of coordinates being (4,4)) are reached. Therefore, KQ2 is zero-delay 

codiagnosable with respect to {Mi}, and thus (L, K, Ks2) is safe-codiagnosable with respect 

to {Mi} as well. 
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(b) Testing automaton TS2  = (G || RS2) x R x R 

Figure 3.8 Safe specification model Rs2 and testing automaton Ts2 
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CHAPTER 4. DISTRIBUTED FAILURE DIAGNOSIS 

In this chapter, we study distributed failure diagnosis under bounded/unbounded communi

cation delay. We first discuss communication protocols for distributed failure diagnosis. Then 

a notion of jointk-diagnosability is introduced so that any failure can be diagnosed within a 

bounded delay of its occurrence by one of the local sites using its own observations and the 

communicated information from other local sites. Next, diagnosis using an "immediate ob

servation passing (iop)" protocol is discussed, and is converted to a decentralized diagnosis 

problem using extended system and specification models. Results from Chapter 3 are ap

plied for verifying jointk-diagnosability. and for synthesizing local diagnosers. Comparison 

is given among various notions of diagnosability, codiagnosability, and jointk-diagnosability. 

Next, we discuss the problem of distributed diagnosis under unbounded communication, and 

show that it is decidable by establishing the equivalence between jointk-diagnosability and 

codiagnosability. 

4.1 Communication Protocols 

Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of a distributed failure diagnosis system with two local 

sites. Site i contains three modules: observation mask Mi, communication protocol i, and 

diagnoser i. The observation mask module Mi is a map Mt : E* —» A*. The protocol module for 

site i decides how to share information among various diagnosers. The diagnoser module for site 

i performs failure diagnosis based on the local observations and the communicated information 

received from other sites j (j ^ Ï). Information is communicated among various sites over 

communication channels that are loss-free and order-preserving but introduce bounded delays. 
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Mask M2 

Site 2 

Protocol 1 Protocol 2 

Mask M1  

Diagnoser 1 Diagnoser 2 

Channel 1<-2 Channel 1-»2 

Plant G 

Figure 4.1 Architecture of a distributed failure diagnosis system 

A communication protocol is a causal (prefix-preserving) map from history of all informa

tion received to history of all information transmitted. The communication protocol at site i 

can be implemented as a dynamical system as shown in Figure 4.2. 

|e„. ; 

Figure 4.2 Model of a general communication protocol 

The inputs to this dynamical system consist of the local observations A, e A;, and the 

communicated informations from each diagnoser {eji\j / i}. The output of this dynamical 

system is the information to be transmitted to other diagnosers {eij\j 7^ i}. The protocol 

maintains an internal state e l ,  called the protocol state. The formats of e.;, Cj.,, and (j ^ i) 

are specific to a protocol. Formally, a general communication protocol is given by Pgen  := 

{pf)en i g /}. where each Pfen is modeled by a set of maps {/;, {gij,j ^ i}} as follows: 

pgen .  e» =  f i ( & i ,  A i ,  { e j i ,  j  j z  %}) (protocol state update), 
e i j  = g i j (e i, A,;, {e j i ,j ^ '<}) (protocol output computation). 

(4.1) 

fi is the protocol state update map at site i, which updates the protocol state based on its 

current value and newly received information, A * or {e^, j  ̂  i). (Events in {A*} U {e3 l ,j ^ 
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i}u{eij,j ^ i] occur asynchronously.) is the protocol-output map at site i, which determines 

the information to be transmitted to site j (j ^ i). The set of protocols of the form specified 

in (4.1) is denoted T>9en. The setting of decentralized diagnosis involving no communication 

can be represented by a "null-communication" protocol, P®, for which the output is always 

null. 

If a protocol allows diagnosers to transmit only their local observations, it is called an 

observation passing protocol, denoted Pop := {P"p, i 6 /}. The dynamic model of P°p is 

captured by a set of maps {fi,{gij,j ^ %}} defined as follows. ("\" denotes the "after" 

operation.) 

P°p : 
ei = ei\i\{eij,j /  i\ (protocol state update), ^ ̂  
eij = 9ij(eii A,) < e t\i (protocol output computation), 

where the protocol state e^ is a "vector" whose j t h  entry stores observations that are not 

yet transmitted to site j, and e^ is the newly transmitted observation to site j, which is a 

prefix of ejAj, the concatenation of the observation trace not yet transmitted and the newly 

arrived observation. The class of protocols of the form specified in (4.2) comprise the class of 

observation passing protocols, denoted Vop. 

When gij(ei, Aj) = e^A; = eA; = A, in (4.2), the protocol model simplifies to the one given 

in (4.3), and the corresponding protocol is called the immediate observation passing protocol, 

denoted Plop := {P-op, i E /}, where P-op is defined as follows: 

piop .  = e (protocol state update), ^ 

eij — Ai (protocol output computation). 

In this protocol any local observation is transmitted immediately to other sites, and there is no 

observation that is not transmitted but stored as the protocol state. Therefore, the protocol 

state update map fa is trivial, and the information to be transmitted e,j simply equals the local 

observation A, in the protocol output map gl3. The distributed diagnosis architecture under 

the immediate observation passing protocol is shown in Figure 4.3(a), and a rearrangement of 
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Diagnoser 2 Diagnoser 1 

Plant G 

(b) 

Figure 4.3 Distributed diagnosis architecture under protocol P l op  

the same is shown in Figure 4.3(b). 

4.2 Jointfc-Diagnosability 

In this section, we introduce a notion of jointk-diagnosability, which captures the property 

of a system in which any failure can be diagnosed within a bounded delay of its occurrence by 

one of the local sites using its own observations and the delayed information sent from other 

local sites communicating using a general communication protocol Pgen G Vaen. When the 

communication is P lop-based, the notion of distributed diagnosability is denoted by joint^9-

diagnosability, which will be discussed in the next section. 
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Let (i ^ j,i,j G I) denote the set of output symbols communicated from site i to 

site j. Then any symbol received at site i lies in the set A,; U Eji, called the set of aggregate 

observation symbols at site i. Assuming local sites commute over loss-free, FIFO, and Re

bounded delay channels under a general communication protocol psen g P96", the execution 

of a trace s by the system results in the reception at site i of a sequence of observation symbols in 

Ai interleaved with a sequence of communication symbols in U Eji. Due to the asynchronous 

nature of the communication channels and the introduction of bounded but random delays 

by them, execution of a trace s by the system can result in the reception of one of many 

possible sequences of observed and communicated symbols at site i. Also, any such sequence 

of observed and communicated symbols arrives in its entirety at site i within a bounded-delay 

of the execution of trace s. 

To characterize the set of sequences of aggregate observations received at site i under 

protocol Pgen G Vf)en immediately at the time the system has executed a trace s, we define a 

map Ofen'k : £* —> , where k is the communication delay bound. We call this map 

to be the P9en-based aggregate observations map for site i under fc-bounded communication 

delay. Similarly, we can define Q°p 'k  (resp., 0-op,fc and Of) to be the Pop(resp., P l op  and 

P®)-based aggregate observations map for site i under fc-bounded communication delay. Since 

P® represents the "null communication" protocol, it is obvious that Of(s) = (M,(s)} for any 

s G L(G). For protocol Plop, the aggregate observations map Ol
i
op,k can be formally defined 

through the extended observation mask Mi as follows. 

Definition 12 Given a plant G, let Qk  = be the extended plant model, where 

Cfj (i,j G {1,2},?; ^ j) is the fc-delaying&masking model from site i to site j. Consider 

the extended observation mask Mi : S U Ai U A2 —> Ai U A2 (i G {1,2}), and the inverse 

projection LÇ1 : S* —> (S U Ai U A2)*. The P l op-based aggregate observations map for site i 

under fc-bounded communication delay, Ol°p,k : S* —> 2(ujgjA^* , is given by: 

Vs g ^(G) : Cf^(s) := n ^(^)). 
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Two traces s and t are indistinguishable if they possess a common aggregate observations 

sequence. This is captured by the following definition of indistinguishability predicate over the 

set of traces. 

Definition 13 Given a plant G, let Ofen 'k  : S* —> 2^AiU^ iE^* be the aggregate observations 

map for site i. Then the P9en-based indistinguishability predicate for site i under /c-bounded 

communication delay is defined as follows: 

1 
(4.4) 

0 otherwise. 

The Pop(resp., P t op  and P® )-based indistinguishability predicate for site i under fc-bounded 

communication delay, denoted Yf'fe (resp., T®op,fc and T®), are defined similarly by replacing 

Ofen 'k  in (4.4) with 0"p 'k  (resp., 0-op,fc and Of). 

The following proposition shows the relationship between indistinguishability predicates 

Y® and T®op, 'c, and observation masks {Mi }  and {M. l } .  

Proposition 1 Given a plant G, and the extended plant model Qk ,  let T-op'fc (resp., T®) be the 

pt°p(resp., P®)-based indistinguishability predicates for site i under fc-bounded communication 

delay, Mi : £ —> A* be the observation mask for site i, and Mi : E U Ai U Ag —» Ai U A% be the 

extended observation mask for site i. Then, we have that 

• Vs,t G L(G): [Tf(s,t) = 1] [Mi(s)  — Mi(t)}, and 

. Vs,t G ^(G): [Tk'\a,t) - 1] 4^ 3s' G H i,(^),f G H ^(g^) : At(s') = 

Mi(t'). 

where IÇ1 : £* —> (S U Ax U Ag)* is the inverse projection defined in (4.8). 

Proof: Since Of(s) = {Mi(s)} for any s G L(G). the first assertion readily follows from the 

definition of Y®. 

According to Definition 13, Tl°p 'k(s,t) = 1 if and only if O l°p 'k(s) fl 0]°p 'k(t) 0. Since 

Ol°p'k(s) — Aii(IIg^(s) fl L(Qk)) and Ol°p'k(t) = .M^LÇ1^) n L(Gh)), it follows that there 
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exist s' and t '  in L(Gk) such that [IIs(s') = s] A [NS(I') = t] A [Mj(s') — Mi(t')\, proving the 

correctness of the second assertion. • 

Using the notion of indistinguishability predicate, we next give the definition of joint&-

diagnosability. 

Definition 14 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a plant, and K be a prefix-

closed specification language contained in L (K Ç L). Assume there are m local sites (I = 

MJ) communicating over fc-bounded delay FIFO channels under protocol Pgen G "P9EN. 

Then (L,K) is said to be joint^-diagnosable under Pgen, called joint?k
en-diagnosable, if 

(Bn G A0(Vs G L — K)(y.st G L, |t| > n or st deadlocks) =>-

(Bi E 7)(Vu € «) = 1 => « G I - K), (4.5) 

where T?en,fc is the P9en-based indistinguishability predicate for site i under fc-bounded com

munication delay defined in (4.4). The joint^-diagnosability with respect to protocol Pop  G Vop  

and Plop, denoted joint^-diagnosability and joint™13-diagnosability, respectively, are defined by 

replacing T®en,fe in (4.5) with T°p,fe and T*op,fc, respectively. 

The above definition has the following meaning. For any faulty trace s (s G L — K) that is 

extended by a sufficiently long trace (\t\ > n) or is extended to a deadlocking trace (st dead

locks) , there exists at least one local site i such that any trace u in L that is indistinguishable 

from st at site i under protocol Pg(in (resp., P°p, Plop) and fc-bounded communication delay, 

i.e. Tfen'k(st,u) — 1 (resp., T^p'k(st,u) = 1, Tl°p'k(st,u) — 1), belongs to the faulty language 

L-K. 

4.3 Pîop-Based Distributed Diagnosis Under Bounded-Delay 

Communication 

In this section, we discuss distributed diagnosis under bounded-delay communication based 

on an immediate observation passing protocol. 
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Figure 4.4 Equivalent system architecture under protocol Plop 

4.3.1 Communication Delay Extended System/Specification Models 

We first model the effect of communication delay when using Plop-based distributed di

agnosis, and introduce the extended system and specification models. The idea is to use the 

extended models to convert the Ptop-based distributed failure diagnosis problem to an instance 

of a decentralized failure diagnosis problem, where no communication is exchanged among local 

diagnosers. The former problem can then be solved using the methods for the latter problem 

developed in Chapter 3. 

In a channel with fc-bounded communication delay, there can be at most fc events executed 

by the plant between the transmission and the reception of a message on the channel. Since 

the operations of masking and delaying can be interchanged, the behavior under the block 

diagram of Figure 4.3(b) is equivalent to that of Figure 4.4(a), which can be rearranged to 

obtain the block diagram of Figure 4.4(b). 

It is clear by comparing Figure 3.1 and Figure 4.4(b) that Plop-based distributed diag

nosis can be converted to a decentralized diagnosis having an extended plant Gk, and local 

diagnosers having the extended observation masks The extended plant is given by 

Qk = GHC^ ||C*!), where C'^ models the fc-bounded delaying and masking operation. We 

call Cfj to be the fc-delaying hmasking model. The extended plant Gk "generates" events 

in S U Ai U A2, which are observed by diagnoser i through an extended observation mask 

AII : S U Ai U —> Ai U A2. A4j is same as M,; for events in E, whereas it acts as an identity 
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mask for events in Aj (j ^ i) and blocks the events in A,;. Formally, it is defined as follows: 

M i  ( a )  := < 

Mi(o) ,  a G £; 

A, a G AJ (j 7^ I); (4.6) 

E, <R E AI. 

The fc-delaying&masking model can be modeled as a finite automaton, which evolves 

whenever a new event occurs in the plant or a transmitted observation is delivered to a des

tination diagnoser, and such arrival and departure of events occur asynchronously. The state 

of the model is portion of the event trace executed by the plant whose observed value is pend

ing to be delivered to a destination diagnoser. Formally, the fc-delaying&masking model from 

diagnoser i to diagnoser j (i ^ j) is defined as, 

c^. = (^.,2ua<,^,zo). 

Zk is the set of states, which are represented by the event traces executed in the plant but 

their observed values not yet received by the destination diagnoser. For Z G Z^, |Z| denotes 

the length of trace z. Since the message arrivals and departures in a communication channel 

occur asynchronously, for a fc-delaying&masking model, we have |Z| < FC + 1. £ U A, is the 

event set, where £ is the set of input events and A, is the set of output events. Without loss 

of generality, we assume that En A, = 0 and A« n Aj = 0 (i ^ j) (otherwise, we can simply 

rename some of the symbols), zq = e is the initial state. The transition function 7^ is defined 

as follows. 

• "Arrival" due to an event execution in the plant: Vz G Zk j ,  Ver G E, if |z| < fc, then 

• "Departure" due to a reception at the destination diagnoser: Vz G Z ^ ,  VA, G Ai, if 

Mi(head (z)) = A«, then 7^(Z, A;) = z \head (z ) ,  

Undefined, otherwise, 
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where head(z) is the first event in trace z, and the after operator "\" in z\head(z) returns the 

trace after removing the initial event head(z) from the trace z. The transition function 7^ can 

be understood as follows. The state z is extended at the "tail" upon each plant execution a e E 

(provided the current length does not exceed the delay bound fc), while shortened at the "head" 

upon each reception A, 6 A«. It follows from the above definition that the fc-delaying&masking 

model Ck- is a subgraph of the (fc + l)-delaying&masking model Ck+1. 

Having introduced the model Ckj, we next introduce several "extended" models (extended 

to capture the effect of fc-delaying&masking). These extended models are obtained by per

forming a synchronous composition between an "unextended" original model and certain fc-

delaying&masking models. 

• extended plant model: Gk  = 

• extended specification model: TZk  = -R||Cf211^215 which consists of traces in extended 

plant Gk  whose projection over E do not violate the original specification R. 

• refined extended specification model: TZk  = -R||C12II^21 j where R is the completed speci

fication model with an additional failure state "F". 

• refined extended plant model: Qk  = Gk\\Rk  — t?||-R||Cf2 II^215 which generates the same 

langauge as Gk, but the execution of those traces that are "faulty" reaches a state with 

second coordinate "F". 

• extended local specification model: 1Zk  = /?||C*. 

• refined extended local specification model: 1Z^ — 

Note that in the above construction, any event in the set E is synchronized among all partici

pating components, while any event in the set A* U Ag is executed asynchronously. 

The following example illustrates the construction of fc-delaying&masking models Ckp ex

tended plant model Gk, extended specification model lZk, and extended local specification 

models lZk .  
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Example 7 A plant model G and a specification model R are shown in Figure 4.5(a) and 

Figure 4.5(b), respectively, with L(G) = pr(aabc* + baac*) and L(R) — pr{aabc*). Suppose 

the observation masks of two local sites are defined as follows: 

• Mi (a) = a', Mi (b) = Mi(c) = e, and 

• M2{b) = b', Mg(a) = Mg(c) = e. 

For delay = 1, Figure 4.5(c) and Figure 4.5(d) show the models C\2  and C2 l  respectively. 

The two models have the same structure and the same set of states, while some of the transitions 

are labeled differently. If we follow the trace aba' in the first model C\2, the states e, a, ab 

and b are traversed sequentially. This corresponds to the situation in which site 1 sends out 

its observation a' to site 2 after the occurrence of ab in the plant, whereas event b is executed 

in the plant but its observation is not yet received at site 2. 

By taking the synchronous composition between the original system/specification mod

els and the fc-delaying&masking models, we obtain the refined extended plant model Q1 — 

G1\\R-1 = G\\R\\Cl2\\Cx
21 and the extended specification model 1Z1 = R\\C]

l2\\C2l as shown in 

Figure 4.5(e). The extended local specification models 1Z\ = R\\C21 and 7Z2 = R\\C{2 are 

shown in Figure 4.5(f) and Figure 4.5(g), respectively. 

For delay = 2, the communication delay models Cf2 and C2 l ,  refined extended plant model 

Q2, extended specification model and extended local specification models lZf and 1Z2 are 

shown in Figure 4.6. 

Let us define a projection 11% : E U Ai U A2 -> S as follows: 

VER E S U AI U A2, LIS (<R) := 
<7, <7 G E; 

E, <7 G AI U A2. 
(4.7) 

This projection can be inductively extended from event to event traces to obtain, Ils : (E U 

Ai U A2)* E*, as follows: 

ILS(E) = E; VS G (E U Ai U Ag)*, a G E U Ai U A2, LIS(SCR) = RIS(S)LLS(I7). 
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Figure 4.5 Illustrating Example 7: System models with delay k — 1 
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Figure 4.6 Illustrating Example 7: System models with delay k — 2 
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The inverse projection of lis, H^,1 : E* —> (E U Ax U A%)*, is defined as follows: 

Vu G E*,^1^) := {s G (S U Ax U A2)* | ns(s) = «}. (4.8) 

Lemma 5 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G), let Qk  and 1Zk  be 

the extended plant model and the extended specification model, respectively. Then, 

VS G E (Al U A2)* : AT E => E L(^). 

Proof: Since Qk  — G||C^||C^, 1Zk  = ̂ ||C^||C^, and L(R) Ç L(G), it follows that L(TZk) Ç 

L(Qk). So, s G L(Qk) for any s G L(lZk). Since events in A, are only executed by Ckj 

(•i,j G 1,2, i ^ j), it follows that if t G (Ax U A2)* is executable beyond s in Qk — G||C^||C^, 

then t is executable beyond s in Ck
2\\Cki, and is executable beyond s in lZk = #||Cx211^21 as 

well, i.e., st G L(1Zk). u 

Proposition 2 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G), let Gk  and TZk  

be the extended plant model and the extended specification model, respectively, and Hg and 

n^1 be the projection and the inverse projection as defined in (4.7) and (4.8), respectively. 

Then the original system behaviors and the extended system behaviors have the following 

relationship: 

. VS E 6(9*=) : HS(A) G 1(G), 

• Vs G L{1Zk) :  NE(S) G L{R), and 

. VS E !,(#) : N^XS) N 1(9*=) Ç ^(^). 

Proof: We prove the above assertions inductively on the length of trace s, denoted |s|. For 

the first assertion, if |s| = 0, i.e., s = e, then it is obvious that IIs(s) = e G L(G). Assume that 

the first assertion holds for any trace s G L(Gk) with | s |  = n. Then, consider trace sa G L(Çk) 

with |s| = n and a G E U Ax U Ag. If a G Ax U A%, then IIs(s(j) = ns(s) G L(G) from the 

hypothesis. On the other hand, if a G E, then Ils(sa) = IIs(.s)i7. Since all events in set E 
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are executed synchronously in Qk  among G, Ck
2 ,  and C21, it follows that a is executable in 

G after trace IIs(s), which implies that Ils(scr) = IIj](.s)(j G L(G). Thus, the first assertion 

holds. The second assertion can be proved similarly. 

For the third assertion, if |s| = 0, i.e., s = e, then n^1(s) H L(Gk) = (Ax U A2)* D L(Gk) Ç 

L{JZk), where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 5. Assume that the third assertion holds 

for |s| = n. For any trace sa G L(R) with |s| = n and a G S, we have that 

nz,(^) = {(1(7*21 ti 6 = 3,(2 E (Al u A2)Vx<Ti2 e i(^)}. 

Since L(Gk) is prefix-closed, it follows that t\a G Gk .  I.e., a is enabled after t\ in Gk  = 

G||Cf2||C2Y Since 1Zk = -R 11 Cx211 ̂ *2 x and a is enabled after IIs(£i) = s in R, it follows from the 

synchronization of a in Qk  and 1Zk  that a is enabled after t\ in 7Zk  as well. I.e., t\a G L(TZk). 

Then for any t\at2 G n^1(,s<r) N L{Gk) with t2 G (Ax U A2)*, it follows from Lemma 5 that 

t\at2 G L(1Zk). This completes the proof for the third assertion. • 

From Proposition 2, we can get the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G), let Qk  and lZk  

be the extended plant model and the extended specification model, respectively, and lis and 

FÇ1 be the projection and the inverse projection defined in (4.7) and (4.8), respectively. Then, 

. Vs 6 Z,(G) - 1(B) : lï^(s) H I(^) Ç &(G%) - Z,(^), and 

. Vs G l(^) - f,(%t) : ns(s) G f,(G) - !,(#). 

Proof: Suppose for the purpose of contradiction that there exist s G L(G) — L(R) and 

t G (S U Ax U A2)* such that t G n^^s) n 6(^), but ( Z,^) - 1(%^), i.e., t € 1(%&). It 

follows from the second assertion of Proposition 2 that Ils (t) = s G L(R), which contradicts 

the condition s G L(G) — L(R). This proves the fist assertion. The second assertion can be 

proved similarly from the third assertion of Proposition 2. • 

In the following proposition, we present a relationship between languages L(Qk) and L(lZk), 

and languages L(Gk+1) and L(lZk+1). 
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Proposition 3 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G), consider 

Gk = G\\CP{2\\C% and TZk = B||G^||G^. Then, we have that 

* W) Ç 2,(^+1), Ç Ç aad 

• L{Gk) - L{1lk) C L{Qk+1) -  L(Rk+1). 

Proof: Since C k -  is a subgraph of G^+1, all system models obtained by composing with {C^} 

are subgraphs of corresponding system models obtained by composing with {C^+1}, implying 

the correctness of the first assertion. 

To show the second assertion, suppose for the sake of contradiction that 

3s : [s G - Z,(%t)] A [s ^ 

Since s G L(Çk) Ç L(Çk+1), it follows that if s ^ L(Qk+1) — L(1Zk+l), then s G L(lZk+1), which 

combined with the second assertion of Proposition 2 implies that IIe(S) £ L(R). This leads to 

a contradiction that since s E L(Qk) — L(TZk), and so it follows from the second assertion of 

Corollary 2 that IIS(s) G L(G) — L(R). m 

4.3.2 Joint^-Diagnosability 

Next, we present a theorem to reduce the Plop-based distributed diagnosis problem to an 

instance of the decentralized diagnosis problem. 

Theorem 4 Given a plant G = (X,H,a,xO) and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G), 

define the extended plant and extended specification models Q k  = G||G^||G^ and TZ k  = 

R\\C^\\C^ respectively, where G^ (i,j G {1.2},i ^ j) is the fc-delaying&maskirig model from 

site i to site j. Let Mi : S —> A» and Mi : S U Ai U A2 —> Ai U A2 be the observation mask 

and the extended observation mask for site i, respectively. Then, 

( .L (G) ,L(R)) joint"p-diagnosable -#> (L {Q k ) ,  L (TZ k ) )  codiagnosable with respect to {Mi } .  
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Proof: (=>) If (L(G),L(R)) is joint"p-diagnosable, then 

(3n' G Af)(Vs' G L(G) — L(R))(Vs't'  G L(G), |  > n' or s't '  deadlocks) => (4.9) 

(3% G {l,2})(Vi/' G l(G),Tr'\aY,^) = 1 G 1(G) - 1(B)). 

In order to prove the codiagnosability of (L(Qk), L(Rk)), we need to show the existence of a 

bound n G Af such that 

(Va G L(Çk) — L<Jik)){\/st G L(Qk), \t\ > n or st deadlocks) => 

(3% G {1,2})(V« G 1(6*:), MI(at) = At(u) ^ u G l(^) - 1(%^)). 

We claim that n = 3n' can be chosen as such a bound, where n' is the diagnosis bound specified 

in (4.9). 

Pick any s G L{Qk) -  L(TZk). By Corollary 2, IIs(s) G L{G) -  L{R). For all st G L(Çk), 

it follows from Proposition 2 that Ils (si) G 1(G). Since Qk = G||Ci2||C2i's extended from G 

by interleaving events in S with their observations or communicated observations in Ai U A2, 

and each observation in A% U A2 occurs after its corresponding event in S, if \t\ > n = 3n' or 

if st deadlocks, we must have that |IIs(t)| > n' or Ils(st) deadlocks. 

Then, pick any trace u G L(Qk). By Proposition 2, Ilj^tt) G 1(G). Since IIs(s) G 

1(G) - L(R), and Ils(st) G L(G) with |IIs(t)| > n' or Ils(si) deadlocks, it follows from the 

joint^-diagnosability of (1(G), l(i?)) that 

3% g {1,2} : tr'\n2(at),ns(%)) = ^ ^ %(«) g 1(G) - 1(E). 

From Proposition 1, we know that if Mi(st) = Mi(u) ,  then Y"p,fc (lis(st),HE(W)) = 1, and 

thus ns(u) G 1(G) - L(R), which implies u G I^IIs^)] n L(Qk) Ç L(Gk) - L(TZk) by 

Corollary 2. Thus (L(Ç k) ,  L(TZ k))  is codiagnosable with respect to {Mi ) .  
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(<=) If ( L ( Q k ) .  L(lZ k ) )  is codiagnosable with respect to { M i } ,  then 

(3m' G Af)(Vs' G l(^) - l(%^))(VsY G 1(2*=), |f| > n' or sY deadlocks) => (4.10) 

(3i G {l,2})(Vu' G l(^), A(i(sY) - At(u') ^ G l^'') - 1(%^)). 

In order to prove the joint"p-diagnosability of (1(G), 1(B)), we need to show the existence of 

a bound n such that 

(Vs G 1(G) — 1(B)) (Vsi G L(G),  \ t \> n  ox s t  deadlocks) => 

(3i G {l,2})(Vu G 1(G), (at, u) - 1 ̂  u G 1(G) - 1(B)). 

We claim that the same bound n' specified in (4.10) works for the j o int "p- di agnos abi li ty as 

well, i.e., n = n' .  

Pick any s  G 1(G) — 1(B). By Corollary 2, IIg\s) (1 L(Q k )  Ç L(Q k )  — L(TZ k ) .  For all 

st G 1(G) with |*| > n or st deadlocks, it follows that 

3s' G ILS1 (s) n L(Q k ) , t '  G n^(t) n L{Q k )  :  s ' t '  G Il^{s t )  n L{g k ) ,  \ t ' \  > n  or s ' t '  deadlocks. 

Consider any u G 1(G). For any u'  G II^1(u) n L(Q k ) ,  it follows from the codiagnosability 

of (1(^),1(^)) that 

G {1,2} : /%XaY) = A^t(^) G l(g^) - 1(%^). 

From Proposition 1, we know that if T%° p ' k (s t ,u)  = 1, then there exist s ' t '  G IL^st) fl L(Q k )  

and u' G II^1(u) A L(Gk) such that Mi(s't') — Mi(u'). This indicates that there exists 

i G {1,2} such that 

Vu G 1(G) : (T^(at,u) = 1) => (3u' G H 1(^),^ G l(g^) - 1(%^)), 
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where u'  G L(Ç k )  — L(7Z k )  implies that u = ns(u') € L(G) -  L(R) by Corollary 2. This 

completes the proof. • 

An implication of Theorem 4 is that the methods presented in Chapter 3 for studying decen

tralized diagnosis can be applied to study Plop-based distributed diagnosis. Before discussing 

the algorithm to verify joint^-diagnosability, we present the following proposition relating 

the extended global specification and the extended local specification models, which is used to 

reduce the complexity of the verification algorithm. 

Proposition 4 Given a specification model R, define 1Z k  := and lZ k  := R\ \C^ 

( i , j  G {1,2},i  ^ j ) ,  the extended specification and the extended local specification models, 

respectively, where Ck- is the fc-delaying&masking model from site i to site j. Let Mi : 

S U Ai U A2 —> Ai U A2 be the extended observation mask for site i. Then, we have that 

Proof: (C) It suffices to show that for any trace s G L(TZ k ) ,  there exists a trace s '  £ L(TZ k )  

such that Mi(s) = Mi(s'). Pick any trace s = ai • • • ai G L(lZk) = L(lZk). Since Ai n A2 = 0, 

we can define a trace s' = a\ - a[ with 

V?G{1,-V}, 
[ e if aq  E Aj. 

It follows from Mi(K) = {e} that A4i(s) = Mi(s ' ) .  Since in 7Z k  and 7Z k ,  all events in S 

are executed synchronously, and all events in Ai U A2 are executed asynchronously, and since 

ns(C^) = S*, it follows that s '  G L{K k ) .  Thus, Mi(L(K k ) )  Ç Mi{L{TZ k ) ) .  

(D) It suffices to show that for any trace s G L(R k )  = RWC^, there exists a trace s '  G L(7Z k )  

such that Mi (s )  =  Mi (s ' ) .  Pick any trace s  =  A I  •  •  •  A I  G L(1Z k ) .  Let Cy- = (Z^, SuAj, 7^, Z Q )  

(i,j G {1,2}, i ^ j). Since Ck
2 and C2l share the same structure and the same state space 

(Z21 = Zk
2), and only transitions labeled by local observation symbols from Ai U A2 are 
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different, we can define s '  = a\-  • •  a[  with 

VG G {1, • • • , l } ,a '  := < 
Oiq if dq G , 

DQBQ IF TTG G A-J, 

where b q  G A* and 7^(z, og) = 7,^(2, b q )  for z G Zgi = ^12• Since in 1Z k  and lZ k ,  all events 

in E are executed synchronously, and all events in Ai U A2 are executed asynchronously, and 

since Ai fl A2 = 0, it follows that s' G LÇRk). Since M,i(bq) = e for bq G A,;, we have that 

Aii(a) = Thus, M<(1(^)) 3 Ai<(l(^)). m 

An algorithm for verifying the codiagnosability was given in Algorithm 1 of Chapter 3, 

where a testing automaton T = (G||jR) x R x R was constructed to track a triplet of traces s, 

ui and U'i with the following property: 

Vi G {l,2},M<(a) = G 1(G) nl(Ê) = 1(G), G 1(A), 

and without loss of generality G was plant to be deadlock-free. A similar testing automaton 

is defined in the following verification algorithm for testing joint"p-diagnosability, assuming 

again without loss of generality that G is deadlock-free. 

Note that the application of codiagnosability test in Algorithm 1 of Chapter 3 would result 

in the construction of the testing automaton Qk x lZk x lZk that tracks a trace-triple satisfying 

Vi G {l,2},A4<(a) = VKW.s G 1((^) = 1(g),^ G 1(%^) (4.11) 

Since Mi(L(TZ k ) )  =  A4i(L(R, k ) )  as shown in Proposition 4, it suffices to construct the testing 

automaton Tk = Çk x TZk x 1Zk. The advantage is that Tk has a smaller state space than 

^ x x 

Algorithm 4 Given a (deadlock-free) plant G = (X, £, a, X Q) and a specification model R = 

(Y, £, /3, yo), consider a distributed diagnosis systems with two local sites, which communicate 

with each other using the immediate observation passing protocol Pl°P. Perform the following 
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operations: 

1. Construct the fc-delaying&masking models C k
2  and Cki ; 

2. Construct the extended plant model Qk = ^ II ^21II ^21 > the refined extended plant model 

Çk = G\\R\\C^\\C^, the extended specification model lZk = HC'li, and the ex

tended local specification model 1Zk = R\\Ckj (i,j G {1,2},i / j); 

3. Construct a testing automaton Tfc for checking joint"p-diagnosability: 

= (g||^) x x 7^ 

= (fx-rfx-r^ 

= (G||Ë||C^||C^) x x (a||C&). 

Note that (e, e, ^-transition is allowed in the testing automaton if it is not performed as 

a self loop. The testing automaton T k  tracks all triplet of traces s,  u\ ,u-2 G (SuAiUÀg)*  

satisfying the following property: 

Vi G {1,2}, Mi{s)  =  Mi(u i ) ,  s  G L(Q k )  =  L(Q ) , U i  G L(7Z k ) .  

4. Check the existence of any "offending" cycle in T k :  The system is not joint"p-diagnosable 

if and only if any state in a cycle contains the label "F". 

Theorem 5 Algorithm 4 is correct. I.e., (L, K) is joint"p-diagnosable if and only if the testing 

automaton Tk in Algorithm 4 does not contain cycles with states labeled by "F". 

Proof: By Theorem 4, (L,K) is joint^-diagnosable if and only if (L(Q k ) ,  L(7Z k ) )  is codiag-

nosable with respect to {Mi} .  By Theorem 1 of Chapter 3, codiagnosability of (L(G k ) ,  L( lZ k ) )  

with respect to {Mi} can be checked by checking presence of cycles containing states labeled 

"JF" in the testing automaton Qk x lZk x lZk. Since Çk x 7Zk x 7Zk tracks triplets of traces 

satisfying 4.11, and since Mi{L{ 1Zk)) = Mi(L(1Zk)) from Proposition 4, Tk = Qk x lZk x 1Zk 
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also tracks the same triplets of traces. So the correctness of Algorithm 4 follows from the 

correctness of codiagnosability test given in Theorem 1 and Proposition 4. • 

To illustrate Algorithm 4, we present the following example to verify joint"p-diagnosability 

of system discussed in Example 7. 

Example 8 Consider the system introduced in Example 7. For the delay bound k = 1, 

the extended plant/specification models are shown in Figure 4.5. We construct the testing 

automaton as shown in Figure 4.7(a). Note at the initial state of Ç, the transition on a leads 

the state machine to a "good" region satisfying the specification, where no state is labeled by 

"F", and there is no possibility of leaving that region. For the failure diagnosis purpose, we 

do not need to track traces in that "good" region. Thus we omit the corresponding part from 

the testing automation T1. It is seen that no "offending" cycle exist in T1. Thus, the system 

is joint^-diagnosable. 

For the same system, if the delay bound is k = 2, then it can be verified that the system 

is not joint^-diagnosable. The extended plant/specification models are shown in Figure 4.6. 

We can construct the corresponding testing automaton T2 = Q2 x TZ\ x part of which is 

shown in Figure 4.7(b), where e is used to denote a non self-loop e transition appearing in Q1 

or 1Z2. It is seen that there is an "ambiguous" cycle formed between the states (82F, 5,11) and 

(82F, 5,13), indicating that the system is not joint^-diagnosable. Thus a larger delay results in 

a loss of diagnosability, which is not unexpected. Since the system is not joint^-diagnosable, it 

can be further concluded that the system is not codiagnosable (recall codiagnosability requires 

no communication at all.) 

4.3.3 Diagnoser Synthesis 

In the setting of decentralized diagnosis, a local diagnoser at site i  was taken to be Di = 

Mi(G\\R). Analogously, we can define an extended local diagnoser for site i to be Vf := 

Mi{Gk\\R-k) = Mi(G\\lZk) for the diagnosis of a joint"p-diagnosable system. As is the case 

with the verification, certain complexity reduction is also possible for the synthesis of local 

diagnosers. We define a "reduced" diagnoser at site i to be T>k := Aii(G\\TZk). We show in 
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Figure 4.7 Testing automata in Example 8 

the following that the two diagnosers produce the same diagnosis result. I.e., diagnoser Vf 

detects a failure if and only if diagnoser Vk detects a failure. The following lemma shows that 

diagnosers Vf and Vk generate the same language. 

Lemma 6 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) C L(G),  let Ç k ,  TZh ,  and 

(i G {1,2}) be the extended plant model, extended specification model, and extended local 

specification model for site i ,  respectively. Consider the local diagnosers for site i ,  T> k  := 

and ^ := jWi(G||^), where : 2 U Ai U Ag ^ Ai UÂz ê 

the extended observation mask for site i. Then, Vk and Vk generate the same language, i.e., 

Proof: Since and !,(% = l(A<i(G||^)) = 

Mi(L(G\\TZ k ) ) ,  we need to show that Mi(L(G\\TZ k ) )  =  M. i (L(G\\1Z k ) ) ,  which can be proved 

by showing Mi(L(G\\1Zk)) Ç Mi(L(G\\TZk)) and Mi(L(G\\TZk)) D Mi(L(G\\1Zk)) as in Propo

sition 4. • 
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The reachabi l i ty  set  Reach~k(-)  (resp., ReachVk{-))  denotes the set of possible states of 

Vk (resp., Vf) reached by an execution of a trace in L(Vf) (resp., L(Vk)). Let x~,; denote 

the initial state of diagnoser Vk, and S~k denote its transition function. The reachability set 

Reachpk(') is computed recursively upon each incoming information as follows. 

. aeoca^(e) =e^(a^j; 

• Vs G L(Vf) ,  a  G Ai U A2 : Reach~ k (sa)  = e*~ k (ô~ k (Reach~ k (s), tr)). 

The reachability set ReachVk{-)  is computed similarly. Let ( i lp)~ k  denote the set of "failure 

states" of Vf, i.e., (Clp)^k = X x {F} x Z^. Similarly, = X x {F} x Zy2 x Z21 denotes 

the failure states of diagnoser V k .  The equivalence of diagnosers V k  and T> k  in the sense of 

their diagnosis capabilities is presented in the following theorem. 

Theorem 6 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G),  let Q k ,  1Z k ,  

and lZk (i G {1,2}) be the extended plant model, extended specification model, and extended 

local specification model for site i ,  respectively. Consider the local diagnosers for site i ,  T> k  := 

Mi(Çk\\nk) = Mi(G\\Kk) and V* := M(Gp-), where Mi : S U Ai U A2 -> Ai UÂ2 is the 

extended observation mask for site i. Let (Çlp)Vk and (Qj?)~k denote the set of failure states 

in Vk
t and Vk, respectively. Then, 

Vs G L(D k )  = L(T> k )  :  Reach^k(s)  Ç (Clp)^  <=> Reach^(s)  Ç (Çlp)~ k .  

Proof: Pick any trace s G L(V k )  = L{V k ) .  To prove the above theorem, we need to show 

that 

Vr G ReachVk(s)  : x  G (QF )V^ Vz' G Reach^(s)  :  x '  G (Qp)^k,  (4.12) 

and 

Vz' G Reach~ k (s)  :  x '  G (fifOfjk => Vx G Reach vk{s)  : x G (QF ) - P ¥ -  (4.13) 

Since whether a state in V f  —  M i ( G \ \ l Z k )  or —  M i ( G \ \ T Z ^ )  possesses a failure label or 

not only depends on the event trace in £*, to prove (4.12) and (4.13), it is enough to show 
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that 

%(JWri(s) n Z,(G||7^)) = ns(Mri(s) n 1(G||^))_ 

We Grst show that n2(l(G||^)) = ni:(l(G||7^)). Since = (G||^)||C^ and events 

in S are synchronized among G\\7l k  and Cfp it follows that UY,(L(G\\7l k ) )  Ç I l^(L(G\\TZ k ) ) .  

Similarly as in Proposition 4, it can be shown that any possible transition in (3||7^ would not be 

blocked by the additional component Cfj  in G\\1Z k .  Therefore, Hs(L(G\\TZ k ) )  D H^(L(G\\TZ k ) ) .  

From I lz(L(G\\TZ k ) )  = ns (L(G | |ft-)), it is easy to get that n^Wl"1^) n L(G\\n k ) )  = 

An implication of Theorem 6 is that we can use local diagnoser for site i  to be V k  — 

Mi(GWR,k) = Mi(G\\R\\Cji) for performing on-line diagnosis for a joint ̂ -diagnosable system. 

Diagnoser T>f computes the reachability set Reach~k each time it observes a new event in the 

plant or receives a communicated observation from another diagnoser T>k- (j ^ i). Whenever 

all states in Reach^ contain the label "F", diagnoser T>k reports that a failure is detected. 

The following example illustrates how to construct local diagnoser T>f, and how to perform 

on-line diagnosis using the reachability set Reach~ k .  

Example 9 Let us revisit the system presented in Example 7. For the unit-delay case, we 

know from Example 8 that the system is joint^-diagnosable. Figure 4.8 shows the two local 

diagnosers f>\ and f>\• Each state in diagnoser Vj = Mi(G\\7l]) = M.l(G\\R\\C'ji) (i,j G {1,2}, 

i j) contains three coordinates, which correspond to states in G, R, and Cj{, respectively. 

Assume that the plant executes a trace s  = ba.  Diagnoser 1 observes event a'  followed by a 

communicated observation b'  from diagnoser 2 with unit-delay. Diagnoser 2 observes event b'  

followed by a communicated observation a' from diagnoser 1 with 0 or 1 delay. The reachability 

sets Reach,and Reach~j are computed as follows: 
U\ 2 

• Reach-i ie)  = {(0,0,e), (4 ,F,b)} ,  

Reach-}  (a') = {(1,1, a), (1,1, e), (5, F, ba)} ,  

Reach~i  (a 'b 1 )  -  {(5, F, a) ,  (5, F, e)}; 

•  Reach-i(e) = {(0,0, e), (1,1, a), (2,2, aa)}, 
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<6,f,a) 

(6,F,ac) 

(b) 

(6,F,c) (6,F,E) 

Figure 4.8 Local diagnosers in Example 9 

Reach~i  (b ' )  = {(4, F, b) ,  (5, F, ba) ,  (4, F, e) ,  (5, F, a) ,  (6 ,  F,  aa)}, 

Reach~i(b 'a ' )  = {(5, F, e), (6, F, a) ,  (6, F, ac)} .  

When diagnoser 1 observes event a' ,  it cannot determine whether the plant is at a "normal" 

state 1 or the "failure" state 5, and thus is ambiguous about whether a failure has occurred 

or not. After receiving the communicated event b' from diagnoser 2, diagnoser 1 is sure that 

the plant is at state 5, and a failure has occurred. On the other hand, since all elements 

in Reach,^ (b1) have their second coordinate labeled "F", diagnoser 2 is certain about the 

occurrence of a failure after observing event b' .  

Remark 14 Let |X| and |Y| be the number of states in plant G and specification model 

R, respectively, and |£| be the number of events. Assume that there are m local sites 

(I — {!,•••,m}), each of them associated with a local observation mask Mi : £ —>• A*. We 

analyze the number of states and transitions in various automata as follows, and the results 

are summarized in Table 4.1. 

• C k  : The number of states of a fc-delaying&masking model Cf-  ( i , j  G I , i  ^  j)  is at 

most 1 + |£| + |£|2 + • • • + |£|fc+1 = (9(|£|fe+2). Since there are at most 1 + |£| possible 
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transitions at each state, the number of transitions in Ckj is 0(|£|fc+3). 

• Q k :  Since there are m(m — 1) /c-delaying&masking models Cf-  involved in constructing 

Q k  = G\\ i j€ i t ty jCi j ,  the number of states in Q k  is 0(\X\  x |E|m(m-1Xfc+2)). From the 

synchronization of events in |£| among G and {C^}, and the non-synchronization of 

events in Uiej among {C k j } ,  we know that there are at most |£| + m(m — 1) transitions 

at each state of Qk. Thus, the number of transitions in G k  is 0((|£| + m(m — 1)) x |X| x 
|£|m(m-l)(fc+2)^ 

•  lZ k \  Since there are (m — 1) fe-delaying&masking models {C k j }  involved in constructing 

7Zk = RWjçij^iCji, the number of states and transitions in 7Zk are 0(\Y\ x |E|(m_1)(fc+2)) 

and C((|£| + (m — 1)) x |Y| x |E|(m-1)(fc+2)), respectively. 

•  T k :  Since there are m local specification models TZ k  ( i  G I )  involved in constructing the 

testing automaton Tk — Qk xl6/ 7Zk, the number of states and transitions are 0{\X\ x 

|yr x |E|2HT"-i)(k+2)), and 0((|E| + m(m - 1)) x (|E| 4- (m - 1))^" x |X| x |yr x 

|£|2m(m-i)(fc+2)^ respectively. 

•  V k :  For the local diagnoser V k  = Mi(G\\TZ k ) ,  the number of states and transitions are 

C(|X| x |y| x |2|W-i)(k+2))^ and Q((|E| + m(m - 1)) x (|E| + (m - 1)) x |X| x |Y| x 

|^|(m2-i)(fc+2)^ respectively. 

Table 4.1 Summary of complexity analysis in Remark 14 

number of states number of transitions 

gk C(|X| X 0((|E| 4-m(m- 1)) x |X| x |S|Mm-i)(k+2)) 

TZ\ 0(|y| X |2|W-l)(k+2)) 0((|E| 4- (m - 1)) x |y|  x |2|(m-i)(k+2)) 

Tk C(|Z| X |yr X |2|2m(m-l)(k+2)) 0((|E|4-m(m-l))x (|E|4-(m-l))™ x |%| x 
\Y\m x |E|2m(m-l)(k+2)) 

0(|X| X |y|  X |2|(^-l)(k+2)) C((|E| 4-m(m-1)) x (|E| 4- (m- 1)) x |%| x 
|Y| X |2|(T"'-l)(k+2)) 
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From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the complexity of Algorithm 4 for 

verifying joint^-diagnosability is 0((|£| + m(m — 1)) x (|E| + (m — l))m x |X| x \Y\m x 

|^|2m(m-i)(fc+2)^ anc[ the complexity of synthesizing local diagnosers is C((|E| + m(m — 1)) x 

(|£| + (m — 1)) x |X| x \Y\ x |£|(m2-1)(fe+2)). It is clear that complexity is polynomial in 

the number of plant and specification states, but grows exponentially in delay bound and the 

number of local diagnosers. 

4.3.4 Hierarchy of Various Diagnosabilities 

In the following, we compare various notions of distributed/decentralized diagnosabilities. 

In particular, we establish the following hierarchy: 

Codiagnosable <=> J oint -diagnosable 

J Jointj^-diagnosable 

^ Joint^-diagnosable 

ïç Jointô°p-diagnosable 

Diagnosable, 

where j oint ̂ "-diagnosability denotes the Ptop-based joint-diagnosability under unbounded-

delay communication, and joint^-diagnosability denotes the Plop-based joint-diagnosability 

under zero-delay communication. 

We will consider the relationship of equivalence between codiagnosability and jointj^f-

diagnosability in the next section, where we will show that "codiagnosability <=> joint-

diagnosability" holds for a general protocol P9en G V°en. It follows that this relationship 

also holds for protocol Plop. 

The following proposition establishes the equivalence between joint^-diagnosability and 

diagnosability. For a collection of local masks {Mi} (i G I = {1, • • •, m}), we define a global 

mask A? = (Mi, • • •, Mm) as follows: 

• Ver G S : ÎV?(cr) = (Mi(cr), • • •, Mm(cr)), and 
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• Vs G E*, a G S : M(scr) = M(s)Â?(o"). 

Proposition 5 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç 1(G), let {M;|î G 1} 

be local masks, and A? = (Mi, • • •, Mm) be a global mask. Then, 

(L(G),L(R)) is jointo°p-diagnosable <4> (1(G), l(i?)) is diagnosable with respect to A?. 

Proof: It follows from definitions of jointô°p-diagnosability and diagnosability that we only 

need to show the following claim to prove the above proposition: 

Va,t € 1(G), i G 7 : lT'°(s,t) = 1 

According to Definition 13, T^op'°(s,t) = 1 if and only if O- o p , 0 (s)  fl 0"p'° ( t )  ^ 0, where 

Oi°P.0(a) = Mi(ng\s)nl(g°)), Gr°(f) = ^(n^(t)nl(gO)), and g" = G||i#C%. The 

structure of G?- is shown in Figure 4.9, where a,  b,  c ,  •  •  •  G S, and their observations under Mi 

are a1 J/,c1, - • • G A;, respectively. Since events in S are executed synchronously and events in 

Ujej Ai are executed asynchronously in Q°, for s = a\d2 • • • a/ G 1(G), it follows that 

n^(s) n 1(9°) = oiWÏH - - - IK) - - o,(4?ll - - ||oT). 

Applying observation mask Mi upon the above formula, we get 

crp.°(g) = n i(g°)) = gl(ii^i) - -WdlW). 

Thus, for s = oi • • • a; G 1(G) and t  = bi---bi> G 1(G), T"p'°(s,t )  = 1 if and only if 

[4i(aïll ' ' ' llaD . WWII - - ll«r)] n [bK^II - - - lien - W'(6?,|l - - II6D] ^ 0. (4.14) 

Since it is assumed that A, D A j  = 0, i.e., a 1  ^ b> for i  ^ j ,  it follows from (4.14) that 

a\(al  • •  -  a") •  -  -a f iaf  • •  -a f 1 )  = b\(^  • •  -  b™) • •  -b j^bf ,  • •  -  Up) ,  
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which implies Â?(s) = A?(t). On the other hand, if M(.s) = A?(t), we can similarly prove that 

T'Op'0(s, t) = 1 for all i G I. This completes the proof. • 

Figure 4.9 

Next, we present the relationship between joint^°p-diagnosability and joint^1-diagnosability. 

Proposition 6 Given a plant G and a specification model R with L(R) Ç L(G),  

(L(G),L(R))  is j oint^^-diagnosable ^ (L(G),L(R)) is joint'^-diagnosable. 

Proof: (=») We prove this property by showing that if (L{G).  L(R))  is not joint^-diagnosable, 

then it is not jointj^-diagnosable as well. If (L(G),L(R)) is not joint-diagnosable, then 

(L(Gk), L(Rk)) is not codiagnosable with respect to {Mi}, i.e., 

Vn G A/*,Vz G I  : 3s G L(Q k )  — L(1Z k )  with |s| > n,3u G L( lZ k )  s.t. Mi(s)  =  Mi{u i ) .  

By Proposition 3, L{Ç k )  -  L(R k )  Ç L(G k + 1 )  -  L{TZ k + 1 )  and L(TZ k )  Ç  L(K k + 1 ) .  Since the 

extended observation masks {Mi} do not depend on the delay bound, we have that 

Vn G W, Vi 6 T : 3s G with |s| > m, 3u G s.t. A4;(s) = 

I.e., (L(Q k + 1 ) ,  L(1Z k + 1 ) )  is not codiagnosable with respect to {Mi} .  Thus, (L(G),  L(R))  is not 

joint j^-diagnosable. 

(/=) Example 8 shows a system which is joint"p-diagnosable, but not joint^-diagnosable. 

Thus, in general, joint"p-diagnosability does not imply j oint -diagnosability. • 
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4.4 Distributed Diagnosis Under Unbounded-Delay Communication 

In this section, we discuss distributed diagnosis under unbounded-delay communication. 

This problem was first considered in [62], where the authors introduced a notion of decentralized-

diagnosability, and showed that the problem is not decidable. In contrast to that result, our 

study shows that the property of decentralized-diagnosability is not strong enough to capture 

the problem. Instead, we use the notion of joint—-diagnosability as introduced in the last sec

tion, and show the decidability of distributed diagnosis under unbounded-delay communication 

by establishing the equivalence between codiagnosability and joint—-diagnosability. 

Theorem 7 Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a system and K be a prefix-

closed specification language contained in L (K Ç L). (L,K) is joint—-diagnosable under a 

general protocol Pgen G Vgen if and only if (L, K) is codiagnosable. 

Proof: Since codiagnosability assumes no communication, whereas joint—-diagnosability 

does, the sufficiency follows from the fact that any communication can only provide an addi

tional information. 

Now suppose that (L,  K)  is joint—-diagnosability, but not codiagnosable. Then for some 

faulty trace s G L — K, there exists no diagnoser which can detect the occurrence of the 

fault within a bounded delay when there is no communication among diagnosers. However, 

when there is communication among diagnosers, there exists a diagnoser i that detects the 

occurrence of the fault within a bounded delay, say n, i.e., by the time system executes some 

extension t of s with \t\ > n. This means that Tfen,°°(st,u) = 0, which is equivalent to 

Vu E # : M n M = 0. (4.15) 

Due to the unbounded communication delay it is possible that immediately after the execu

tion of the trace st  or trace u no communication is received at site i  from any other site j  ^  i .  

This means that a possible sequence of extended observations immediately after the execution 

of trace st or trace u at site i is Mi(st) or Mi(u), respectively, i.e., Mi(st) G Ofen'°°(st) and 
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Mi(u)  G Ofn'°». From (4.15) it follows that Mi(s t )  ^ Mi(u) ,  which is contradictory to the 

fact that (L,K) is not codiagnosable. • 

Remark 15 In Chapter 3, we proposed an algorithm for verifying codiagnosability with com

plexity C(|G| x \R\rn+1), where G and R are the system and the non-fault specification au

tomata models. It is implied by Theorem 7 that the same algorithm can be applied to verify 

joint—-diagnosability, which implies the decidability of joint—-diagnosability. 

4.4.1 Joint—-Diagnosability vs. Decentralized-Diagnosability 

We show that joint—-diagnosability is strictly stronger than decentralized-diagnosability 

introduced in [62] as an attempt to define distributed diagnosability under unbounded-delay 

communication. 

Definition 15 [62] Let L be the prefix-closed language generated by a system and K be a 

prefix-closed specification language contained in L (K Ç L). Assume there are m local sites 

with observation masks Mi : S —> Ai ( i  G I  = {1, • • •, m}). (L,  K)  is said to be decentral ized-

diagnosable with respect to {Mi} if 

(3n G JV)(Vs G L — K)( \ /s t  G L — K,  |t| > n)(Vu G H M^ lMi{st)  n L) => (u  G L — K) .  
i£l  

It follows from the above definition that decentralized-diagnosability is violated if and only 

if there exists a non-faulty trace u that is indistinguishable from st to all diagnosers. But even 

when such a trace u does not exist, there may exist a set of non-faulty traces {u,;}, one for 

each diagnoser i, such that % is indistinguishable from st to diagnoser i. Then each diagnoser 

can not conclude on its own that a fault has occurred. Further a communication from another 

diagnoser may not be received by the time system executes st due to the unbounded-delay com

munication. So even when there does not exist a single non-faulty trace u that is indistinguish

able from st to all diagnosers, it is possible that diagnosis cannot be performed. The following 

lemma shows that codiagnosability is strictly stronger than decentralized-diagnosability. 

Lemma 7 Codiagnosability ^ Decentralized-diagnosability. 
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Proof: We first prove the forward direction. If (L,  K) is codiagnosable, then 

(3m E AT)(Vs 6 1 - K)(Vst E 1 - if, |t| > n) => 

(3i € 7)(Vu G L,  Mi(u)  =  Mi(s t )  => u  G L — K) .  (4.16) 

To prove decentralized-diagnosability, we claim that the same delay bound n works. To see 

this, pick s  G L — K and t  such that st  G L — K and \ t \  > n.  Also pick it G A Mf 1 (s t )  A L.  
i € l  

Then u  G  L and M t ( u )  = Mi( s t )  for ail i  G  I .  Suppose for contradiction that u  $ L — K,  

and define % := u for ail i G I. Then M%(%) = Mi(st) and m $ L — K for ail i G I. This 

contradicts condition (4.16). 

Next we establish the backward direction. Since the problem of verifying decentralized-

diagnosability is undecidable [62], while the problem of verifying codiagnosability is decidable 

as shown in 3, the second assertion must hold. Otherwise, together with the first assertion, it 

will follow that decentralized-diagnosability is equivalent to codiagnosability, which contradicts 

their decidability properties. • 

The following example illustrates a system which is decentralized-diagnosable, but not 

codiagnosable. 

Example 10 Let a system language be L = pr(abc* + ac* + be*) ,  and consider a specification 

language K = pr(ac* + be*) .  Then the traces in abc* are faulty, whereas the traces in ac* or be* 

are non-faulty. The event set is E = {a,b,c}, and the observation masks {Mi} (i = 1,2) are 

defined as follows: M\(a) = a, M\ (b) = M\{c) — e; M-^ib) = b, A^a) = Afg(c) = e. Thus, we 

have that M\{abc*) = M\{ac*) = a, M\{bc*) = e, and M2(abc*) = M2(^c*) = b, M2(ac*) = e. 

The local observations of sites 1 and 2 for the faulty traces in abc* are given by a and 

b respectively. On the other hand, the local observations of site 1 and 2 for the non-faulty 

traces in ac* are a and e respectively, and those for the non-faulty traces in be* are e and 

b respectively. Since the local observations of the two sites for the non-faulty traces are not 

the same as those from the faulty traces, the system is decentralized-diagnosable. In contrast, 

when faulty traces in abc* are executed, the first diagnoser is "ambiguous" since the non-faulty 
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traces in ac* generate the same observation, i.e., a.  On the other hand the second diagnoser 

is also "ambiguous" since the non-faulty traces in be* generate the same observation, i.e., b.  

Thus the system is not codiagnosable. 

Since joint—-diagnosability is equivalent to codiagnosability as shown in Theorem 7, the 

following theorem can be directly derived from Lemma 7. 

Theorem 8 Joint—-diagnosability is strictly stronger than decentralized-diagnosability. 
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CHAPTER 5. PRIORITIZED SYNCHRONIZATION BASED 

DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 

In this chapter, we study the decentralized control problem of discrete event systems via 

prioritized synchronous composition (PSC). PSC was introduced by Heymann to relax certain 

synchronization requirements on plant and supervisors. PSC was used for decentralized control 

for the first time by Kumar and Shayman with a restriction that priority sets of supervisors 

exhaust the controllable events set. We generalize that prior work by relaxing the above re

striction, and introduces the notion of PSC-coobservability, which together with controllability 

serves as a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of PSC-based decentralized su

pervisors. PSC-coobservability is more general than C&P V D&A-coobservability introduced 

by Yoo and Lafortune, as it has the mechanism to support control-authority besides control-

capability. (When there is flexibility in choosing the priority and conjunction/disjunction sets, 

the class of PSC-coobservable and C&PvD&A-coobservable languages coincide.) An algorithm 

for synthesizing supervisors is presented with complexity polynomial in plant and exponential 

in specification size. (Prior construction method of conjunctive setting does not work in our 

setting, whereas the synthesis method suggested by Yoo and Lafortune is exponential in both 

plant and specification.) Our synthesis algorithm is also applicable in the setting of centralized 

control under partial observation, and conjunction+disjunction-based decentralized control. A 

simple manufacturing example is presented to motivate and illustrate the PSC-based decen

tralized control. 
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5.1 PSC-Based Decentralized Control Policy 

In this section, we study the PSC-based decentralized control policy. The priority sets A\ 

and associated with two automata Gi and G2 can equivalently be viewed as a four-way 

partitioning of the event set [6]: 

1. The G\-control led event  set ,  A\  — A2, in which the events are executed at a state in the 

resultant automaton if and only if the event is permitted at the participating state of 

automaton G\. This set of events we term as the partition. 

2. The G2-control led event  set ,  A2 — A\ ,  obtained in a similar way to the Gi-controlled 

event set. This set of events we term as the partition. 

3. The (G1 A G2)-control led event  set ,  A1IIA2, in which the events are executed concurrently 

or not at all. This set of events we term as the EA partition. 

4. The (G1 V G2)-control led event  set ,  S — (Ai U A2), in which the events are executed at 

a state in the resultant automaton if and only if at least one of the participating states 

of the automata, Gi or G2, permit it. This set of events we term as the Ev partition. 

Figure 5.1 Partition sets under PSC 

In PSC-based decentralized control, PSC is used to model the the interaction among local 

supervisors, and the interaction between the plant and the supervisors as well. We choose the 

priority set of the plant to be £, and the priority set of local supervisor Si to be A,;. Note that 

Ecj denotes the set of events Sj can control, a subset Ai of such events necessarily require the 

participation of Si for their global enablement. Thus the priority set Ai of 5', is naturally a 

subset of ECi- Note that this implies, U A.; C U £c; = Ec, which is weaker than the requirement 
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U Ai = Ec imposed in [33]. Without loss of generality, we consider two local supervisors in the 
i 

following discussion, i.e., I  = {1,2}. 

Let Tj Ç 2s denote the set of control actions of supervisor i £ /. Assume that L = 

pr(L) 0 is the generated language of the plant. In the PSC-based decentralized control, the 

local PSC-based control policy for supervisor i is defined as fi : Mi(L) —> I\, a map from the 

locally observed system behavior to the locally enabled events. Partial observation leads to 

ambiguity in choosing control action since an event may be legal following a certain trace, but 

illegal following an indistinguishable trace. In the case of ambiguity, supervisors take certain 

default control actions. The default decision for the PSC-based decentralized control is stated 

as follows: Whenever a  supervisor  is  ambiguous,  the defaul t  decis ion is  to  enable  an event  i f  

and only if the event is in the priority set of that supervisor. This allows the flexibility that 

the decisions by other supervisors, who are unambiguous, can override any default decisions. 

Consider the converse for the sake of argument: If a priority event were to be disabled by 

default by a local supervisor, then it would remain disabled globally regardless of the decisions 

of other local supervisors, even though they may be unambiguous. In other words, disablement 

of a priority event cannot be made a default decision for a local supervisor having priority over 

that event. The above default decision rule for the four partitions of Ec induced by two priority 

sets is summarized in Table 5.1, where f\ and fi indicate the control decisions of supervisor 1 

and supervisor 2, respectively. (The table also lists the fusion rules, to be discussed below.) 

Table 5.1 Default decisions and fusion rules for PSC (1: enable; 0: disable) 

Default Decision Fusion Rule 
f l  = l,/2 = 1 fpsc  = 1 [/l = 1] A [/2 = 1] 
/l = l,/2 = 0 fpsc  = 1 [h = 1] 

^A2 f l  = 0, f l  = 1 fpsc  = 1 & [h — 1] 

£v f l  = 0, Î2  = 0 fpsc  = 1 & [fi  = 1] V [/2 = 1] 

Let K C L be a specification language, which specifies the desired closed-loop behavior. 

In accordance with the default decision rule, we define the local PSC-based control policy for 
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supervisor i  as follows: Vs G L,  

f i (Mi(s))  := {a G Ai \ [M^M^s)  r \pr(K)]a Dpr(K) f 0} 
(5.1) 

U{cr G E« - Aj | [M i  
1Mi(s)  n  pr(K)]a L C pr(K)} .  

The above control policy states that an event is enabled by a local supervisor if that event is 

a priority event and cannot be unambiguously disabled, or it is a non-priority event and can 

be unambiguously enabled. Note that a PSC-based supervisor does not need to participate in 

the occurrence of events which it cannot control, i.e., events in S — E^. No control decision is 

mentioned for such events, but by definition of PSC, they remain enabled. 

We fuse local decisions together to get the overall control decision. Let T Ç 2s denote the 

global control actions. The global PSC-based control policy is defined as fpsc • L —+F, a map 

from the system behavior to the set of global control actions. For two local supervisors, the 

decision fusion rule is defined for each partition set as follows. For an event in EA := A\ fl A2, it 

is enabled if and only if both supervisors enable it; for an event in E:= Ai—Aj ( i , j  G I , i  ^  j) ,  

it is enabled if and only if supervisor i enables it; and for an event in Ev := Ec — {A\ U A2), 

it is enabled if and only if either supervisor enables it. This fusion rule is shown in Table 5.1, 

where fpsc indicates the fused control decision. 

Define A := A\  U A2 as the set of priority events and IA ( & )  ' • =  G I |f G A t}  as the index 

set of all local supervisors whose priority event set contains a. Then, based on the decision 

fusion rule, the global PSC-based control policy is defined as follows: Vs G L, 

fpsc ( s )  =  Ier G A I a G n f i (Mi(s))}  U {cr G Ec — A I <7 G U f i (Mi(s))} .  (5.2) 
ie lA(<r)  ie/cm 

The global control policy fpsc  indicates that cr G A is enabled if it is enabled by all local 

supervisors whose priority sets contain a (prioritized conjunctive rule), and cr G Ec — A is 

enabled if it is enabled by at least one local supervisor which can control the event (disjunct ive  

rule) .  

The closed-loop behavior achieved using the global PSC-based control policy is defined as 

follows. 
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Definition 16 Let L and Lm  be the generated and marked languages of a plant, respectively. 

Then the generated and marked languages of the controlled plant under the global PSC-based 

control policy fpsc, denoted by L/fpsc and Lm/fpsc respectively, are defined as follows: 

• e G L/fpsc ; [s<7 G L/fpsc]  [s G Lj fpsc ] A [scr G L] A [cr £ E„ U /psc(s)]; 

•  Lm/fpsc •= L/ fpsc n  Lm .  

We show via the following example the generality of the PSC-based decentralized control 

considered in this paper when compared to that in [33]. 

Example 11 Consider the generated language of a plant L = pr(c + ac + abc) and the speci

fication language K = pr(c + abc). Let M\(a) = a, M\{b) = e, M\{c) = c, M%(a) = e, M^ib) = 

b, M2(c) = c, Eci = {a,c}, and Ec2 = {b, c}. Choose A\ = {o} and A2 = {b}. Then it is easy 

to verify that the specification language K can be achieved through the PSC-based control 

policies shown in Table 5.2. However, if we require that the priority sets satisfy the condition 

A\ U A<i = Ec = {a, b, c} as required in [33], then it can be verified that K is not achievable no 

matter how the priority sets are assigned. 

Table 5.2 PSC-based local and global control policies for Example 11 

S A(MiW) fpsc(s)  
e  {o,c} m {a ,  b ,c}  

a  0 {b}  {b}  

ab  0 {c}  (4 

5.2 PSC-Coobservability: Existence, Test, and Properties 

To capture the restriction imposed by the partial controllability and observability of the 

supervisors, and the restriction of prioritized composition, the property of PSC-coobservability 

is introduced as follows. 
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Definition 17 Given a prefix-closed language L,  controllable event sets observation masks 

Mi, and priority sets A, Ç Eci (I G I = {1,2}) with A A\ U Ai and Ec Eci U Ec2, K is 

said to be (L, Ec;, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservable if 

1. Vs £pr(K),a e  A,scr  G L — pr(K) :  3 i  G JaM s.t. [Mi
_1Mi(s) npr(.fQ]<T Apr(K) = 0, 

2. Vs G pr(K),  a  G Ev, sa G pr(K) : Eli G /c(a) s.t. [M~1Mi(s) n pr(K)]cr fl L Ç pr(K).  

Condition 1 indicates that for a priority event in A to be disabled it needs to be unam

biguously disabled by at least one supervisor whose priority set contains that event. Con

dition 2 indicates that for a non-priority event in Ev = Ec — A to be enabled it needs to 

be unambiguously enabled by at least one supervisor that controls the event. The notion of 

PSC-coobservability is illustrated through the following example. 

Example 12 Consider a plant model G and a specification model R shown in Figure 5.2(a) 

and Figure 5.2(b), respectively. Let L — L(G) and K = L(R). The set of events is E — 

{a,b,c ,d ,e} .  Assume there are two local supervisors with Mi(a)  = a,  M\(c)  = c, M\(b)  = 

M\{d)  — Mi(e) = e, Mg(6) = b,  Mife)  = e, M2(a) = Mg(c) = M2(d) = e, Eci = {a,c ,d}  

and Ec2 = {b,c ,d} .  Let A\ — {a,d}  and A2 = {b,  d} .  Thus, EA = {d},  E^ = {«},  EA 2  — 

{?)}, and Ev = {c}. Specification requires that event a be disabled at state 1, event c at 

state 5, and event d at state 7. Event a can be unambiguously disabled at state 1 since 

[Mj-1Mi(e) n pr(K)\a fl pr(K) = 0. Similarly, event d can be unambiguously disabled at state 

7 since [M;f 1M2(cZ>) fl pr(K)\d n pr(K) = 0. For the non-priority event c, if it cannot be 

unambiguously enabled, it will be disabled by default. Since cac G L — K, event c is disabled 

at state 5. We can also verify that event c can be unambiguously enabled at state 3 and 9 

since [Mf1Mi(c) D pr(K)]c n L = {cc} Ç pr(K) and [M^1M2(6) A pr(K)}c n L = {cabc} Ç 

pr(K). Therefore, according to Definition 17, K is (L, M,, A,;)-PSC-coobservable. For 

another specification model R' shown in Figure 5.2(c), we verify below that L(R') is not 

{L{G), Ecj, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservable. 
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12 

(a) plant G (b) specification R (c) specification R' 

Figure 5.2 Diagrams illustrating Example 12 

Theorem 9 Consider a plant G with generated language L and marked language Lm .  Let 

eci, Mi and Ai Ç eci (i G I = {1,2}) be controllable event sets, observation masks and priority 

sets, respectively. 

1. For nonempty K Ç L there exists a PSC-based control policy fpsc  such that L/fpsc — 

K if and only if K is (L, E„)-controllable, (L, Eci, Mi; Ai)-PSC-coobservable and prefix-

closed. 

2. For nonempty K Ç Lm  there exists a nonblocking PSC-based control policy fpsc  

such that Lm/fpsc = K if and only if K is (L, E„)-controllable, (L, Ec,;, M,;, Ai)-PSC-

coobservable and relative-closed with respect to Lm .  

Proof: We first prove the necessary condition of assertion 1. Suppose there exists fpsc  

such that L/fpsc = K. For all s G pr(K) = Ljfpsc, ® G E„, and sa G L, we have 

sa G L/fpsc, which indicates that K is (L, E^)-controllable. The prefix-closure of K follows 

from Definition 16, which implies that L/fpsc is prefix-closed. Next we prove the PSC-

coobservability of K. 

For all s  G pr(K),cr  G A, sa G L — pr(K),  we need to show that there exists i  G IA (C ) 

such that [Mf1 Mi(s) n pr(K)}a n pr(K) = 0. For the purpose of contradiction, assume that 

for all i G IA(&), [Mj
-1Mi(s) n pr(K)]a fl pr(K) ^ 0. I.e., there is no supervisor that can 

unambiguously disable a. Then, all supervisors whose priority sets contain a take the default 

decision to enable a. According to the fusion rule, the fused decision is to enable a, which 

conflicts with the condition sa G L(G) — pr(K).  
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For all s G pr(K),a G SC—A, sa G pr(K),  it can be verified in a similar way that there exists 

i G Ic{a) such that [M^M^s) D pr(K)\a D L Ç pr{K). Therefore, K is (L(G), £ci, Mi, Aj)-

PSC-coobservable. This completes the proof of the necessary condition of assertion 1. 

To prove the sufficient condition of assertion 1, we need to show that if K is controllable, 

PSC-coobservable and prefix-closed, then there exists fpsc such that L/fpsc = K. The proof 

is done by induction on the length of traces in L/fpsc and K. It is trivial to show that 

e G L/fpsc e G K. (Left hand side follows from Definition 16, and right hand side from 

the facts that K is nonempty and prefix-closed.) Assume for all |s| < n, .s G K if and only if 

s G L/fpsc• We need to show that 

Ver G S, sa G K <S> sa G L/fpsc,  where |s| = n. 

(a  G S«) If sa G K, then s  G K.  From the induction hypothesis, we have s  G L/fpsc-

It follows from Definition 16 that sa G L/fpsc• On the other hand, if sa G L/fpsc, then 

s G L/fpsc, and again from the induction hypothesis s G if. It follows from the controllability 

and prefix-closure of K that sa G K. 

(a G A) If sa G K = pr(K),  then from the definition of PSC-coobservability, we have that 

for all i  G I  a(f), [M~ lMi(s)  n pr(K)\a r\pr(K) ^ 0, which implies that a G f i (Mi(s))  for all 

i  G 7a(c)' Since fpsc(s)  = {a G A \  a  G A f i (Mi(s))} ,  we have a G fpsc(s)-  It follows 
<€/A(CT) 

from Definition 16 that sa G L/fpsc•  On the other hand, if sa G L/fpsc,  let us assume 

sa £ K for the purpose of contradiction. Then from definitions of PSC-coobservability, there 

exists i G h\W) such that [Mi"_1Mj(s) npr(K)\a (1 pr(K) = 0, which implies that a £ fi(s) for 

some i .  Then from the definition of fpsc ,  & ^  fpsc(s) ,  which conflicts with sa G L/fpsc-

Thus, sa G K. 

(a € Ec — A) The proof is similar to that for cr G A. This completes the induction step, 

and the proof for assertion 1. 

In the following, we present the proof for assertion 2. For necessity, suppose there exists 

nonblocking fpsc such that Lm/fpsc = K. Then L/fpsc = pr{Lm/fpsc) = pr(K). From 

assertion 1, pr(K) is nonempty, (L, £u)-controllable and (L, £c,;, M,, A,;)-PSC-coobscrvable, 
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implying K is nonempty, (L ,  S„)-controllable and (L .  Sc,;, Mi,  A.,)-PSC-coobservable. Also, 

pr(K)  n  L m  = pr(L m / fpsc )  ̂  L m  — pr{Lj fpsc  n  L m )  i~ i  L m  c  L/ fpsc  i~ i  P^iLm)  o  L m  — 

L/fpsc H Lm = Lm/fpsc = K, i.e., K is relative-closed. For sufficiency, choose fpsc such 

that Ljfpsc = pr(K). Then Lm/fPSC = L/fPSc n Lm = pr(K) A Lrn = K, where last 

equality follows from relative-closure of K.  Finally, since pr(L m / fpsc )  — pr (K)  =  L/ fpsc ,  

fpsc is nonblocking. • 

Remark 16 The proof of Theorem 9 implies that the same control policy fpsc  can be applied 

for both the basic control (L/fpsc — K) and the nonblocking control (Lm/fpsc = K and 

pr(L m / fpsc )  =  L/ fpsc ) •  

5.2.1 Verification of PSC-Coobservability 

Next we show that PSC-coobservability is polynomially verifiable. In order to discuss the 

verification, we first present an equivalent statement of PSC-coobservability as follows. 

Proposition 7 Given a prefix-closed language L, controllable event sets S&, observation 

masks Mi, and priority sets Ai CE ci (i e I = {1,2}) with A := A\ U Ag, K is (L, Sci, Mi, A*)-

PSC-coobservable if and only if for all s, si, s2 G pr(K) with [Mi(s) = M\(s{)} A [M2(s) = 

M2(S2)] and a G Sc with sa G L the following conditions hold: 

1 [a G Sa] A [si<7 G pr{K) \  A [s2cr G pr(K) \  =»  sa  G pr(K) \  

2 [cr G SAJ A [sjcr G pr(K)] => sa  G pr (K)  ( i  G 7) ; 

3.A [cr G Sv] A [cr G Sci D Sc2] A [si<7 G 7, - pr(7f)] A [S2<T G L -  pr(K )] => scr G 7/ - pr(K) ,  

3.b [cr G Sv] A [cr G SCi - ECj.] A [sjcr G L - pr(7f)] => sa  G L - pr(7f) (i, j  G 7,% ^ j). 

Proof: (Only if) Suppose 7f is (L ,  Scj, Mi,  Aj)-PSC-coobservable. We show that the second 

condition holds, and other conditions can be proved similarly. Assume for contradiction that 

the second condition fails, and without loss of generality let i — 1. I.e., [a G SAJ A [sicr G 

pr(K)] A [su G L — pr(K)}. According to Definition 17, there exists i G 7A(CT) = {1} such that 
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[M~1Mi(s)  npr(K)]a fl pr(K) = 0, which conflicts with [si<7 G pr(K)}  since Mi(s) — Mi(si). 

Thus, the second condition holds. 

(If) We show that the first condition in Definition 17 holds in the following. (The second 

condition can be proved similarly.) For <r G A and sa G L — pr(K), first consider the case 

a G E/ij. For [a G EAJ A [scr G L — pr(K)\, assume for contradiction that [M[~1Mi(s) l~l 

pr(K)\a A pr{K) ^ 0. I.e., there exists si G pr(K) with Mi(s)  =  M\{s{)  and s\a G pr(K).  

Then we get a contradiction that sa G pr(K) from the second condition in the above. Thus, 

[M^1Mi(s) n pr(K)\a fl pr{K) = 0. Similar proofs can be developed for cases a G EA2 and 

a G EA. • 

Based on the above expanded version of PSC-coobservability, we develop an algorithmic 

test as in [56, 75], where a certain testing automaton is constructed to track the bad traces 

which violate the coobservability condition. The only marked state in the testing automaton 

is the dump state. We do not present all the details of the testing automata in this paper since 

it is similar to that in [56, 75]. Briefly, the testing automaton has a transition function so that 

for all s,si,s2 G pr(K), it tracks the ones with [Mi(s) = Mi(si)] A [M2(s) = M2(s2)] (see for 

example [56, 75]). Here, we only discuss the violating condition for each partition set and the 

corresponding state space in each testing automaton. This is shown in Table 5.3, where X is 

the state set in the plant model G, Y is the state set in the specification model R, and d is the 

dump state. 

Each violating condition causes a transition to the dump state. In each condition, we 

assume that the event a in trace Sia ( i  G I )  can be controlled by the corresponding supervisor Si 

(i G I). If a is not controlled by a supervisor i, we ignore condition on .s,;cr (i G I). For example, 

if cr G Ev and a G Eci — Ec2, we only check if the condition [scr G pr(K)}  A [si<r G L — pr(K) \  

is violated or not, and ignore the condition s2<r G L — pr(K) shown in Table 5.3 for Ev. 

Let the testing automata for events in SA, EAJ, £A2 and Ev be TA (G,R) ,  TA x{G,R),  

Ta,2 (G, R) and TV(G, R), respectively. Then we have the following result: 

Theorem 10 Given a plant G and a specification R with L(G) — L  and L(R) =  K,  K is 

(L, E„, Mi, j4j)-PSC-coobservable if and only if Lm(Ti(G,R)) = 0 for all i G {A, Ai, A2, V}, 
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Table 5.3 Violating conditions and state spaces in the testing automata for 
verifying PSC-coobservability 

Partition 
Set 

Violating Conditions State Space Required 

a G SA [scr G L — pr(K)\ A [si<7 G pr{K)\ A [s2a G 
pr(K)\ 

(X x y) x y x y u {d} 

a G Eai [sa G L — pr(K)\ A [s^a G pr(K)\ 

D
 

X
 

>
7

 X
 

*
 

a G Sa2 [sa G L -  pr(K)} A [s2a G pr(K)\ (x x y) x y u {d} 

<7 G Sv [sa G pr(K)\ A [sia G L — pr(K)] A [s2a G 

M*)] 

y x (x x y) x (x x y) u {d} 

i.e., the dump state d is not reachable in all testing automata Ti(G, R).  

Proof: The proof is similar to that in [56]. • 

Remark 17 The maximum searching space of testing automata Ti(G, R) ( i  G {A, Ai, A2, V}) 

includes states in two copies of plant automata and three copies of specification automata. 

Therefore, the algorithm for testing PSC-coobservability is quadratic in plant states and cubic 

in specification states, which is the same as the computational complexity of the algorithm for 

testing C&PVD&A coobservability in [75]. 

Remark 18 Though the testing for PSC-coobservability can be done by testing four different 

automata, some of them can be combined together. For example, we can use one testing 

automaton with the state space (X x Y) x Y x Y U {d} for events in SA and . Since 

this method does not enlarge the search space, it has the same computational complexity as 

explained earlier. All these testing automata can also be combined into one single testing 

automaton with the state space (X x Y)3 U {d}. However, since the search space is enlarged by 

introducing another plant automaton, this method will have a higher computational complexity 

(cubic both in plant and specification states). 

The following example constructs a testing automaton to verify the PSC-coobservability of 

language K' — L(R') discussed in Example 12. 
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Example 13 It was mentioned in Example 12 that the language K'  = L{R!)  is not (L(G), E^, 

Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservable. Figure 5.3 shows the testing automaton TV(G,R'), where each 

state is labeled by (y ,  x \ ,  y \ ,  X2,1)2)-  For all s  G pr(K) ,  si, S2 G L — pr(K')  with [M\(s)  =  

Mi(S!)] A [M2(S) = M2(S2)] and a G Ev = {c}, the state coordinates y, (xi,y{), and ($2,2/2) 

track if sa G pr(K'), s\a G L — pr(K') and G L — pr(K') respectively. It can be seen from 

Figure 5.3 that Lm(Tv(G, R')) ^ 0. Therefore, K' is not (L(G), £ci, Mi, A,:)-PSC-coobscrvable. 

5.2.2 P S C- Coobservability vs. C&P V D&A-Coobservability 

It is clear from the definition of PSC-coobservability that it bears similarity with C&P V 

D&A-coobservability. Here we explore the similarity and differences between the two no

tions of coobservability. Comparing the definition of PSC-coobservability and C&P V D&A-

coobservability, we have the following property: 

Proposition 8 Consider a prefix-closed language L,  a sublanguage K Ç L,  controllable event 

sets Eci, and observation masks Mi (i G I = {1,2}). Given the priority set Ai (i G I) for 

the PSC architecture and the fusion partitions Y,c^ and ECje for the conjunction+disjunction 

33333 

59933 

Figure 5.3 Testing automaton TV(G, R')  
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architecture, the following properties hold: 

1. [ECid = A\ U A2 = A\ = A2] => [(L, Sci, Mi, A,;)-PSC-coobservability 44> 

(L, Ec i, Mi, Ec,d/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-coobservability. 

2. [EC;a = A\ U A2, Ai ^ A2] => [(L, Eci, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservability =» 

(L, Eci, Mi,  ECi(j/ECie)-G&P V D&A-coobservability]. 

3. [EC)(j 7^ Ai U A2] =• [(L, ECi, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservability 

(L, E ci, Mi, Ec,d/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-coobservability]. 

Proof: 1. When ECjd = A\ = A2, there are only two partitions EA and Ev of Ec with 

Ea = EC)d and Ev = Ec>e. Since the same default action (disable) and fusion rule (conjunctive 

rule) are applied for events in EA and Ec,d, and the same default action (enable) and fusion 

rule (disjunctive rule) are applied for events in Ev and Ec,e, it is easy to conclude the first 

assertion. 

2. In the case Ec,<z = AiUA2 and Ai ^ A2, there are four PSC-based fusion partitions with 

Ea Ç EC,<Z and Ev = Ec_e. Since we have 7A (cr) = 7c(<J) for event a G EA, and 7A(cr) Ç 7c(cr) 

for event cr G Ea, — Ea,- (i,j G 7 = {1,2}, i ^ j), it follows from the definitions of PSC-

coobservability and C&P V D&A-coobservability that 

K (L, ECi, Mi, Aj)-PSC-coobservable K (L, Egi,Mi, Ec,d/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-coobservable. 

However, the other direction may not be true. For example, suppose a G Ai — A2 and 

cr G EcinEc2. For s G pr(K) and scr G L—K (i.e., cr needs to be disabled), consider the case that 

[M^1 M\(s) Cipr(K)]crC\pr(K) ^ 0 and [M^1M2(s)npr(7f)]crnpr(7f) = 0, i.e., only the second 

supervisor can disable a unambiguously. According to the default rules and decision fusion 

rules in both architectures, it follows that K is (L, , Mi, ECid/EC;e)-C&PvD&A-coobservable, 

but not (L, Eci, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservable. This completes the proof of the second assertion. 

3. For ECjd f Ai U A2, the possible cases are: 3cr G Ai — Ec><£, or 3cr G A2 — EC)d, or 

3cr G EC|d — A. In the first case, cr G A\ and cr G Ec,e-
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• Suppose sa  G pr(K) .  If [M~ lMi(s)  C\pr(K)]a A L % pr(K)  holds for alli G I  — {1, 2}, 

then a is disabled in the conjunction+disjunction fusion architecture, which is in conflict 

with sa G pr(K). Thus, K is not (L, Eci, Mi, £c,d/ECie)-C&P V D&A-coobservable. On 

the other hand, since [M^M^s) fl pr(K)\a A pr(K) ^ 0, it is not possible that a is 

disabled in the PSC-based architecture. Thus, a is enabled, and K is (L, Ect, M(, A.,)-

PSC-coobservable. 

• Suppose s  G pr(K)  and sa  G L — pr(K) .  If [M1
_1Mi(s) C\pr{K)\a  Hpr(K)  ^ 0, then a is 

enabled in the PSC-based architecture, which conflicts with sa G L — pr(K). Thus K is 

not (L, S d, Mi, Aj)-PSC-coobservable. On the other hand, since [Mf1Mi(s) C\pr(K)]a A 

L ^ pr(K) holds for all i G I = {1,2}, a is disabled in the conjunction-!-disjunction 

fusion architecture. Thus, K is (L, E^, Mi, SC;rf/Sc>e)-C&P V D&A-coobservable. 

This shows that PSC-coobservability and C&P V D&A-coobservability are incomparable in the 

case 3cr G Ai — Similar arguments are applicable to the other two cases. This completes 

the proof of the third assertion. • 

The following corollary is immediate from Proposition 8, showing PSC-coobservability can 

subsume C&P V D&A-coobservability. 

Corollary 3 Consider a prefix-closed language L,  a sublanguage K Ç L,  controllable event 

sets £CJ, and observation masks Mi (i G I = {1,2}). 

1. Given the partition sets EC)d and Ec,e: 3Ai, A2, s.t. 

K is (L, Erf, Mi, SCj(i/SCje)-C&P V D&A-coobservable 

<3- K  is (L, Ec», Mj, Aj)-PSC-coobservable; 

2. Given a pair of priority sets A\  and A2: /3ECi<j, Ec,e s.t. 

K is (L ,  Ec;, Mj, A,)-PSC-coobservable 

K is  (L ,  Eci, M», Ec,d/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-coobservable. 
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Proof: The first conclusion follows from the first assertion in Proposition 8 by choosing 

Ai = A2 = Ec,d- The second conclusion follows from the second and third assertions in 

Proposition 8 that no matter how ECjd is chosen (whether equaling A\ U A2 or otherwise), the 

two coobservability properties do not coincide. • 

Although in general PSC-coobservability subsumes C&P V D&A-coobservability, the fol

lowing theorem shows that whenever there is flexibility of choosing the fusion partition sets 

and the priority sets, a PSC-based control exists if and only if a conjunction+disjunction-based 

control exists. (Such a flexibility may not always exist as is the case with the manufacturing 

example considered in Section 5.4.) 

Theorem 11 Consider a prefix-closed language L, a sublanguage K Ç L, controllable event 

sets Ecj, and observation masks Mi (i G I = {1,2}). 

1. If the conjunction+disjunction fusion architecture and associated partitions Ec>d and Ec,e 

are chosen so that K is (L, £«, Mi, ECi<j/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-coobservable, then K is also 

(L, Eci, Mi, Ai)-PSC-coobservable with A\ = A2 = Ec,<z; 

2. If the PSC fusion architecture and associated priority sets A\ and A2 are chosen so that K 

is (L, Eci, Mi, Aj)-PSC-coobservable, then K is also (L, Ed, Mi, ECi(j/Ec,e)-C&P V D&A-

coobservable with ECjd = Ai U A2 and Ec,e = Ec — Eg/. 

Proof: The first assertion readily follows from Corollary 3. The second assertion follows from 

the second assertion in Proposition 8 that PSC-coobservability is stronger than C&P V D&A-

coobservability when Ec,d = A\ U A2. • 

Remark 19 Theorem 11 shows that both the PSC and conjunction+disjunction architectures 

provide the same capability of decentralized control whenever there is flexibility of choosing 

the fusion partition sets and the priority sets. However, certain applications may require PSC-

based decentralized control, in which case the second assertion in Corollary 3 indicates that it 

may not be possible to use conjunctive+disjunctive architecture as a replacement. Also, using 

the PSC-based control, the supervisors are not required to participate in the occurrence of all 

system events, which is its additional advantage. 
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5.3 Synthesis of PSC-Based Supervisors 

Since in a complex system it is impossible to list control actions for all possible system ob

servations, an off-line synthesis of PSC-based supervisors requires finding the automaton based 

representation of the PSC-based control policy. Then the supervisors restrict the behavior of 

a plant by way of prioritized synchronous composition with it. 

Methods for realization of automata based supervisors do exist for centralized control, and 

for conjunctive decentralized control. For example, supervisors can be chosen to be genera

tors of infimal prefix-closed, controllable and observable super languages with respect to local 

controllable events and local observation masks [34]. However, this method is not suitable for 

synthesizing PSC-based supervisors as shown in the following example, which advocates the 

need for a new synthesis method. 

Example 14 Example 11 shows that there exist PSC-based control policies /i, and fpsc  

such that L/fpsc = K. It is easy to verify that infPC-£uiOMi(K) = L = pr(c + ac + abc) for 

alii G I — {1,2}. Suppose we choose Si to be a generator of infPC^ui {K) = L. Then it 

follows that L(Si Ai ||A2 %) = L, and so L(G s||sc S) = L, where S := Si ^ ||A2 %. In other 

words, if a generator of infPC-£uiOMi(K) is chosen as supervisor Si, then closed-loop behavior 

in the PSC-setting need not be K, unlike the conjunctive setting. 

Not only the prior synthesis method is not applicable in the PSC setting, the conven

tional automaton model itself is not suitable for the PSC-based supervisor synthesis. In the 

PSC-based decentralized control, a locally disabled event may be enabled globally, and thus 

can be executed by the plant. If that event is locally observable, a supervisor may need to 

update its state when it is executed by the plant, but that will not be possible in an usual 

automaton model due to absence of any transition on a disabled event. To accommodate 

this new type of requirement, a more general automaton, called the command-response au

tomaton, is introduced for the realization of PSC-based supervisors. A command-response 

automaton possesses two types of transitions: One the traditional type which determine the 

set of locally enabled events (command), and others that determine how to perform state-
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updates when a locally disabled but globally enabled event is executed by the plant. Such an 

automaton is defined as GC>R := (X, 2, aC'R, XQ, Xm), where X, E, XQ and Xrn are defined as 

before, and ac,R := (ac, aR) includes two types of transitions. ac : X x E —> X defines the 

c o m m a n d  t r a n s i t i o n s  t h a t  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  l o c a l l y  e n a b l e d  e v e n t s ,  w h e r e a s  a R  :  I x E  - t  X  

defines the response transitions that determine the state updates on locally disabled but glob

ally enabled events. Without loss of generality, the response transition function aR is as

sumed to be a complete function. (If for some x G X and a G E, aR(x, cr) is not defined, 

then a self-loop transition aR(x, a) = x can be added for the completeness.) Automaton 

Gc = (X,T,,ac,xo,Xm) is called the basic automaton model of the command-response au

tomaton model Gc , r  = (X,  E, a c , R ,  X Q ,  X r n ) .  

We extend the definition of PSC given in Definition 2 to cover command-response automata 

models as follows: 

Definition 18 Given Gf'R = (Xi, E, af'R, x^o, X^m) with af'R = (af,aR), let A, Ç E 

denote the priority event sets of Gf'R (i G I). The prioritized synchronous composition of 

G±' R  and G2' 1 1  is defined as G I ' R  A I I |A 2  := (X,  E, a C ' R ,  X Q ,  X m ) ,  where X := Xi  x  X2,  

x 0  := ( r i , 0 , 1 2 , 0 ) ,  X m  '•= X\ i m  x X2 ,m and the transition function a C ' R  (a c ,a R )  with a c  

and aR being defined as: Vx = (x%,xg) G X, a G E : 

(af (xi,cr),ot2 {x2, cr)) if af (xi, cr) defined, (xg, cr) defined 

(af (xi, cr), o:^(x2, cr)) if af (x^cr) defined, a^(i2,cr) undefined, cr ^ Ag 

(af (xi, <r), a2'(x2, cr)) if af (xi,cr) undefined, af (xg, cr) defined, a £ A\  

undefined otherwise 

a c (x ,  a)  < 

a R (x ,a) := (af (xi, cr), a^(x2, <r)). 

Definition 18 indicates that in the generalized PSC, an event is enabled if and only if it 

is enabled by all systems having priority over it. For a locally disabled and globally enabled 

event, a supervisor performs a state-update by taking the corresponding response transition. 

Definition 2 can be viewed as a special case of Definition 18 with all response transitions 
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appearing only as self-loops (since no state-update is possible in case a locally disabled but 

globally enabled event is executed by the plant). 

Remark 20 The idea of having two types of transitions in an automaton model is not new, and 

first appeared in [64], where a system can contain two types of transitions, the real  t ransi t ions  

and the virtual transitions. However, the distinction between the real and virtual transitions 

considered in [64] is not the same as the distinction between the command and response 

transitions. 

Now we are ready to discuss the synthesis of PSC-based supervisors. Rewrite the local 

PSC-based control policy as: Vs G L 

f i{Mi(s )) = {a G Ai  | { \M^ l Mi{s)  C\pr(K)\an L}  Dpr(K)  F 0} 

U{<7 G eci - Ai  | \M~ l Mi{s)  n pr(K)\cr  n L ç pr(K)} .  

To find an automaton representation of this control policy, we need to identify all traces 

in pr(K)  indistinguishable to s, i.e., M^ 1 Mi(s)  f )pr(K) .  Given a specification model R — 

(Y, E, /3, yo, Ym) with L(R)  = pr(K) ,  define the re f ined speci f icat ion model  wi th  respect  to  Mi  

as 7Zi  := R11Mr 1 [det (Mi(R))} .  % generates the language M^ 1  Mi(pr(K))  Dpr(K)  = pr(K)  = 

L(R). The following algorithm, which is based on that presented in [27], describes how to 

construct the automaton 7Zi. 

Algorithm 5 Consider a specification model R = (Y, E, /?, yo, Ym). 

1. Construct Mi(R) by replacing each transition label cr G E by Mj(cr) G A U {e}; 

2. Construct a deterministic automaton det(Mi(R))  with its state set 2 Y ;  

3. Construct M~1[det(Mi(JÎ))] by replacing each transition A G A by events in Mf 1 (X)  = 

{cr G E|Mj(cr) = A}, and adding self-loops at each state on events in M-1(e) = {a G 

E|Mj(cr) = e}. Note that Mf1[det(Mi(R))] and det(Mi(R) have the same state space; 
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4. Construct 7Zi = R\\M t  
1 [det (M t(R))} = (Z, E, Z Q .  Zm) through the synchronous com

position of R and M^1[det(Mi(R))].  

I  

b,d,e (71,4 

b,d,e 
(a) M^ldetiM^R))} 

(mm}) 

(3,(3,7,10,13}) (4,(1,4}) 

(5, {5^9}) (6#) (7,(3^10,13}) 
" lb ' el 

b,d,e (9,(5,9}) (j 0,(3,7,10,13}) 
'
di 

(12,{12}) (13,(3,7,10,13}) 
(b) 

1 
(1,(1,3,5,6}) 

(3,(1,3,5,6)) (4,(4,7,9,12}) 

a,C,d(^T^6> (5,(1.3^6}) (6,(1,3,5,6}) (7,{4J,9,12)1 

lb ej 
a,c,d (t^jÂTT> (9,(4,7,9,12}) (10,(10,13}) 

1° znzz 
(12,(4,7,9,12}) (13,(10,13}) a,c,d(X10,13 

(°) 
M2"1[det(M2(E))] 

(d) % 

Figure 5.4 Diagrams illustrating Example 15 

The result of Algorithm 5 is an automaton with its state set Z = Y x 2Y and marked state 

set Zm = Ym x 2Y. Note that in the automaton 1 [ de t ( M,; (/?,))], all indistinguishable traces 

under mask Mi reach the same state. Consequently, the following is an immediate corollary of 

Algorithm 5. 

Lemma 8 [27] Suppose for si,s2 G pr(K)  = L(1Zi) z \  = (2/1, y\ )  = 7t(zo,si) and z<i  = 

(2/2,2/2) -- 7i(zo, S2). If Mi(si) = Mi(s2), then 2/1 = 2/2- (Such states z 1 and z2 with 2/1 = 2/2 are 

called matching pair  o f  s ta tes . )  

Algorithm 5 is illustrated through the following example. 

Example 15 Consider the specification R shown in Example 12. Figure 5.4 (a) and (c) 

show the automata M^1[det(Mi(R))\ and M^~1[def(M2(i?))] respectively, where each state of 
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them contains all states of R which are matched to each other. Synchronously composing the 

specification R with those automata results in the refined specification models 7Z\ and 7^2, 

shown in Figure 5.4 (b) and (d) respectively. 

In the refined specification model 7Zi constructed in Algorithm 5, all states reached by 

indistinguishable traces are labeled with matched set of states. In the following algorithm, 

we first construct a refined plant model with respect to the refined specification, denoted Qi := 

G\\1Zi, where 7Zi is obtained by "completing" the transition function of 7Zi by introducing 

a dump state "d" that is unmarked. Then L{Gi) = L(G) D L(1Zi) = L(G) fl E* = L(G), 

and the states reached in Gi by illegal traces have their second coordinate labeled with the 

dump state "d". In order to construct the zth local supervisor, all the states reached in Gi 

on legal traces is partitioned into different classes based on the labels of matching states. 

Those equivalence classes form the states of the ith local supervisor since matching states 

are reached by indistinguishable traces and so the local supervisor cannot distinguish between 

them. Each local PSC-based supervisor is constructed using a command-response automaton 

Sf'R. The command transitions in sf'R represent the locally enabled events, which conform to 

the definition of fi, i.e., a priority event a G Ai is enabled if it cannot be disabled unambiguously 

([M~1Mi(s) D pr(K)}a D pr(K) / 0), and a non-priority event a G £„ — Ai is enabled if it can 

be enabled unambiguously ([Mj
-1Mi(s) n pr(K)\a n L Ç pr(K)). The response transitions in 

Sf'R represent the non-priority events disabled but observable locally. The global PSC-based 

supervisor is constructed by taking the PSC composition of local PSC-based supervisors. 

Algorithm 6 Given a plant G  =  ( X ,  E, a, i0, X r n) and a specification R = (Y, E,/3,yo, Ym), 

consider two supervisors with observation mask Mi and priority set Ai (i G I = {1,2}). A 

finite automaton representing the local PSC-based control policy fi is constructed as follows: 

1. Construct the refined specification model IZi = (Z, E, 7,, zq. Z r n) using Algorithm 5; 

2. Construct the "completed" model of 7Zi, denoted 7Zi := (Z, E, 7,,, ZQ, Zm), where Z = 
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Z U {d} and d ^  Z  is a dump state. The transition function 7,: is defined as follows: 

Vz G Z,  a  G S : cr) := 
7i(z, cr) if [z  ^ d] A [7i(z, cr) defined], 

d otherwise. 

I.e., for any event cr G S not defined at state z  G Z,  a transition on cr from the state z 

to the dump state d is added in lZt. Also, any a G S appears as a self-loop at the dump 

state d; 

3. Construct the re f ined plant  model  wi th  respect  to  re f ined speci f icat ion,  denoted Gi '•= 

G\\Hi = (X, E, à, XQ, Xm), where X := X x Z, x0 := (x0, z0), Xm Xm x Zm and the 

transition function à is defined as follows: 

Vx G X,cr G E : a(x, cr) := 
(a(x, cr), 7^(z ,  cr)) if a(x ,  cr) defined, 

undefined otherwise; 

4. Construct the local supervisor S» representing the local PSC-based control policy f f .  

(a) First partition the state set of Gi into a set of classes. A class consists either of a 

set of legal states that are matched to each other, or the set of illegal states. The 

class consisting of the initial state of Gi is called the initial class, denoted Co, and 

the class consisting of illegal states is called the dump class, denoted C^. The set of 

all classes is denoted Q; 

(b) Construct local supervisor S*?' R  := (Ci, E, pf ' R ,  Co,  Ci), where the transition function 

pf'R := (pf ) pf ) is defined by considering transitions in Gi as follows. 

• If a priority event a G Ai  has a transition from a state in class C to a state in 

class C'  (C'  ^  Cà) ,  then pf  (C,  a)  = C' \  

• If a non-priority controllable event cr G E„ — Ai  has a transition from a state 

in class C to a state in class C' (C ^ C,i), and there is no transition on a from 

any state in class C to a state in the dump class C<j, then pf  (C,  a)  — C' ;  
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• If a locally uncontrollable event a G Euj = E — EC1 has a transition from a 

state in class C to a state in class C' (C ^ Cj), then pf(C,a) = C'; (Note 

that controllability guarantees there is no uncontrollable event with a transition 

from a state in class C to a state in the dump class Cj.) 

• If a non-priority controllable event a G ECi — Ai  has a transition from a state in 

class C to a state in class C' (C" ^ Cj), and also has a transition from a state 

in class C to a state in the dump class Cj,  then pf(C,  a)  = C".  

Formally, the transition functions pf  and pf  are defined as follows: VC G Q, <7 G E, 

/f (c,f) := < 

C if [C ̂  Cj] A [6(C, a) n C" f 0] A [(a e A u E^) v 

((a e E« - A) A (â(C, <T) n Cd = 0))] 

undefined otherwise, 

pf(C,  a)  := 

C if [C f Cj A [&(c, a) n c" f 0] 

A [(a G Eci — Ai) A (à(C,  cr) fl Cj ^ 0)] 

C otherwise. 

A command-response automaton representing the global PSC-based control policy fpsc  is 

constructed through the PSC composition, namely, Sp'^c = Sf'R AI\\A2 Since the inter

action between the plant and the global PSC-based supervisor is captured by the basic PSC 

composition, we only need the basic automaton model of the global PSC-based supervisor for 

the control purpose. By deleting all response transitions and computing the trim version of 

the resulting automaton, we can obtain the corresponding basic automaton model of fpsc ,  

denoted Spsc-

Remark 21 Algorithm 6 is also applicable to synthesize supervisors in centralized, conjunctive 

decentralized, and non-conjunctive decentralized settings. In the centralized or conjunctive 

decentralized setting, a response transition will never be executed since a locally disabled 

event is also globally disabled. And so in centralized or conjunctive decentralize setting, the 

response transitions may be omitted without affecting the overall closed-loop behavior. As a 
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result in those settings, the supervisors can be realized as conventional automata. 

Remark 22 The complexity of Algorithm 6 is analyzed as follows. The complexity of Algo

rithm 5 to construct the refined specification model 1Zi is 0(|Y| x 2'yl x |E|). In Algorithm 6, 

the construction of local PSC-based supervisor sf'R is based on the refined plant model Gi, 

whose construction has a complexity of 0(\X\ x |Yj x 2'y' x |S|). The complexity of doing the 

partitioning and defining the transitions in step 4 of Algorithm 6 is linear in the number of 

states and the number of transitions of Gi- Thus, the overall complexity to construct each local 

PSC-based supervisor is C(|X| x |Y| x 2'yl x |£|). Note from the work in [69] it is known that 

a polynomial complexity algorithm for synthesis of supervisors does not exist (unless P=NP). 

(The NP-completeness of supervisor synthesis reported in [69] is for the centralized setting but 

is also applicable to the decentralized setting, the centralized control being an instance of the 

decentralized control.) In contrast, the observer based synthesis procedure sketched in [75] has 

complexity 0(2^lxlyl x |E|) for the size of the observer, whereas the algorithmic description 

of how to compute the control actions for each of the observer states is not given, and so any 

extra associated complexity is not quantifiable. When the specification R is a subgraph of the 

plant G, then since the second coordinate of a state in Gi = G\\R\\Mf1[det(Mi(R))] is either 

the same as the first coordinate or is the dump state d, the complexity of constructing the 

local supervisors is reduced to C>(|X| x 2^' x |£|). 

To illustrate Algorithm 6, we construct the PSC-based supervisors for plant G and speci

fication R introduced in Example 12 as follows. 

Example 16 Consider plant G and specification R introduced in Example 12. Based on 

the refined specification models TZi and IZ2 constructed in Example 15, Figure 5.5 shows 

the supervisor synthesis procedure. The complete refined specification models TZ\ and IZ2 

are shown in Figure 5.5 (a) and (d), respectively. And the refined plant model G\ and GÏ  

are shown in Figure 5.5 (b) and (e), respectively, where states with second coordinate d are 

unreachable through the legal traces of the specification R. Each non-dump class in G\ and 

G2 is surrounded by a dotted spline curve. Following the construction described in step 4(b) 
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of Algorithm 6, we construct the local PSC-based supervisors S±' R  and 5'^'^ as shown in 

Figure 5.5 (c) and (f) respectively. Note all command transitions are represented by solid 

lines, and all response transitions are represented by dotted lines. For the global PSC-based 

supervisor, its extended automaton model and basic automaton model are shown in Figure 5.5 

(g) and (h), respectively. It can be verified that the controlled system under Spsc achieves 

the specification R,  i.e., G g||£c  Spsc  = R-

The following lemma establishes the relationship between the local PSC-based control pol

icy and the local PSC-based supervisor represented by a command-response automaton. 

Lemma 9 Consider a plant G with generated language L,  and a specification R with L(R)  = 

pr(K) .  Let fi be the local PSC-based control policy defined in Equation (5.2), and Sf ' R  = 

(Ci,Y,, pf'R,Co,Ci) be the supervisor constructed in Algorithm 6. For all s G pr(K) let Cs be 

the non-dump class reached in Sf'R. 

V<7 G ECI : [cr  G f i (Mi(s) ) \  <=> [p f  (C s ,  a)  is defined]. 

Proof: (Only if) If a G f i (Mi(s)) for a G Ai ,  then it follows from the definition of f i  that 

[M' 1  Mi(s)r)pr(K)]aDpr(K)  ^ 0. Thus there exists t  such that Mi(s)  =  Mi( t )  and ta  G pr(K) .  

So ta (as well as t) reaches a non-dump state in the completed specification model 7Zi. Then 

the state reached by executing ta (as well as t) in Sf,R is contained in a non-dump class. Let 

Ct denote the non-dump class reached by t in Sf'R. Then since ta also reaches a non-dump 

class in Sf'R and a G Ai, it follows from definition of Sf'R that pf(Ct,a) is defined. Since 

Mi(s)  = it follows from Lemma 8 that s  and t  lead to a pair of matching states in 7Zi ,  

and thus to states contained in the same non-dump class C s  = C t  in Sf ' R .  Further sa  being 

indistinguishable to ta, pf(Cs,a) — pf(Ct,a), implying that pf(Cs,a) is defined. 

For a G ECI —AJ, it follows from the definition of f i  that [M[~ 1  Mi(s)C\pr(K)\aC\L Ç pr(K) .  

I.e., sa  G pr(K) ,  and for all t  G pr(K) with Mj(t) = Mi(s)  and ta  G L, we have ta  G pr(K) .  

Using a similar argument as that for a G Ai, we can verify that all these traces do not reach 

any state in the dump class. Consequently pf(Cs,a) is defined. This completes the proof of 
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Figure 5.5 Diagrams illustrating Example 16 
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the necessary condition. 

(If) If pf(C s ,a) is defined for a G Ai ,  then according to the definition of pf ,  there exists 

a state C G Ci such that pf(C s ,a)  = C.  It indicates that there exists a trace t  G pr(K)  ( t  

may be s) such that Mi(t) = Mi(s) and the dump state d is not reachable by executing ta in 

the completed specification model 7Zi, i.e., ta G L(lZi) = L(R) = pr(K). Thus Mf1 Mi(s)a A 

pr(K)  ^ 0, and then a G f i (Mi(s) ) .  

For a G Sci — A», if pf(C s ,a)  is defined, then for all t  G pr(K)  with Mi(t )  =  Mi(s) ,  

à(x,ta) ^ Cj. Thus all reachable states by executing t in 7Zi are non-dump states. It follows 

that ta  G L(JZi)  — L(R)  = pr(K) ,  which implies that [M~ l Mi(s)  N pr(K))a  D I Ç pr(K) .  

Then, a G fi(Mi(s)). This completes the proof of the sufficiency condition and concludes the 

proof. • 

Based on Lemma 9, we show in the following theorem that the PSC-based control policy 

fpsc and the PSC-based supervisor Spsc constructed in Algorithm 6 are equivalent in the 

sense that they achieve the same controlled behaviors. 

Theorem 12 Consider a plant G with generated language L and marked language L m .  

1. For nonempty K Ç L,  L/ fpsc  = K if and only if L(G s||sc Spsc)  = K; 

2. For nonempty K C L m ,  L m / fpsc  = K and pr(L m / fpsc)  = L/ f P sc  if and only if 

L m (G s | | s c  Spsc)  = K and pr(L m (G s | | s c  Spsc))  = L(G e| |e c  Sp s c ) .  

Proof: 1. We prove the first assertion by showing that a trace is enabled in L/ fpsc  if and 

only if that trace is enabled in L(G s||sc Spsc)- This is done by induction on the length 

of traces in the languages L/fpsc and L(G ^||sc Spsc)- It is trivial that e G L/fpsc and 

e G L(G sllsc Spsc)-  Assume that for |s| < n,  s  G L/ fpsc  if and only if s G L(G s| |sc  Spsc)-

We need to show that for event a € S, sa  G  L/ fpsc  if and only if sa  G L(G E | | S C  Spsc) ,  

where |s| = n.  

(Only if) If sa  G L/ fpsc ,  IT follows from Definition 16 that sa  G L and a G £« U fpsc(•?)•  

If cr G T,u, since the priority set of Spsc is Xc, according to the definition of PSC, sa G 

L(G s | | s c  Spsc)-
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If a G fpsc{s ) ,  then a  G [ n n A,  or a  G [ U /j(Mj(s))] A [Ec - A} .  In 
ie/ah i€/c(cr) 

the first case, a G )) for all * G I A ( ( T ) .  It follows from Lemma 9 that pf (C s ,  cr) is 

defined in all Sf ' R  (i  G JA(CT)), and thus scr is defined in Spsc-  Since scr G L, we have that 

scr G L(G e| |ec  Spsc) -  In the second case, there exists i  G /c(u) such that cr G /,(Mj(s)). 

From Lemma 9, pf (C s , a )  is defined in at least one supervisor s f ' R  (i  G /c(a)); and thus scr 

is defined in Spsc-  Since scr G L, it follows that scr G L(G s||sc Spsc) -

(If) If scr G L(G s||sc Spsc) ,  then from the definition of PSC, we have that scr G I, and 

either cr G £„ or it is enabled by Spsc  at the state reached by executing s. Using the similar 

argument as above, it can be verified that cr G fpsc -

2. Based on the first assertion, the second assertion readily follows from the definitions of 

marked language and Lm/ fpsc-  •  

5.4 Illustrative Example 

In this section, we present a simple manufacturing example to illustrate PSC-based de

centralized control. Figure 5.6 shows a simple manufacturing system, which contains three 

machines, two supervisors, two sensors (observation masks), one input port and one output 

port. Machine Mno is a pre-processing machine, which pre-processes workpieces before they 

are fed into machine Mn\ and machine Mn2- Machines Mn\ and M„2 are major processing 

machines producing two different types of products. We use the following event labels to 

represent the actions that can occur in this system. 

u:  a workpiece is taken by M n0 from the input port; 

ai : a workpiece is sent from M n0 to M n  1 ;  

a2: a workpiece is sent from M n0 to M n2; 

61: a product is taken away from Mn\ to the output port; 

b-2 ' .  a product is taken away from M n 2 to the output port. 

Both supervisors control the operations of three machines using short-range wireless com

munication. Event u is under the control of both supervisors, and machine Mn0 takes a 

workpiece from the input port if either supervisor issues that command. However, only the 
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Input port Output port 

n2 

Sensor 2 

Supervisor 2 

Figure 5.6 A simple manufacturing system 

first (resp., second) supervisor has the authori ty  to command machine M n \  (resp., M„2) to 

take a workpiece from machine Mn0. The output actions from both machine Mn\ and machine 

Mn2 are beyond the control of both supervisors. I.e., 

Ed = {"u.cuj iSui  =  {a2,6i ,6 2 };S c 2 = {11,0 ,2} ,^2  = {ai ,h ,h}-

Also due to the authority requirement of control, A\  = {01}, and A2 = {0,2}, and the four 

PSC-induced partitions are 

sa — 0) sai {ai}) ̂ a2 — {#2}, sv 
= {u} -

Supervisor 1 and supervisor 2 obtain information about system behaviors through sensor 1 

and sensor 2, respectively. Sensor 1 (resp., sensor 2) can observe the events u, ai,6i (resp., 

u,a2,b2), i.e., 

Mi (it) = u,  Mi(oi) = a\ ,  M\(b\ )  — b\ ,  Mi (02) = Mi (62) = e, 

M2( U ) = It, M2(<%2) = 02, Ms(62) = &2, M2(OI) = M^i) = e. 

Each machine has two states, "I" (Idle), and "W" (Working). Machines Mno, M„i and 

Mn2 are modeled by automata Gj. Gg and G3, respectively. The model for the whole system 

is the synchronous composition of the three machine models, i.e., G — G1HG2IIG3. All these 

system models are shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Due to the restriction of shared resources, only one machine is allowed to operate at one 

time. It is also required by the manufacturing procedure that Mn\ and Mn2 operate alternately, 

and each time Mn\ should start to work first. The corresponding specification model R is also 

shown in Figure 5.7. 

Comparing the plant and specification models, we know that the desired behavior of the 

system should repeatedly traverse states 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the plant in the following sequence: 

1—>2—>3—>1—>2—>4—>•••. It is required that events 03 and a\ be disabled at state 2 

alternately, and event u be constantly enabled at state 1 and disabled at states 3 and 4. Using 

the testing methods introduced in Section 5.2, one can verify that the specification language 

L(R) is (L(G),Y,ci, Mi, A,)-PSC-coobservable. 

We construct the PSC-based supervisors for this system in the following. Using Algo

rithm 6, the refined plant models Gi {i G. I = {1,2}) are constructed in Figure 5.8, where each 

non-dump class is surrounded by a closed dotted spline curve. Note that we only draw those 

dump states which are reachable within one transition from non-dump states since transitions 

within the dump class do not effect the supervisor synthesis result. Then, the local PSC-based 

supervisors Sf'R are constructed from Qi, where the response transitions are represented by 

dotted lines. 

Using the two local supervisors, we can control the plant to achieve the specification as 

follows. At the initial state, both supervisors enable event u. Then the first supervisor 

R G 

Figure 5.7 Plant and specification 
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sequentially enables events a\ ,  b \  and u without ambiguity. During these steps, the second 

supervisor cannot observe events a\ and bi, and thus cannot make unambiguous decision 

for event u, which needs to be disabled at state 3 and enabled at state 1. Thus, takes 

the default action to disable event u. However, since the non-priority event u may be enabled 

by sf'R, S^'1* needs the capability to track event u, which justifies the response transition 

labeled by u in S^7'^. According to the above control commands, the plant executes the trace 

ua\b\u and traverses states in the sequence ofl—>2—>3—>1—>2. Then, supervisor 

S2,R sequentially enables events og, Z>2 and u, and supervisor S^'R tracks event u during this 

phase through a response transition. This way the controlled plant generates the specification 

language The existence of PSC-based local supervisors that enforce the 

specification also establishes its PSC-coobservability (and controllability). 

The global PSC-based supervisor is constructed by taking PSC composition of Sf ' R  and 

S%'R, i.e., Sp'Rc = S±'R Ai ||A2 SC2,R • Since all transitions in S^'RC are command transitions, 

Spsc  =  Sp ' sc•  It  is easy to verify that L(G s| |sc  Spsc)  =  L(R) .  

As a final remark, owing to the presence of control-authority requirements in this applica

tion, this decentralized control problem cannot be cast in the conjunctive+disjunctive setting 

as it does not have the mechanism to capture the notion of control-authority. This fact was 

formally captured as the second part of Corollary 3. 
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Figure 5.8 Synthesis of PSC-based supervisors 
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CHAPTER 6. NONDETERMINISTIC DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 

In this chapter, we study the decentralized supervisory problem using nondeterministic 

supervisors. Nondeterministic supervisory control under partial observation was first proposed 

in [31] by allowing nondeterminism in control policies, which lead to the existence condition of 

achievability that is weaker than controllability and observability combined and is algebraically 

better behaved. In this chapter, we extend nondeterministic control to the decentralized set

ting. Using the simple conjunctive rule of decision fusion, we present a definition of coachiev-

ability to characterize the languages which can be supervisors. Coachievability is weaker than 

controllability and co-observability combined, which serve as the necessary and control. Other 

properties of coachievable languages are presented, and the relationship between achievability 

and coachievability is established. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions for target and 

range control problems. The existence conditions are polynomially verifiable, and also local 

supervisors can be polynomially synthesized, supervisors can be polynomially synthesized. 

6.1 Centralized Nondeterministic Control 

In this section, we first present results for centralized nondeterministic supervisory control, 

which are needed for the development of decentralized nondeterministic control. 

Definition 19 [31] Let S = (Y,Y, ,  (3 ,Y Q )  be a nondeterministic state machine, Ç S be the 

set of uncontrollable events, and M : S —> A be the observation mask. 

•  S is called ^-compatible if Vy G Y, Ver G (3(y ,  a)  ̂  0. 

•  S is called M-compatible if Vy G Y,Ver ,  a '  G E, M (a)  = M(a' )  and (3{y ,  a ) ,  (3{y ,  a ' )  ^ 0 

implies (3(y ,a)  =  f3(y ,a ' ) .  
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•  S is called (E„, M)-compatible if S is E„-compatible and M-compatible. 

Each nondeterministic supervisor needs to be (E„, M)-compatible with respect to its own 

uncontrollable event set Eu and observation mask M. The notion of (E„, M )-comp atibility 

captures the fact that no uncontrollable events can be disabled at any of the states of a 

supervisor, and further the state update on any pair of indistinguishable events should be 

identical. The notion of (E„, M)-achievability with respect to E* is defined as follows. 

Definition 20 [31] Let K Ç £*, then K is said to be (Eu, M)-achievable with respect to E* 

if 

1. Controllability/Achievability-1 (C): s  G pr(K) =>• sE* Ç pr(K) ,  

2. Recognizability/Achievability-2 (R):  sat  G pr(K) ,M(a ) = e =>• sa*t  Ç pr(K) ,  

3. Achievability-3 (A): sat  G pr(K)  => s[M~ 1 M(a)  nE*]t Ç pr(K) .  

(£u, M)-achievability characterizes languages that are generated by (Eu, M)-compatible 

nondeterministic supervisors. 

Theorem 13 [31] Let K Ç E*, then there exists a (£„, M)-compatible nondeterministic state 

machine SK such that L(SK) = pr(K) if and only if K is (Eu, M)-achievable with respect to 

E*. 

The following theorem gives the closure properties of (Eu, M)-achievability under union 

and intersection. The latter property guarantees the existence of infimal prefix-closed and 

(Eu, M)-achievable superlanguage, which is defined in Definition 21. 

Theorem 14 [31] (£„, M)-achievability with respect to E* is preserved under union over 

arbitrary languages and under intersection over prefix-closed languages. 

Definition 21 For K C £*, the class of prefix-closed and (£„, M)-achievable superlanguages 

of K with respect to E* is defined as: 

%.(#) {#' D # | = pr(K'), A" ^ (E*,M)-achievable wrt E*}. 
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The infimal prefix-closed and ( £„, M ) - achievable superlanguage of K with respect to £* is 

denoted in fPAs*(K) .  

The following theorem follows directly from Definition 20 and Definition 21, and presents 

a property of (£„, M)-achievable languages with respect to £*. 

Theorem 15 [31] For K Ç £*, K is (£„, M)-achievable with respect to £* if and only if 

pr(K)  = infPA-£*(K) .  

Theorem 15 can be thought of as an alternative definition of (£u, M)-achievability with 

respect to £*, and can be used to define (£„, M)-achievability with respect to a plant language 

as follows: 

Definition 22 [31] Let K Ç L = pr(L) ,  then K is said to be (£u, M)-achievable with respect 

to L if pr(K)  = infPA%*(K) Pi L.  

The following is an algorithm of linear complexity to compute in fPAx* (K) . This algorithm 

is used to synthesize nondeterministic supervisors. 

Algorithm 7 [31] Let S = (Y,  £, /3, >o) be a trim deterministic state machine such that 

L(S)  = pr(K) .  Then we have the following algorithm for the computation of i r i fPAj;*  (K) .  

1. Separate the states in S : for every transition (y ,  b ,  y ' )  with either M (b)  =  e or 3 (y ,  b ' ,  y")  

s.t. M(b)  = M(b' )  ^ e, replace (y ,b ,y ' )  by a pair of transitions (y ,e ,y)  and (y ,b ,  y r ) ,  

where y is a newly added state. 

2. For every transition (y ,b ,y ' )  with M(b)  = e, add transitions (y ,b ,y)  and (y, e ,  y ' ) .  

3. For every state y  and every event b £ £„ n if b is not defined at y, then add 

Mabeled transitions to let (3(y,b) = [3(y, e). 

4. For every state x ,  every event b G £u A (£ — M-1(e)), and every transition (y, a,y ' )  with 

M (a)  = M (b) ,  add a transition (y, b,  y ' ) .  
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5. For every state y  and every event b G Eu n (E — M-1(e)), if no ^-indistinguishable event 

a is defined at y, then add a transition (y, b, dump), where dump is an added state such 

that Ver G E„, P(dump, cr) — {dump}. 

6. Return the modified 5 as the generator S K  of in fPA-^* (K) .  

6.2 Coachievability with respect to E* 

The notion of coachievability is defined to characterize the class of languages that can 

be achieved as the behavior of a pair of (E„j, Mj)-compatible nondeterministic supervisors 

Si operating in synchrony, i.e., the behavior of S\||%. It follows from Theorem 13 that the 

language generated by each local supervisor is (Euj, Mj)-achievable with respect to E*. By 

considering all possible combinations of the two achievability conditions, we come up with a 

definition of (£„», M,)-coachievability with respect to E* as follows: 

Definition 23 K Ç £* is said to be (Euj, Mj)-coachievable with respect to E* if 

1. (Ci-C2) si,s2 G pr(K)  =» fli=i siE*i Ç pr(K) ,  

2. {R1-R2)  s ia 1 t 1 , s 2 a 2 t2  €  pr(K) ,Mi(ai )  = M2(a2) = e =*• flLi Ç pr(K) ,  

3. (A1-A2) s1aiti,s2a2t2 G pr(K)  =4> f)i=i Sj[Mi
_1Mi(ai) D E^jt» Ç pr(K), 

4. a. (C1-R2)  si,s2o2t2 G pr(K) ,M2(a 2) = e =>• siE*x n s2a2t2 Ç pr(K) ,  

b. (Ei-C2) s!0iti,s2 G pr(K) ,  = e => D s2E*2 Ç pr(K) ,  

5. a. (Ci-A2) si, S2o2£2 G pr(.Ff) =» siE*x A s2[M2
_1M2(a2) n E*2]t2 Ç pr(K) ,  

b. (Ai-C2) siaiii, s2 G pr(K) => D E^]ti n s2E*2 C pr(K) ,  

6. a. (i?i-A2) sioi*i, s2Q2*2 e pr(K)  =4- sia^i n S2[M^"1M2(a2) A E*2]t2 Ç pr(K) ,  

b. (A1-R2)  siai*i, s2a2i2  G pr(K) si[Mf1Mi(ai) D E*x]ii D s2o2*2  Ç pr(K) .  

The closure properties of Mi)-coachievability with respect to E* under intersection 

and union are given in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 16 (£„,, M, )-coachievability with respect to E* is preserved under intersection over 

prefix-closed languages. 

Proof: Assume {Kj, j  G J} is a set of Mt)-coachievable languages with respect to £*. We 

need to prove that f| Kj is also )-coachicvable with respect to £*, i.e., to verify that 

H Kj satisfies the conditions in Definition 23. Since each Kj is prefix-closed, pr( (~| Kj) = 
j € J  j £ J  

n pr(Kj) = n Kj-
jZzJ  jç .J  

For condition (C1-C2) ,  pick two traces .Si, s2 G f) P r (Kj) -  Then, for all j  G J, Si, s2 G 
jÇ-J  

pr (Kj). Since Kj is (£„;, M>)-coachievable with respect to £*, it follows from the definition of 

coachievability that siE^ A s2£*2 C P r(Kj). Therefore, we have n s2E*2 Ç f) pr(Kj), 

which implies that p| Kj satisfies condition 1. Similarly, we can verify that other conditions 

in Definition 23 also hold for f ]  Kj. •  
i&J 

The closure of (£„,, Mi)-coachievability with respect to E* under intersection over prefix-

closed languages guarantees the existence of the infimal prefix-closed and (£Uj, Mj)-coachievable 

super language with respect to £*. For K Ç £*, the class of prefix-closed and (E„i, Mi)-

coachievable superlanguage of K with respect to £* is defined as: 

PCoAz* (K) = {K' D K I K' = pr(K'), K' is Mi)-coachievable with respect to E*}. 

The infimal prefix-closed and (£„,, Mj)-coachievable superlanguage of K with respect to £* is 

denoted as infPCoA-£*(K). The following theorem provides a characterization of (Euj, Mi)-

coachievability with respect to E*. 

Theorem 17 K C £* is (£„•;, Mi)-coachievable with respect to E* if and only if pr(K) = 

Proof: (If) If pr(K)  = infPCoA^(K) ,  then since in fPCoA-z*(K)  is Mj)-coachievable 

with respect to £*, so is pr(K) ,  and hence so is K. 

(Only If) Since K is (£„,, M,;)-coachievable with respect £*, so is the superlanguage pr(K) .  

Since in fPCoA-£*(K)  is the infimal such superlanguage, we have pr(K)  D in fPCoA-%*(K) .  
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Also, it follows from the definition of in fPCoAz*(K) that pr(K) Ç in fPCoAz*(K) .  There

fore, pr(K)  = infPCoA^*(K) .  •  

The following lemma follows directly from Definition 20 and Definition 23, and establishes 

a relationship between (£«», Mj)-achievability with respect to £* and (£„,;, M;)-coachievability 

with respect to £*. 

Lemma 10 If Ki Ç E*(i = 1,2) is prefix-closed and (£„/, Mi)-achievable with respect to £*, 

then K\ A K<2 is prefix-closed and (£,„;, Mj)-coachievable with respect to £*. 

Proof: Since prefix-closure is preserved under intersection, K\ A K% is prefix-closed. Assume 

Ki C £*(i = 1,2) is (£„i, A7/-;)-achievable with respect to £*. Then all conditions of achievabil

ity listed in Definition 20 are held for Ki. To verify the , M, ;)-coachievability of K\ A K% 

with respect to £*, we need to check all conditions in Definition 23. Consider the first condi

tion, (C1-C2). Pick si, S2 E pr(KiAK2) = pr(Ki)Apr(K2), then si G pr(K{) and s2 G pr(K2). 

It follows from the achievability of Ki that Ç pr(Ki) and s2E*2 Ç pr(K2)- So we have 

&i£2i A s2££2 G pr(Ki)  A pr(K 2 )  =  pr(K\  A K 2 ) .  Similarly, other conditions of Definition 23 

can be verified. • 

Based on Lemma 10, we obtain the following theorem to compute in fPCoAz,*(K) .  

Theorem 18 For K Ç £*, 

where in fPA^,(K)  is the prefix-closed, (£„i, Mi)-achievable superlanguage of K with respect 

to £*, and infPA^, (K) is the prefix-closed, (£u2, M2)-achievable superlanguage of K with 

respect to £*. 

Proof: For notational simplicity, we define K 1  = injPA^,  (K) ,  K 2  = infPA^* (K)  and 

(Ç) Clearly, K C K l  ( i  =  1,2), which implies K Ç K 1  A K 2 .  Further from Lemma 10, 

K1 nK2 is prefix-closed and (E,u; M,)-coachievable with respect to £*. Since K12 is the infimal 

such superlanguage of K, we have that K 1 2  C K l  A K 2 .  
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(D) We need to show that K12 5 K1 H K2. This proof is done inductively on the length 

of traces. Without loss of generality, K ^ 0 (otherwise the theorem trivially holds). Since the 

zero length trace e belongs to K12 as well as K1 A K2, we need to show that any non-zero 

length trace in K1 fl K2 also belongs to K12. I.e., 

vs e ̂  n #1 n vo e s, sa e ̂  a ̂  ao e 

Obviously if sa G pr(K), then sa G K12. On the other hand, if sa G K1 fl K2 — pr(K), then 

sa is a trace that gets created due to the introduction of new transitions in the state machine 

S when Algorithm 7 is applied to compute Sl
K{i = 1,2) with L(Sl

K) = Kl. 

We first examine the centralized case and discuss all possible ways in which transitions 

added by Algorithm 7 can create a trace sa G L(SK) given that s G L(SK)- From the 

construction of Algorithm 7, the trace sa can be created by inserting, deleting, or replacing an 

event in the middle of a trace that ends in event a, or by appending the event a at the end of 

s. So the possible cases are given by, 

1. (Insert) s = ubbv G L(SK), 3f = ubva G pr(K), M(b) = € => sa = ubbva G L(SK) 

2. (Delete) s — uv G %,(%), Elf = ubva G pr(K), M(b) = e => sa = uva G L(SK) 

3. (Replace) s — ubv G L(SK), 3t G u[M~xM{b) A Y,u\va C\ pr(K) =$• sa = ubva G L(SK) 

4. (Append-C) s G L(SK),CL G =>• sa G L{SK) 

5. (Append-R) S = M£ L(SK),M{CL) = e =» sa = uaa G L(SK) 

(Note in cases 4 and 5 trace s is extended based on controllability and recognizability re

quirements, respectively. This is the reason we denote them by 'Append-C' and 'Append-R' 

respectively.) 

By considering the two state machines Sj^ and S2^ (that generate the languages K1 and 

K2 respectively), and considering all possible pairwise combinations of the above 5 cases, we 

can list all possible ways a trace sa can be created in K1 A K2 — L(Sj() A L(S2^) given that 

s e #1 a #2 = i%) a &(s&): 
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(1-1) s = uibibivi G if1,3*i = u\biv\a G pr(K), Mi(6i) = e =>• sa — uibibivia G K1 

s = u2b2b2v2 G K2,3*2 = u2b2v2a G pr(K), M2(b2) = e =>• sa = ̂ 6362^0 E K2 

(1-2) s = 1x16161 E if1, 3*i = iti6ivia G pr{K),M\(b\) = e => sa = uib\b\via G K1 

s = U2V2 G K2,3*2 = u2b2V2a G pr(K), ̂ 2(63) = e =5> sa = u2v2a G K2 

(1-3) s = «16161^1 G K1,3*i = iii6i^ia G pr(K), Mi(b\) = e => sa — u\bib\Via E if1 

s = m262«2 E K2,3*2 E u2[M^1M2{b2) n EM2]v2a npr(if) =ï sa = u2b2v2a E K2 

(1-4) s = M16161V1 E if1,3*i = lixivia E pr(K), M\{bi) — e =£• sa = Ui6i6ivia E if1 

s G K2, a G Su2 =» sa G if2 

(1-5) s = U16161U1 G if1,3*i = tii6ii>ia G pr(K),Mi(bi) = e =s> sa = iti6i6ii>ia G K1 

s = t*2a E K2, M2{a) = e =>- sa = «20a E if2 

(2-2) s = U16161V1 G K^,3*i = Mi6iuia G pr(K),Mi(bi) = e => sa = uib]b\via E if1 

s = u2b2b2V2 E K2,3*2 = u2b2V2a E pr(if ), M2(b2) = e => sa = «26262^0 G K2 

(2-3) s = 1x16161^1 G K1,3*i = unifia E pr(K), Mi(6i) = e => sa = ui6i6it/ia G K1 

s = M262U2 G K2,3*2 G U2[M21M2(b2) H S„2]v2a npr(K) =» sa = U2b2v2a G K2 

(2-4) s = iti6i6ivi G K1,3*i = iti6ivia G pr{K),M\{b\) = e => sa = ni6161^1 a G K1 

s E if2, a E Su2 =4* sa G if2 

(2-5) s = u\b\b\v\ E if\3*i = «i&ivia G pr(K),M\(b\) = e E if1 

s = 112a G if2, M2(a) = e => sa = Wgaa G if2 

(3-3) s = «i6it>i G if1,3*i E «i[M1"1Mi(6i) fi S„i]uia Hpr(if) => sa — u\b\v\a G if1 

s = U2b2v2 G if2, 3*2 G «2[M^1M2(62) A E„2]u2a Dpr(if) =4> sa = 1x262^2^ G if2 

(3-4) s = U161W1 G if1,3*i G tti[M1
_1Mi(6i) n Sui]t»ia Apr (if) => sa = ui&iuia e if1 

s G if^,a G E„2 =4- sa G if2 

(3-5) s = ui6i^i G if1,3*i G ui[Mf 1Mi(6i) n E„i]t>ia Hpr(if) =>• sa = ui6ii>ia G if1 

s = U2a G if2, M2(a) = e => sa = u2aa G if2 
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(4r4) 3 € #1 n#2,o e ns«2 ̂  e if^ nif2 

(4-5) s G if1, a G Sui => sa G if1 

s — u2a G if2, Mg(a) = e => sa = u2aa G K2 

(5-5) s = ua G if1 A if2, Mi (a) = M2{a) = e => sa = uaa G if1 fl if2 

The additional combinations (2-1), (3-1), (3-2), (4-1), (4-2), (4-3), (5-1), (5-2), (5-3), and (5-4) 

are also possible, and can be defined symmetrically to the combinations (1-2), (1-3), (2-3), 

(1-4), (2-4), (3-4), (1-5), (2-5), (3-5), and (4-5), respectively. 

Since if12 is (Euf, M;)-coachievable with respect to E* and s G if12 (induction hypothesis), 

it follows from the Definition 23 that sa G if12 in each of the above cases. To further illustrate 

the proof, we list the proof for the first five cases in Table 6.1. (Proof for other cases can 

be obtained in a similar way and have been omitted.) This proves the induction step and 

completes the proof. • 

Case ID Corresponding rule 
in Definition 23 

Define sub-traces of s as Extended trace sa 

(1-1) (Al-%) s — Sia\ti : si = ui, a\ — t>i, *i = v\a 
S = S2a2t2 : S2 = 1t2, a2 = b2,t2 = v1a 

sa = u\b\bivia 
= u2b2b2v2a 

(1-2) (#1-%) s = Si«i*i : si = ui, a\ = b\,t\ = via 
s = s2a2t2 : S2 = u2,02 = bg, t2 = v2a 

sa = uibibivia 
= u2v2a 

(1-3) (#1-42) s = siai*i : si = Ui,01 = b\,t\ = v\a 
S = S2a2t2 : S2 = U2, «2 = c2, t2 = v2a 

sa = u^bibiVia 
— U2b2V2a 

(1-4) (Al-Cg) s — siaiii : si = tti, ai = bi,t\ — v\a 
s,a G S„2 

sa = u\bib\via 

(1-5) (Ai-%) s = Siai*i : si = ui, ai = bi,t\ = v\a 
s = s2a2t2 : s2 = u2,a2 = a, t2 = e 

sa = uibibiV\a 
= u2aa 

Table 6.1 Proof table for Theorem 18 

The following corollary follows from Theorems 17 and 18. 

Corollary 4 if Ç E* is (E„-t, )-coachievablc with respect to E* if and only if pr(K) = 

(if) n (if). 
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Remark 23 Corollary 4 provides a way to test (E„j, Mj)-coachievability with respect to E* 

as follows: Using Algorithm 7 compute S%
K{i = 1,2) with L(Sl

K) = infPA^*(K), and check 

whether L(Sji\\S]<) C pr(K). The complexity of this test is cubic in the number of states of 

the acceptor of if. 

Now that we have an efficient way of testing coachievability based on Corollary 4, we use 

it in the following example to illustrate that coachievability is not preserved under union. 

Example 17 Consider languages ifi,if2, and K\ U if2 generated by state machines shown in 

Fig. 6.1, with K\ = pr(ac + a*), if2 = pr(abc + o*) and ifi U if2 = pr(ac + abc + a*). Suppose 

Mi (a) = e, M\(b) = b,M\(c) = c, M2(a) = M2(6) = a, M2(c) = c, Sui = 0, and Su2 = {a}. 

Fig. 6.1 shows the prefix-closed, (Eui, Ml)-achievable superlanguages of ifi,if2 and ifi U if2 

with respect to E* based on Algorithm 7. It is easy to verify that 

infPAg» (ifi) = pr(a*c + a*),  

infPA^(Ki) — pr(aca* + a*), 

infPA^,(K2) = pr(a*bc+ a*),  

infPA^* (if2) = pr(abca* + aaca* + aba* + a*), 

infPA^*(Ki U if2) = pr(a*c + a*bc + a*), and 

infPAs* (ifi U if2) = pr{abca* + aaca* + aba* + a*). 

Therefore, pr(ifi) = infPA^,{K{) C\infPA^*(Ki),  pr(if2) = infPA^,(if2) AinfPA^*(if2), 

but pr(Ki U if2) ^ infPA^, (ifi U if2) DinfPA£* (ifi U if2). Then, it follows from Corollary 4 

that ifi and if2 are (£,„-, M,;)-coachie vable with respect to £*, but K\ U if2 does not have that 

property. • 
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K, 
dumpT) " 

infPAt(K.) 

K, inf PAt (K2) inf PAt (K2) 

a c 

K.Ufz U^) 

Figure 6.1 Illustration for Example 17 

6.3 Decentralized Control Using Nondeterministic Supervisors 

In this section, we study the decentralized control problem using nondeterministic super

visors, including target control and range control problems. First, we introduce the definition 

of (SUi, Mj)-coachievability with respect to a plant language L. 

Definition 24 K Ç L = pr(L) is said to be (Z„.;, M;)-coachievable with respect to L if 

pr(K) = infPCoA%*(K) A L. 

When L = £*, coachievability with respect to L is reduced to coachievability with respect 

to £*, and pr(K) = inf PC o AY,' (K), which is stated in Theorem 15. The following theorem 

establishes a relationship between (£«», Mj)-coachievability with respect to E* and (Em, M.j)~ 

coachievability with respect to L = pr(L) Ç S*. 
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Theorem 19 K Ç L = pr(L) is (£m, M; )-coachievable with respect to L if and only if 

there exists K1 Ç S* such that K' is (£„», Mj)-coachievable with respect to £* and pr(K) = 

pr(K') n L. 

Proof: The necessity follows directly from Definition 24 by choosing K' = infPCoA-£*(K). 

For sufficiency, we need to prove pr(K) = inf PCOAY* (K) fl L. Since it always holds that 

pr(K) Ç infPCoA%*(K) fl L, we only need to show pr(K) 2 inf PC o AY,* {K) n L. Since K' 

is (Euj,Mj)-coachievable with respect to £*, so is pr(K'). Also since pr(K) = pr{K') n L, 

pr(K') is a superlanguage of K. So we must have pr(K') D inf PC o AY* {K). This implies 

pr(K) = pr(K') fl L D infPCoAY* {K) fl L, as desired. • 

The following property of (S„j, M.;)-coachievability with respect to L can be obtained from 

Theorems 14 and 19. 

Theorem 20 (Euj, Mj)-coachievability with respect to L is preserved under intersection over 

prefix-closed languages, but it is not preserved under union. 

Proof: First, we prove that M,)-coachievability with respect to L is preserved under 

intersection over prefix-closed languages. Assume {K j ,j € J} is a set of (£«,, Mj)-coachievable 

languages with respect to L. It follows from Theorem 19 that for each j £ J there exists KJ 

such that Kj  is (H,«, Mj)-coachievable languages with respect to £* and pr (K j )  =  pr (K ' j )  n 

L.  Then from Theorem 14, f| K\  is (£„», M»)-coachievable with respect to £*. Also, since 

pr (  H Kj )  =  f) P r(Kj) — A (pr(K')nL) = pr (  f) K'AnL ,  it follows from another application 
j€J j€J j€J j£J 

of Theorem 19 that f~| Kj  is (Eu.;, M,)-coachievable with respect to L.  

Since (SUi, Mj)-coachievability with respect to £* is not preserved under union (Exam

ple 17), (T,ui, Mj)-coachievability with respect to L has the same property. Otherwise, we can 

let L = £* and arrive at a contradiction. • 

The closure property of (EUi, M,;)-coachievability with respect to L under intersection guar

antees the existence of the infimal prefix-closed and (£«», M,-)-coachievable superlanguage with 

respect to L. For K Ç L = pr(L), the class of prefix-closed and (£„;, Mi)-coachievable super-
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language of K with respect to L is defined as: 

PCOAL(K) = {K Ç K' Ç L | K' = pr(K'), K' is (E„i, Mj)-coachievable with respect to L}. 

The infimal prefix-closed and (E„j, Mj)-coachievable superlanguage of K with respect to L is 

denoted infPCoA^K). 

The relationship between infPCoA^K) and infPCoAz* (K) is stated in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 21 For all K Ç L = pr(L), infPCoA^K) = inf PCOAY,*(K) A L. 

Proof: (D) It follows from Theorem 19 that there exists K' Ç E* such that K' is (E„j, M{)-

coachievable with respect to E* and infPCoAi,(K) — pr{K')C\L. Since pr(K') is prefix-closed, 

(E„i, Mi)-coachievable with respect to E*, we have pr(K') D infPCoA^* (K). Therefore, 

infFUôÂL(K) 2 infFUôÂv(K)r\L. 

(Ç) It follows from Definition 24 that inf PCoAz*(K) n L is (Euj, Mj)-coachievable with 

respect to L. Since inf PCOA^*(K) fl L is also prefix-closed, it follows that inf PCOAl(K) Ç 

inf PC OAs» (K) n L. • 

The following corollary follows directly from Definition 24, Theorems 18, and 21. 

Corollary 5 K Ç L = pr(L) is (E„j, Mi )-coachievable with respect to L if and only if pr(K) = 

infPCiïÀL(K) = infPCÏÂz* (K ) n L = inf Pis» (K) A zn/PÂ^, (K) A L. 

Remark 24 Since the complexity of computing infPA-£*(K) is linear in the number of 

states in the acceptor of K, the complexity of computing infPCoAi{K) = infPA^,(K) A 

infPA£* (K) A L is quadratic in the number of states of the acceptor of K and linear in the 

number of states of the generator for L. So the complexity of checking in f PCoAi(K) Ç pr(K) 

to verify the (E„;, M;)-coachievability of K with respect to L is cubic in the number of states 

of the acceptor of K and linear in the number of states of the generator for L. 

The following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 

decentralized nondeterministic supervisors for "target" control. 
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Theorem 22 Given a plant G and the specification language K Ç L(G), there exist iV/.;)-

compatible nondeterministic supervisors Si (i — 1,2) such that the controlled system behavior 

L(G||(Si||S2)) = pr(K) if and only if K is nonempty and (Em, A-f,; )-coachievable with respect 

to L{G). 

Proof: (If) If K is (Eu i ,  Mj)-coachievable with respect to L(G), it follows from Corollary 5 that 

pr{K) — inf PA^* (K) A in/PA^* {K) l~l L(G). Further K nonempty implies m/PÂ^»(K) ^ 0 

(i = 1,2). So we can construct (E„j, A'/j )-compatible nondeterministic supervisors Si such that 

L(Si) = infPAlY*(K). Then we have that 

M*) = ^1) nl,(%) n 1(G) = z,(G||(gi||%)). 

(Only if) If there exist (E„j, Mj)-compatible nondeterministic supervisors Si (i = 1,2) 

such that pr (K ) = L(G||(SI||S2)), then clearly, K ^ 0. Further, it suffices to show that 

L(G||(5I||S2)) is (E„j, Mj)-coachievable with respect to L(G). Since L(G||(5I||S,2) = L(S\ )  A 

L{S 2 )  A L(G), by Theorem 19, it suffices to prove that L(S i )  A i(»S2) is (E„,;, Mj)-coachievable 

with respect to E*. It follows from Definition 23 that we need to consider the following 
6 

languages K\ ,  . . . ,K§  and show that [ j  K i  C  L (S1)  A L(S2): 
i=i 

Ki  = {siS*! A S2E*2 I si,s2 Ç L(Si) A L(S 2 ) } ,  

K2 = {siafti A s2a2f2 | sid\t\, s2a2i2 G L(S1) A L(S2), Mi(ai) = M2(a2) = e}, 

Kz = (si[Mf1Mi(ai) A E*]]ti A s2[M^1M2(a2) A E*2]t2 | siaiti, s2o2t2 G L(Si) A L(52)}, 

Ka = {siT,*ui A sjtftj I si: Sjdjtj G L(Si) A L(S2), Mj{dj) = e}, 

Kz = {siE*j A s j [M j  M j (a j )  A E*^]^ | 3*, s jd j t j  G L(S{ )  A L(S2)}, 

%6 = A Sj[M~1M,-(aj) A E<]i,- | SidiU, Sjdjtj G L(5i) A L(52)}. 

where i,j G {1,2},% ^ j. 
6 

In order to show |J K n  C L(S i )  A L(S2), we review the following result from centralized n=1 
setting taken from [31]. Suppose S is a (Eu, M)-compatible nondeterministic state machine. 
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Define Hi, % and H3 as follows: 

G ^(g)}, 

H2 = {sa* i I sat G L(S),M(a) = e}, 

Hz =  {slM^Mia) n  E*]t|sat G L(S))}. 

3 
Then using (E„, M)-achievability with respect to E* of L(S), it is shown in [31] that [j Hi Ç 

i=1 
L(S). Extending this observation to the decentralized case yields the desired containment, 

u  K i C L ( S i ) n L ( S 2 ) .  •  
i=1 

Remark 25 Prom the proof of Theorem 22, we know that the existence of decentralized 

supervisors for the target control is cubic in the number of states of the acceptor of K and linear 

in the number of the plant states. When the existence condition is met, local nondeterministic 

supervisors Si(i = 1,2) can be constructed such that L(5'j) = mfPA^*(K). It follows that 

the complexity of synthesizing each local supervisor is linear in the number of states of the 

acceptor of K. 

Next we present an example of a language that is controllable and coachievable but not 

co-observable. 

Example 18 Consider plant G and specification R state machines shown in Fig. 6.2, with 

L(G) = pr(ac + be) and K = L(R) = pr(ac + b). Suppose all events are controllable to both 

supervisors and M\{a) = M\{b) = Mg(a) = M2(b) ^ e. Then clearly K is controllable but 

not co-observable. (Both supervisors have the same mask function, and since a and b are 

indistinguishable, and c is permitted after only a, both supervisors will be ambiguous about 

disabling c following the occurrence of b.) It follows that the specification language K cannot 

be enforced using deterministic supervisors. 

In order to test the existence of nondeterministic supervisors, we construct nondeterministic 

state machines Si (i — 1,2) with generated languages infPA(K) as shown in Fig. 6.2. 

Then it is easy to verify that pr(K) — inf PA^*(K) fl infPA^,{K) fl L(G). Then, it follows 
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from Corollary 5 and Theorem 22 that the specification language can be enforced using the 

The result of Theorem 22 can be extended to solve the range control problem. Without 

loss of generality we take the lower bound to be nonempty (if empty, it can be replaced by {e} 

since the controlled behavior must at least generate the e trace). 

Theorem 23 Given a plant G and specification bounds AC E C L(G), there exist (Euj, in

compatible nondeterministic supervisors Si (i = 1,2) such that A Ç L(G||(Si||S2)) Ç E if and 

only if infPCoAL(G)(A) Ç E. 

Proof: (If) When inf PCoAi^(A) Ç E, it follows from Theorem 22 that there exist 

(Suj,Mj)-compatible nondeterministic supervisors S{ (i = 1,2) such that L(G||(Si||S2)) = 

inf PCOAL(G}(A) Ç E. Since A Ç inf PC oA up) (A) (from the definition of infPCoA^G) (A)), 

we have A Ç Z,(G||(Si||S2)) Ç E. 

(Only if) When there exist (2„j, Mj)-compatible nondeterministic supervisors Si (i = 1,2) 

such that A Ç L(G||(Si||5,2)) Ç E, it follows from Theorem 22 that L(G]|(S] ||^)) is prefix-

closed, (S„i, Mj)-coachievable with respect to L(G), and is a superlanguage of A. Since 

infPCoAL(G){A) is the infimal such superlanguage, infPCoAL(G)(A) Q L(G||(Si||S2)) Ç E. 

nondeterministic supervisors <%'s. 

Figure 6.2 G (left), R (middle) and Si (right) 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 Summary of Dissertation 

The main contributions of this dissertation on decentralized/distributed failure diagnosis 

of DESs include: 

1. In this dissertation, we formalize the problem of decentralized diagnosis by introducing 

a notion of codiagnosability. Algorithms of polynomial complexity in the size of sys-

tem/specificatioin model are proposed for verifying codiagnosability, synthesizing local 

diagnosis, and on-line diagnosis using them. Compared to methods used in [60, 13, 46], 

which have exponential complexity in the size of system/specificiaton models, our meth

ods are more computationally efficientive. 

2. We introduce the properties of strong-diagnosability and strong-codiagnosability in this 

dissertation, which specify capabilities of a system being certain about its fault/non-fault 

behaviors within bounded delays in centralized and decentralized settings, respectively. 

Such properties are useful for system health monitoring, as well as failure diagnosis. 

3. To study the property of being able to react safely to failures in a decentralized setting, we 

introduce a notion of safe-codiagnosability by extending the notion of safe-diagnosability 

[46] to the decentralized setting. Safe-codiagnosability captures the property that when a 

system executes a trace that is faulty, there exists at least one diagnoser that can detect 

this within bounded delay and also before the system behavior becomes "unsafe". Nec

essary and sufficient conditions for safe-codiagnosability are established, showing that 

safe-codiagnosability can be separated into the properties of codiagnosability together 

with "zero-delay codiagnosability" of "boundary safe traces". Algorithm with polyno
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mial complexity is provided for verifying safe-codiagnosability. For a safe-codiagnosable 

system, the same methods as those for a codiagnosable system are applicable for the 

synthesis of local diagnosers as well as for on-line diagnosis using them. 

4. We establish a unified dynamic model for general communication protocols in distributed 

diagnosis. Based on that modeling framework, distributed diagnosis via various protocols, 

with bounded or unbounded communication delays, and event decentralized diagnosis can 

be formulated and analyzed in a unified manner. 

5. We propose finite automata models to capture communication delays in an immediate 

observation passing protocol. The advantage of this modeling mechanism is that com

munication delays can be systematically analyzed by composing such delay models with 

system and specification models, which are automata models as well. 

6. By using automata models of communication delays, we convert distributed diagnosis 

under an immediate observation passing protocol to an instance of decentralized diag

nosis. Then algorithms of polynomial complexity for the latter problem are applied to 

solve the former problem. Methods of reducing complexity of verification and synthesis 

are presented. 

7. For distributed diagnosis under unbounded-delay communication, we establish its decid

ability. This work clarifies misunderstanding existing in the literature due to a prior 

work [68], where the authors proposed a notion of decentralized-diagnosability to cap

ture this problem. Our study shows that decentralized-diagnosability is not an adequate 

property. Instead, a stronger notion of joint^-diagnosability is needed, which is shown 

to be equivalent to codiagnosability. 

The main contributions of this dissertation on decentralized supervisory control of DESs 

include: 

1. In this dissertation, we employ PSC for decentralized control. As opposed to SSC, PSC 

based decision fusion mechanism removes the requirement on supervisors that feasible 
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uncontrollable events be synchronously executed (i.e., the requirement of "supervisor 

completeness" or "£u-compatibility" [64]). 

2. A notion of PSC-coobservability is introduced to capture conditions for PSC based de

centralized control. Restriction in a prior work [33], which requires that priority sets of 

the supervisors exhaust the controllable events set, is relaxed in our method. Also, we 

show that PSC-coobservability is more general than C&P V D&A-coobservability [75], 

plus when there is flexibility to choose the priority and conjunction/disjunction sets, the 

class of PSC-coobservable languages coincides with the class of C&P V D&A-coobservable 

languages. 

3. We show through construction that when plant and specification languages are regular, 

the local supervisors can be represented as finite automata, with complexity polynomial 

in plant states and exponential in specification states. Prior work on C&P V D&A-

coobservability presented the local supervisors as observers and did not specify an algo

rithm for the computation of control actions for each observer state. Also, the size of the 

observer is exponential in both the plant and specification states. While the realization 

of local supervisors is well known in the conjunctive setting, the same construction does 

not work in the PSC setting (as illustrated by an example). A new construction method 

has been presented in this paper that works also in all other settings, namely, centralized, 

conjunctive, disjunctive, and conjunctives-disjunctive. 

4. "Command-response" automata for the realization of supervisors is introduced. Unlike 

the conjunctive setting, in the setting of PSC or non-conjunction, a locally disabled event 

may be globally enabled, and a local supervisor may need to track such an event when 

it is executed by the plant. On one hand, a disablement requires that a transition on 

the disabled event be undefined, and on the other hand, tracking requires the transi

tion be defined. So, this leads to introduction of more general, "command-response" 

automata. Such automata possess two types of transitions, one which determines the 

local supervisors' enablement decisions (command), and others which determine how to 
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perform state-updates when a locally disabled but globally enabled event is executed 

by the plant (response). Accordingly, the definition of PSC has been extended to over 

"command-response" automata. 

5. By extending nondeterministic control from the centralized setting to the decentralized 

setting, we obtain a weaker condition of existence of decentralized supervisors, intro

duced as co-achievability. When the local supervisors are required to be deterministic, a 

stronger condition of co-observability together with controllability serves as a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the existence. 

6. For decentralized target control and range control problems, we develop algorithms of 

polynomial complexity for the existence test and synthesis of decentralized nondetermin

istic supervisors. This is in contrast to decentralized deterministic control, where both 

the existence and synthesis are of exponential complexity. 

7.2 Directions of Future Research 

For distributed diagnosis under bounded communication delays, we discuss an immediate 

observation passing protocol in this dissertation. A future direction can be an approach for 

more general distributed diagnosis where communicated information is not necessarily limited 

to local observations, but local sites may compute local state estimates and exchange them to 

further refine the estimations to come up with their diagnosis decisions. Since communication 

channels have bounded but random delays, an important issue is how to synchronize diagnosis 

results of multiple diagnosers. 

A direction to reduce computational complexity of diagnosis algorithms is to consider mod

ular diagnosis. Our discussion on decentralized and distributed failure diagnosis is based on 

monolithic system and specification models. In some applications, it would be more convenient 

to construct models for subsystems or local specifications. If we construct global models by 

synchronously composing local models, such operation would have exponential complexity in 

the number of local sites. To achieve computational efficiency, modular diagnosis using lo-
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cal system/specification models needs to be explored. [48, 49] studied distributed diagnosis 

without constructing global models, but the authors did not provide conditions for a system 

to be diagnosable in that setting. [14, 11] considered conditions for modular diagnosis to be 

equivalent to centralized diagnosis. However, to verify such conditions, a global model has to 

be constructed first, which eliminates the advantage of modular diagnosis. 

For decision fusion mechanisms in decentralized control, it is possible to have more general 

interface mechanisms such as one that accounts for not only the control limitations but also 

the observation limitations. Generalizations of PSC to account for observation limitations have 

been proposed in the literature [64, 30], and also been used for centralized control [30, 23]. 

In the future it will also be instructive to use a generalized version of PSC that delegates 

the effects of observation limitations, as well as control limitations, from the logic part to the 

interface part. 

Also, future research may consider including general decision fusion rules into nondetermin

istic decentralized control. We study in this dissertation nondeterministic decentralized control 

based on conjunctive decision fusion rules. From our discussion on decision fusion mechanisms 

in deterministic decentralized control, we know that a larger specification set can be achieved 

by utilizing more general rules, such as conjunctive+disjunctive, and PSC-based decision fu

sion rules. Similarly, by extending such general rules to nondeterministic decentralized control, 

a larger specification set is expected to be achieved. 

Another important research direction is fault-tolerant control. After the detection and iso

lation of a failure, we need to initiate some failure recovery or system reconfiguration procedures 

to guarantee certain basic services in spite of the presence of failures. 

In this dissertation, we are focused on untimed DESs, which considers logic behaviors of a 

system. To consider timing properties of a system, especially for real-time systems, we need 

to consider timed DESs. For example, a direction is to study how to perform failure diagnosis 

while meeting certain real-time deadlines by inspecting timing properties in timed DESs. 

An extended direction of DESs is hybrid systems, where system dynamics are described 

by both continuous and discrete-event models. For example, in an embedded system, control 
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actions of actuators may be described by continuous models, while digital logics can be modeled 

by DESs. Utilizing some abstraction techniques, DESs theory can be used for modeling, 

verification, diagnosis, and control of hybrid systems. Those topics are interesting for future 

research. 
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